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Letter from the Mayor
Greetings Beverly Residents and Businesses:

In spring of 2019 we embarked on what we
anticipated to be a year-long process to create
a new Comprehensive Master Plan for Beverly
– PlanBeverly – to guide the stewardship and
sustainable growth of our city and together
articulate a shared vision for our community
for the coming decades. The planning
process facilitated a deep community-wide
conversation about our hopes and dreams, our
goals, and our shared values. It established
how we approach needed economic and
housing investments and how we secure the
financial resources to deliver the high quality,
critical city services the people of Beverly
count upon.
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In recent years, the City has completed a wide array of planning
work, on topics including housing, transportation, the waterfront,
climate vulnerability, and arts and culture. We are currently
engaged in a joint Climate Action and Resiliency Planning
process with our neighbors in Salem. We also are finishing a
Historic Preservation Plan and undertaking an effort to ensure
equity and opportunity for all Beverly residents now and into the
future. These efforts will all serve as companion pieces to this
Master Plan. The Master Plan will knit together these efforts
under a comprehensive framework while offering additional
policy initiatives for the future. The final result will be a unified
road map for how we preserve the natural resources and cultural,
and historical assets of Beverly, and how we evolve and grow in
the most sustainable and equitable way. Beverly has always been
a community that welcomes new neighbors who discover our
beautiful city and choose to make a home here. That value must
continue.
We conducted an extensive public process through summer
and fall 2019, including ten public meetings and workshops and
more than 1,000 engagements with online survey platforms.
In late February 2020 our consulting team provided us with
a nearly complete draft plan that reflects the synthesis of the
data and the discourse of the community around the seven main
elements: Land Use, Housing, Economic Development, Mobility
and Access, Open Space and Environment, Public Facilities and
Services, and Cultural and Historical Resources. When we set
out, our goal was that the topic of environmental sustainability
– as well as those of fiscal and social sustainability – run
throughout the plan. As you’ll read later in this letter, we’ve also
worked to ensure social equity and opportunity are addressed
throughout.
When the COVID-19 pandemic arrived in early 2020, we
had to put the Master Plan aside temporarily. Our community
first stayed home, then wore our masks, kept our distance and
banded together to support our first-responders and all essential
employees, and to support our local businesses to the best of our
abilities.
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Two months later, the killings of George Floyd and Breonna
Taylor brought the history and current reality of racism in
America into sharp focus for our nation. Our Beverly community
mobilized, determined to act against racism and inequity. As
Mayor, I pledged to begin this important work. I committed
to engaging in a meaningful and transformative community
dialogue on race and racism, equity and opportunity, a dialogue
that is long overdue in cities and towns across America. In
Beverly, we commit to listen, to learn, and to together make the
changes that are needed to ensure everyone in this city will feel
and be safe in their daily lives. And more, that Beverly will truly
be a place where all people have access to real opportunities, in
all aspects of their lives.
We declared racism a public health issue in our community,
and we committed $150,000 to a Racial Justice and Equity
Initiative. This initiative will fund an Equity, Diversity, and
Inclusion Director working in the Mayor’s Office, an Equity
Audit, and several anti-racism trainings for city staff and
volunteers in this fiscal year. In late summer 2020, we held a
focus group with anti-racism thought leaders in the community.
With their candid feedback, we revisited the draft master plan
through a racial justice and equity lens - adding language in
our Vision, Goals, and Recommendations to better reflect the
perspective of our Black, Indigenous, and other People of Color
(BIPOC) residents.
Now, nearly a year later, we bring forward our proposed
new Master Plan. As we have identified these critical
companion efforts, we have reexamined the Vision, Goals,
and Recommendations arrived at through nearly two years of
community thought and dialogue. What we find and know is that
our Vision and Goals hold true today and our Recommendations
are still strong and valid. It is important to note that while this
plan was largely developed and written in 2019, it will serve our
community well for the next 10-15 years
Thank you to the hundreds of community members who
participated in the master planning process with us and helped

inform this plan. I want to especially express my gratitude to the
18 community members who served on our Master Plan Steering
Committee; you provided thoughtful and essential guidance to
City staff and our consulting team throughout this rewarding and
vibrant process. I am confident this Master Plan will serve to help
our community continue to evolve to meet the many needs of our
residents of this generation and many generations to come.
Sincerely yours,
Michael P. Cahill, Mayor
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Why PlanBeverly?
PlanBeverly is the City of Beverly’s
comprehensive master plan for the coming
decades. A collaborative effort between the
City and its residents, the plan represents the
collective vision and values of hundreds of
members of the Beverly community in guiding
the stewardship and responsible growth of
this city.
What is a Comprehensive Master Plan?

A comprehensive master plan is a tool used to guide growth
and sustainable development in a community. The document
establishes a long-term vision of a city, provides guidance for
ongoing decision-making in support of this vision, and sets up a
flexible framework for adapting City policy to address the needs
of the city over time. A comprehensive master plan includes
analysis of existing resources and conditions, projections of
future conditions and needs, a collective vision for goals and
desires, and a set of recommendations to guide public policy.
The plan not only addresses growth in terms of physical and
infrastructural development, it also encompasses the important
social, economic and environmental values that shape a
community.

Why we developed this Plan

Beverly’s success is the result of the diversity of its
residents, economy, and environments. Very few cities in the
Commonwealth combine a bustling downtown, rich cultural
and historic resources, scenic roads, preserved woodlands, and
spectacular ocean views. At the same time, Beverly boasts five
commuter rail stations and direct interstate highway access.

This connectivity, plus a solid job base in growing sectors such as
healthcare, education, and advanced manufacturing, means that
Beverly is a “complete city” with an enviable balance of residents
and workers. As a result of these assets, Beverly has become a
popular place to live, driving up housing prices and attracting real
estate developers to the city. This growth is vital to the City, since
it provides revenue that can help pay for high quality schools
and City services. But this growth needs to be guided in order to
best address the challenges facing Beverly while preserving the
qualities that make Beverly a great place to live, work, and visit.
As a result, the goal of the plan is to steer and shape
residential and commercial real estate development to areas
of the City where infrastructure already exists to support it
without compromising the sense of place, while enhancing
established neighborhoods and protecting open space. Directing
development to targeted areas is essential to achieving the
City’s sustainability goals, as it can discourage development
in unprotected green spaces and help reduce the percentage of
people who rely on single-occupancy vehicles for their commutes
and in-city trips.
New development is an important tool for providing a greater
diversity of housing types, including “the missing middle”
between single-family housing and large apartment and condo
buildings. Buildings designed at a scale of 2-10 households
will deliver lower-cost, market-rate housing that can meet the
needs of young households, empty nesters and seniors, two
demographic groups that are currently underserved by the
Beverly housing market. Buildings of this scale can also more
easily be dovetailed into existing neighborhoods that are near
commuter rail stations.
The plan that follows centers this strategy for guided
redevelopment while cross-pollinating with policies focused on
land use, economic development, open space, mobility, and civic
life to form a comprehensive vision that can help shape Beverly’s
future.
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Absolute Change in Population from 2000-2018
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Over the last decade, population and job growth have been
strong throughout the Boston region, with areas near transit
in particularly high demand for new housing. Beverly’s five
commuter rail stations, a strong job market in education,
medical, and technology sectors, and high quality of life have
combined to make it an appealing place to live for newcomers
and longtime residents alike. Among the peer cities analyzed in
the chart to the left (which includes North Shore communities
and similarly-sized cities with commuter rail access), Beverly’s
absolute population growth is in the middle of the range. Like
Natick, Beverly experienced a slowly declining population in
the 2000s, and then experienced a rapid increase in population
throughout the 2010s.
Like other cities in the North Shore, Beverly has seen
significant increases in housing costs in recent years, along
with economic and population growth across the greater Boston
region. Rising rents and home values are putting pressure on
residents, who face a widening affordability gap with housing
costs increasing faster than incomes. A special report from the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
found that more than one-third of all Beverly households spend
more than 30% of their income on housing and are considered
“cost-burdened”, while 17% of households are “extremely costburdened,” spending more than 50% of their income on housing.
Housing affordability has been a consistent theme throughout
the PlanBeverly public process, with both new and longtime
residents raising concerns that rising housing costs are pricing
out young and senior households and threatening Beverly’s
diversity.
Demographic shifts are contributing to housing pressures
Young households and empty nesters are currently the most
underserved demographic cohorts when it comes to affordable
housing choices in Beverly. Like many cities across the nation,
Beverly is experiencing a broader generational shift towards
smaller households, as Millenials wait longer to start families
and Baby Boomers live longer than previous generations after
their children have left home. The Metropolitan Area Planning
Council (MAPC) projects significant demographic shifts to fewer
children, more older adults and increasing numbers of smaller
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households in Beverly by 2030. In particular, MAPC forecasts an
increase in the population of those 65 years of age or older from
14.6% of all Beverly residents in 2010 to 22.8% of residents in
2030.
Smaller households are becoming more common, yet
most of Beverly’s housing stock dates from earlier eras when
households with children made up a much larger percentage of
the population. Single-family homes are predominant in many
of Beverly’s neighborhoods; overall, units with three or more
bedrooms make up more than half of Beverly’s housing stock.
This mismatch between the housing that currently exists and the
household types that are looking for housing is contributing to
the strains on affordability.
These trends indicate that new housing production should not
repeat post-World War II patterns of development, but instead
should be more focused on a range of housing types that provide
smaller units and are located in the walkable neighborhoods
with access to amenities that both seniors and younger adults
increasingly prefer. While recent development of larger
apartment buildings meets some of this need, “missing middle”
small-scale multifamily housing types that can blend with
established neighborhoods are also needed.
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Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability

Quality schools and city services are among the reasons that
many people consider Beverly an attractive place to live. These
services are funded through the City budget, which relies on
property taxes for 80% of its revenue. However, while the City
budget grows at an average of 3.3% each year, property taxes are
limited by state law to increase by only 2.5%. In addition, state
aid has declined from 22% of the City budget in 2000 to less than
13% of the budget in 2019. To compensate for the decline in state
aid, new growth in property taxes is necessary to continue to fund
municipal services at expected levels. Commercial development
in particular is important for supporting the City’s fiscal health,
as commercial properties are taxed at a higher rate and generate
fewer demands on City services. However, creating space for new
jobs in Beverly will also create demand from new residents who
want to live near their jobs. Therefore, this plan offers a strategy
for targeted development that seeks to balance strengthening
Beverly’s economy and accommodating increased residential
demand with preserving open space and natural resources while
enhancing Beverly’s historic and neighborhood character.

State Aid as a Percentage of General Fund Budget

Doing Our Part to Address Climate Change

Any plan for Beverly’s future would be remiss if it did not
address the largest challenge of our generation, climate change.
Every city, no matter its size, must act urgently to reduce our
climate impact at the same time that we prepare for the risks
that climate change will bring. As this comprehensive plan is
being finalized, the City is embarking on a year-long climate
planning process with its neighbor and partner, the City of
Salem. PlanBeverly anticipates the forthcoming Climate
Action and Resilience Plan, identifying climate-related
recommendations and areas for further study across every
topic area covered in the comprehensive plan. For example,
PlanBeverly’s land use recommendations take into account the
climate impact of development in different parts of the city; the
mobility recommendations are focused on increasing the use
of sustainable modes; and recommendations for City Facilities
and Services include ways to reduce the climate impact of the
City’s operations and to prepare City infrastructure for the
effects of climate change. The Climate Action Plan will build
upon this foundation, and the two plans will be implemented in
concert with each other to make Beverly a leader in responsible
stewardship of our city and our planet.
FY2020 Revenue Composition
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Source: City of Beverly Department of Municipal Finance, 2019
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Beverly Residents by Race and Ethnicity
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Source: American Community Survey,
2013–2017 5-year estimates

Planning for Social Equity

The racial dispersion map highlights that racial and ethnic
diversity is correlated with population density; that is the areas
with more housing per acre tend to be areas where more people
of color live in the City. This includes Downtown, Gloucester
Crossing, Kittredge Crossing, and to a lesser extent North
Beverly. Another cluster exists at Endicott College. Therefore, as
the City plans for future development we must be cognizant of
the impacts of new growth and associated amenities, ensuring

that any potential impacts do not unduly impact people of color.
The community has had very little racial diversity with about
98% of the population describing themselves as White in 1990,
down to 94.2% by 2014. Asian and Black residents have more
than doubled in number during this period with the Latino or
Hispanic population more than tripling.
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Vision and Principles
The City of Beverly will be an attractive, welcoming, and sustainable community
that celebrates and preserves its diverse residents, unique heritage, and natural
environment. The City’s sense of community will be enhanced through a balanced
and inclusive approach to zoning and land-use management policies that is wellcoordinated with regional and local plans, social justice issues, environmental
concerns, and development patterns. The City will provide its residents, and
prospective residents, an enriched quality of life that includes access to housing
for all ages, racial identities, abilities, and income levels; high quality education
and public services; diverse economic opportunities; robust arts, culture, and
recreation; and efficient and resilient infrastructure systems.
We are a City that:
Meets Housing Needs of all Residents by providing current and
future residents of all ages, racial identities, abilities and income
levels access to a mixture of affordable and quality housing
options that accommodate their varying needs and allow them to
call Beverly home for many years to come.
Plans for Sustainable and Balanced Neighborhoods by developing
smart and integrated land-use policies that balance the
redevelopment needs of the city with natural resource
preservation, focusing redevelopment in existing centers of
activity while maintaining important qualities of the community.
Celebrates Cultural and Historic Identity by protecting and enhancing
important historic and cultural resources in the city, encouraging
adaptive re-use of historic structures, and promoting citywide
access to arts and cultural programming that recognizes the
diverse history of all Beverly residents.
Practices Environmental Stewardship by promoting the
conservation and protection of the city’s land and water
resources and developing comprehensive strategies for climate
change mitigation and risk resiliency in the face of growing
environmental challenges.
12   City of Beverly

Advocates Health, Safety, and Well-being by fostering a strong sense
of community with diverse opportunities to engage in civic life
and providing quality social services to support improved health,
safety, and well-being of those who live, work and visit Beverly.
Advances Economic Prosperity and Opportunity by supporting a
diversified economy with access to high quality employment
opportunities and educational/workforce training, and creating a
welcoming environment for new businesses and industries to call
Beverly home.
Promotes Connectivity, and Accessibility by fostering a sustainable
and well-connected network of multi-modal streets, bikeways,
and pedestrian walkways linking centers of activity and
enhancing accessibility and connectivity throughout the city.
Embraces our diversity and makes life better for historically
marginalized populations by ensuring access to affordable housing
choices, a safe and healthy environment, and opportunities to
succeed for all current or prospective residents.

PlanBeverlyIntroduction

PlanBeverly reflects the collective vision and values of a wide range of individuals and communities
committed to building an equitable, sustainable and resilient future for the City of Beverly.
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The Planning Process
The PlanBeverly community engagement process sought to
involve as many Beverly residents and community stakeholders
as possible in developing a shared vision and setting priorities
for Beverly’s future. The PlanBeverly team employed a variety
of strategies to gather public input to guide the development of
the comprehensive plan, including citywide and neighborhood
workshops, business focus groups, and in-person and online
surveys.

Education and Listening

This early phase of the plan involved conducting an initial
existing conditions analysis across all the plan elements to
establish a baseline understanding of the City’s current needs
and future requirements. During this phase, more than 600
community members provided initial ideas and input for the
plan’s vision and goals via a citywide workshop and a community
survey that was distributed both in person and online.
Online Engagement
During this stage, PlanBeverly created and maintained
a website and Facebook page that publicized events,
hosted materials and recordings from public meetings,
and distributed online surveys. This allowed the team
to effectively reach out to a wide range of people, even if
those individuals could not attend the public workshops.
PlanBeverly used its active social media presence to drive
participation in digital engagement tools that allowed
members of the public to weigh in on the plan goals.

Master Plan Steering Committee

An 18-person steering committee was convened to provide
oversight and guidance for the PlanBeverly process. The
committee was selected to reflect diverse perspectives, a range of
expertise, and broad geographic representation. The committee
met five times throughout the process to advise on both the
engagement process and the plan content as different issues were
explored.

Engagement Timeline 2019
Initiation

Learning

Drafting

EDUCATION & LISTENING

Spring

PUBLIC WORKSHOP
Project Kick-Off

Surveys

Prioritizing

VISIONING

Analyzing & Refining

PUBLIC WORKSHOP
Visioning & Goals

Online Digital Tools

Neighborhood
Meetings

Winter

Focus
Group

Revising

Ratifying
Ratifying

PLAN RATIFICATION

Fall

Community Events

Drafting

PLAN DEVELOPMENT

Summer

Community Events
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Visioning

Spring

Surveys

PUBLIC WORKSHOP
Scenario Planning

OPEN HOUSE
Plan Release
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200+
Attended the first kick-off and
learning session

600+
Online and in-person survey
reponses

150+
Attended the vision and goals
workshop

450+
Participants reached via online
mapping exercise

60+
Attended the

recommendations workshop

50+
online comments on the draft
recommendations

200+

participants across 7
neighborhood meetings
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Worshop #1: Kick-Off and Listening (May 14, 2019)
PlanBeverly’s public workshops were designed to be
interactive, eschewing the traditional public meeting
format with long presentations and comments at a
microphone, leaving more time for interactive engagement
and conversation between and among residents and
the PlanBeverly team. The first workshop publicly
launched the PlanBeverly planning process and drew
more than 250 attendees. The format included a brief
presentation covering the project schedule, opportunities
for engagement, and findings from existing conditions
research and analysis. A “science fair” style infomal
session with engagement stations for each plan element
was held before and after the formal presentation. This
allowed residents the opportunity to dive into the detailed
findings from the existing conditions analysis, share their
input, and discuss their questions and comments directly
with the planning team.
Survey 1: Existing Conditions
The first survey was released online and in print form
in spring 2019. The survey asked the public questions
about the current state of Beverly across the seven
plan elements, to arrive at a baseline understanding of
community needs and priorities. The survey was aimed
to provide flexible opportunities for people to engage with
the plan, and was promoted via social media, the plan’s
website, the City website, email listservs, and other online
means. The survey was also advertised on postcards and
business cards handed out at community events, and
people had the opportunity to take the survey in person
at targeted outreach events, public workshops, and
community spaces.
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Community Visioning

Following synthesis of existing conditions analysis, survey
results, and community feedback, PlanBeverly delved deeper into
each plan element and developed draft goals for each topic area. A
second citywide workshop was held where community members
discussed and shared their ideas and input on the draft goals
presented.
Workshop #2: Vision and Goals (July 23, 2019)
The second public workshop drew more than 200
attendees and focused on conversations about the draft
goals of the plan. The format included open-house style
engagement stations containing key take-aways from
public workshop #1 and results from online survey #1.
Following this, conversations at breakout tables were
facilitated by City staff and the consultant team to glean
community priorities and concerns regarding the draft
vision and goals for each plan element.
Business Interviews
The PlanBeverly team conducted a series of economyfocused interviews with small businesses, City staff,
North Shore InnoVentures, large employers, economic
development organizations, and individuals from the
Cummings Center. This feedback was incorporated
into an analysis of economic development issues and
opportunities in Beverly.

PlanBeverly Survey #1
Overview
1

2

What is one issue that you would like to see addressed in
the citywide plan?

4

What kinds of housing do you think we need more of and for
whom? (Check all that apply.)

Housing
3

What are the most important factors in selecting where
you live?
(Scale of 1 to 5; 1 = Not Important, 5 = Extremely Important)

Affordability of residence
Character of neighborhood
Proximity to highway
Proximity to parks and open space
Proximity to place of work
Proximity to retail and commercial
amenities
5

Proximity to transit
Quality of school district
Vibrant downtown with
amenities
Other:

The housing stock is too old.
The housing stock does not meet the needs of me or my family, or my
household.
] It’s too expensive to rent a home in Beverly.
] It’s too expensive to buy a home in Beverly.
] There is not enough housing in general.
] Other:

Transportation
6

What modes of transportation do you primarily use for:
(Check all that apply.)
Drive
Alone

Carpool

Bus

Train

Walk

Bicycle

Other

NonWork
Trips

What is the furthest you are willing to walk to get to the
following destinations:
5-min.

Coffee shop
Community center
Park/playground/open space

10-min. 15-min. 20-min.

Families
with
children

Elderly

Renters

Other

2-6 unit multi-family
buildings
7-15 unit multifamily
buildings
>15 unit multifamily
buildings
Other

7

Shuttle

Trips
to
Work

Work
School
Shopping
Grocery store
Restaurants

Adults
without
children
Small single-family
homes
Medium/large singlefamily homes
Townhomes

What do you think is the greatest challenge related to
housing facing Beverly? (Check one only.)

]
]

8

Targeted Outreach Events
City Staff and members of the Master Plan Committee
attended a variety of targeted outreach events in summer
2019, including Arts Fest, Lobsterfest, Homecoming
events, Harborfest, and farmers markets. The outreach
events aimed to raise awareness for the comprehensive
planning effort, encourage attendance at public
workshops, increase participation in the survey and online
mapping activity, and collect input through in-person
prioritization activities.

What do you like most about Beverly or consider one of the
City’s strengths?

30-min.

]
]
]
]
]
]
9

What would it take to get you to use your car less?
(Check all that apply.)
More or better bike lanes
More or better pedestrian infrastructure
More reliable or more frequent buses and other public transit options
Subsidies from the government or my employer
Nothing, I like driving.
Other:

What do you think is the greatest challenge is moving
around in Beverly?
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Plan Development

Once the plan goals were refined through the public input
process, the PlanBeverly team began an analysis phase to inform
the development of recommendations. During this phase, this
analysis was shared through neighborhood workshops and focus
groups, and community members were asked to weigh in on the
tradeoffs associated with different land use scenarios.
Neighborhood meetings
PlanBeverly facilitated focused meetings that consisted of
brief presentations by the Mayor and City Staff about the
issues that informed the land use analysis, followed by a
group mapping exercise that identified priority growth and
preservation areas. A total of seven meetings were held,
including at least one in each ward. While these meetings
focused on citywide discussions, the neighborhood
format made it easier for people to attend and encouraged
conversations about how citywide policies might make an
impact at the neighborhood scale.

Workshop #3: Scenario Planning and Recommendations
(December 5, 2019)
The third workshop drew about 60 attendees and began
with open house-style engagement stations where
attendees could review the draft recommendations for
each plan element. Participants gave open-ended feedback
and also weighed in on which recommendations should
be prioritized. Following the open house, a group activity
explored land use scenarios for future development in
priority development areas in the city.
Online Engagement
As a complement to the in-person open house, the draft
recommendations were made available online in winter
2019-2020. More than 50 people emailed comments
to the PlanBeverly team after reviewing the detailed
recommendations.

Survey 2: Vision for the future
The second survey offered an online companion to
the neighborhood meetings, generating feedback from
the community on where and how growth should take
place. A custom online map activity had more than 450
participants and generated more than 200 comments on
future growth and development in the City.
Focus Groups
Several focus groups were conducted by City staff for
more “hard-to-reach” groups including the Apple Village
neighborhood, seniors, and youth groups. These focus
groups reprised the activities used in public workshops
and neighborhood meetings.
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Outreach Events

Interactive community workshops and
engagement stations at festivals and
events gave residents opportunities
throughout the planning process to
weigh in on many important topics
like the intersection of development
density, housing affordability, and
public benefits.
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Citywide Planning Efforts
Beverly has engaged in several citywide and regional planning
efforts in recent years, covering topics from regional housing
needs, the harbor and waterfront, open space and recreation,
climate action, and arts and culture. Some of these plans or
studies addressed issues at a citywide scale, while others are
more focused on specific areas in the City. Together, these plans
serve as the foundation for PlanBeverly. The 2020 citywide plan
knits together these efforts under a comprehensive framework
while offering additional ideas for the future of our city.

2002

City of Beverly Master Plan
The last comprehensive citywide plan
covered five main elements: (1) land use;
(2) transportation and infrastructure; (3)
diversity of housing; (4) open space and
residential development; and (5) economic
development.
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2014

2016

Bass River District Vision
and Action Plan

Economic Snapshot

The plan created an action plan to continue
the transformation of this area as a mixeduse neighborhood, putting forward land use
and zoning recommendations, transportation
and infrastructure improvements and public
realm improvements.

2010

Downtown 2020
(non-City Plan)
Prepared for the Beverly Main Streets
Program, the plan encouraged strengthening
the Main Streets District, which includes
Cabot Street and Rantoul Street, through
an expansion of programming, parking
solutions, and activation of existing
storefronts.

A thorough overview of demographic and
market conditions that position Beverly as
an area likely to capture the projected growth
in the North Shore. The “Critical or Growing”
industries in this Snapshot are listed as:
education, healthcare, life sciences, and
advanced manufacturing.

2015

Bicycle Network and
Pedestrian Priority Plan
Focused on short-term and low-cost
solutions to advance the bicycle network
and pedestrian planning in Beverly through
new and improved on- and off-street paths
to make biking and walking a more feasible
alternative to the private automobile.

PlanBeverlyIntroduction

2017

2017

Open Space Plan
An update to the City’s 2008 Open Space
and Recreation Plan, the document includes
a thorough inventory of open space assets
and an action plan identifying priority open
space projects for the next seven years,
organized and prioritized by ward.

2017

Coastal Resiliency Plan
Given Beverly’s location along the coast
and its focus on waterfront development,
the 2017 Coastal Resiliency Plan was a
necessary step to integrate its ongoing
projects and initiatives and develop a plan
to minimize future risks, including those
associated with sea level rise.

Community Housing Plan
The plan provides up-to-date information
on local housing issues, identifies housing
needs, articulates a Citywide housing vision,
and develops strategies to provide a range of
housing types that meet the needs of a wide
variety of people living in, and looking to live
in Beverly.

2017

North Shore Mobility Study
The Metropolitan Area Planning Council
(MAPC) collaborated with cities and town in
the North Shore Coalition (of which Beverly
is a member) to conduct a suburban mobility
study focused on non-single-occupancyvehicle options serving suburban transit
needs.

2017

Downtown Beverly Parking
Strategy
This study crafted recommendations
for parking that would support growth
downtown by introducing more availability
through pricing, implementing smarter
parking management, and enhancing the
downtown multimodal experience.e.
odal experience.

2018

Aging in Beverly: A
Community Assessment
The study, commissioned by the Beverly
Council on Aging and Senior Community
Center, was prompted by the increase in the
number of older adults living in Beverly and
projections indicating an increase in this
demographic in coming years..
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Citywide Planning Efforts cont.
2018

Natural Hazards Mitigation
Plan
Originally adopted in 2006 and updated in
2012, the plan identified actions that can be
taken to reduce the dangers and impacts of
natural hazards within the city, most notably
in areas most vulnerable to flooding during
extreme weather events.

2018

Beverly Arts District 2.0
Plan
The City worked with the Metropolitan Area
Planning Council (MAPC) to develop goals and
an implementation strategy for the Beverly
Arts District, cultivating new ideas for cultural
programming and a vision for long term
success, funding resources, and impacts.
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2019

Community Preservation
Plan Update
A statewide Community Preservation Trust
Fund provides annual distributions to CPA
communities. These funds support projects
in four categories: open space; recreation;
community (affordable) housing; historic
preservation. The CPA is updated annually.

2018

Downtown Beverly Hotel
Feasibility Study
Study conducted in 2018 to understand the
potential demand for a hotel in downtown
Beverly. The study found that demand for
hotels has increased in the past five years
in Essex County and that Beverly itself has
several assets generating this demand.

2019

Beverly Harbor/Waterfront
Plan
The City developed a comprehensive
framework for how the Beverly Harbor and
Bass River should be developed, encouraging
mixed-uses while supporting water
dependent uses, and improved public access.

2019

Downtown 2030
(non-City Plan)
The 2019 downtown plan serves as
an update to the 2010 plan that was
commissioned by Beverly Main Streets.
The plan is an effort to shape downtown
Beverly’s next decade and build upon the
success in the previous decade.

PlanBeverlyIntroduction

2020

Beverly Depot Mobility Hub
The City received a grant for planning and
design to transform the Beverly Depot
Train Station and the adjacent area into
a Multi-modal Mobility Hub. The study
will help Beverly identify the necessary
improvements, services, and placemaking
to make the Beverly Depot area safer, more
comfortable, and easier to navigate.

2020

Historic Preservation Plan
A Historic Preservation Plan for the City
is currently underway and expected to be
completed by July 2020. The process will
define an Action Plan to preserve Beverly’s
historic resources as well as expand
community knowledge about Beverly’s
heritage.

2020

PlanBeverly
PlanBeverly is the City of Beverly’s
comprehensive master plan for the coming
decades. The plan represents the collective
vision and values of hundreds of members of
the Beverly community and knits together
past and on-going city planning efforts under
a comprehensive framework.

2021

Equity Audit
The City is developing an Equity Audit
to conduct analyses of new and existing
policies, programs, procurement practices,
and community engagement to evaluate
how each proposal advances racial equity,
addresses gaps in services and disparities in
access, addresses institutional racism, and
mitigates unintended consequences.

2020

Resilient Together
The City of Beverly partnered with
its neighbor, Salem to complete a
comprehensive Climate Action and
Resilience Plan. The plan will establish clear
actions and methods to reduce emissions
and mitigate climate change impacts such
as extreme weather, inland and coastal
flooding and sea level rise.
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Land Use and Urban Form
Land use policy is the heart of any comprehensive plan. It is one of the
most important tools that the City has to address urgent challenges
such as housing affordability, fiscal sustainability, and climate
change. Land use policy shapes what kinds of homes are available to
residents, what kinds of jobs are created in Beverly, whether people
have sustainable choices for how to get around, and how well Beverly’s
historic and natural resources are protected. PlanBeverly seeks to
tailor land use policy and regulations to guide development in a way
that meets our shared goals for housing affordability, a strong economy,
and a fiscally secure City, while enhancing Beverly’s unique character
and minimizing its environmental impact.
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Existing Patterns of Use
Beverly exhibits a pattern of land uses and built form that is seen
in many small New England cities. It has a compact,
walkable, memorable downtown core which expands into
distinct residential neighborhoods with decreasing density the
further ones gets from Downtown. Legacy industrial uses and
regional-serving commercial uses preside along the major roads,
rail corridors, and waterways. Residential neighborhoods are the
most prominent land use in the city, with almost half of the land
area occupied by residential development. The neighborhoods
are punctuated with small pockets of mixed-use districts, some
of which abut commuter rail stations, and provide neighborhood
retail and amenities. Open space is another substantial land use
in Beverly, collectively occupying 18% of its land area. Nearly
60% of the land in Beverly is developed, and taxes from this
development constitute the bulk of the City’s revenue.
Downtown Beverly
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Long Term Patterns

Long-term development goals for a city are largely determined by
its zoning ordinance and subdivision regulations along with local
development policies. The next section in this chapter gives an
overview of Beverly’s current zoning ordinance, which has been
amended numerous times since the 2002 Beverly Master Plan.
The 2002 Master Plan identified the Bass River waterfront,
Downtown, and industrially-zoned properties along Park and
River Streets as areas for additional study and potential rezoning
over time.

Key Land Use Recommendations : 2002 Master Plan

• Commercial and Industrial Areas:
Keep the development and redevelopment of commercial and
industrial projects in appropriate locations. In particular,
develop land currently zoned for industry rather than rezoning
new areas.
• Downtown Waterfront/Harbor:
Redevelop portions of the commercial waterfront for mixed
residential, commercial, and recreational uses. Rezone the Bass
River area to encourage mixed-use development.
• Open Space:
Further develop the ideas and initiatives proposed within the
Beverly Open Space and Recreation Plan, including acquisition
and protection of land, use of development regulation to protect
additional resources, creation of new recreational facilities,
and creation of an interconnecting system of trails and paths
within the city.

PlanBeverly
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Land Use in Beverly

Residential
Open Space
Commercial
Heavy Commercial*
Industrial
Institutional/Tax-Exempt
Transportation

Airport
Centerville
North Beverly

Source: MassGIS
*

Beverly Farms
Montserrat

Heavy commercial uses pertain to types
of retail services that are semi-industrial
in nature, such as vehicle repair shops and
storage facilities. These uses typically
do not require high pedestrian activity or
visibility, and are usually not compatible with
consumer-oriented retail activities.

Gloucester Crosssing
Shingleville

Prides Crossing
Beverly Cove

Ryal Side
Downtown

Residential uses make up
almost half of Beverly’s
land area.
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Zoning
The City of Beverly is currently divided into eighteen zoning
districts and seven overlay districts. Each zoning district has
specific use and dimensional regulations including building
and area requirements and parking requirements. The map
on the following page shows the current zoning designations
in the city. There are nine types of residential designations,
three commercial, two industrial, one for hospital, one for the
harbor, one for residential waterfront development and one for
municipal open space and recreation.

Overlay Districts
Water Supply Protection Overlay District (WSPOD)
The WSPOD, defined by watershed boundaries, covers north-east
and north-west areas of the city. The overlay serves to protect
and preserve watersheds and ensure adequate water supply to
Beverly residents.
Smart Growth Overlay Zoning District
Enabled by Massachusetts General Law Chapter 40R, this allows
transit-accessible housing developments within the overlay to
have a higher density, provided that 20% of the units are reserved
for middle-income affordable housing.
IR Overlay District
The IR Overlay District was established to provide for mixed-use
commercial development, specifically retail, restaurant, personal
services types, within areas zoned as IR district.
Floodplain Overlay District (FOD)
The Floodplain Overlay District protects lands located within
the 100-year floodplain as defined by FEMA (Federal Emergency
Management Agency.) Developments within this district are
eligible for reductions in their flood insurance premium if they
comply with FEMA’s guidelines for flood protection. This overlay
corresponds with the areas adjacent to Dane Street Beach and
industrial parcels to the west of River Street along the Bass River.
Local Historic District (LHD)
The Fish Flake Hill Local Historic District protects the historic
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buildings and character of the neighborhood. All alterations,
demolition, or new construction that is visible from a public way
are subject to the Beverly Historic District Commission’s review.
Depot Parking Overlay District
The Depot Parking Overlay District allows a reduction in the
required amount of parking for residential development in the
CC District that is within the general proximity of the Beverly
Depot MBTA Station.
Height Overlay District
The Height Overlay, as shown on the City’s official zoning map,
allows for an increase in building height up to 75 feet for certain
uses. This increased height allowance is subject to consistency
with the general intent of the Design Guidelines for Tall
Buildings and is reviewed by the Beverly Design Review Board.
Core Pedestrian Area
While not an Overlay District, the Core Pedestrian Area is an area
within the CC District that requires active, pedestrian-oriented
uses on the ground floor of all new buildings. The zone includes
buildings fronting on Rantoul Street between Bow to Edwards
Street and Cabot Street between Elliott Street and Highland
Avenue, as well as on lower Railroad and lower Broadway by the
train station.

Beverly adopted a Smart Growth Overlay District
(SGOD) in 2017, to encourage dense residential
and mixed-use development. For projects in the
SGOD, at least 20% of units must be affordable;
25% if it is a rental project. Beverly currently has
one 5-acre SGOD, at the intersection of Sohier
and Tozer Road and an approved project for
over 70 affordable housing units by Harborlight
Community Partners.
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Zoning
R-90: One-family residential
R-45: One-family residential
(suburban density)
R-22: One-family residential
(suburban density)
R-15: One-family residential
(urban density)
R-10: One-family residential
(urban density)
R-6: One- and two-family
residential
RMD: Multifamily residential
RHD: Multifamily residential (highdensity)
RSD: Special residential
development (high-density)
CN: Neighborhood commercial
CC: Central business
CG: General commercial
(automobile-oriented)
IR: Restricted industrial, research
and office
IG: General industrial
HD: Hospital District
BHD: Beverly Harbor District
WDR: Waterfront development
residential
MOSR: Municipal open space and
recreation
Source: City of Beverly

Beverly is primarily zoned for residential uses, with
commercial and mixed-use areas concentrated in the
central core of the city.
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Areas for Targeted Growth
Successful comprehensive plans grow from the lived experiences
of a community’s stakeholders with the realities uncovered by
data analysis. PlanBeverly embarked on a wide outreach process
that gave residents across many neighborhoods the opportunity
to share opinions and concerns on where and how growth
should take place in the city. This robust process, coupled with
and supported by rigorous spatial data analysis, ensured that
the master plan preserved qualities of the city that residents
prioritized while targeting growth in areas where development
already exists.
Priority Growth Areas
Areas of existing, compact development or suitable for new
medium to high density development, with proximity to
transit and transportation options. Future development in
these areas can leverage existing infrastructure, minimizing
impact on surrounding communities. Priority Growth
Areas are located in appropriately zoned locations including
commercial, industrial and mixed-use zones.

Neighborhood Centers
Areas of limited commercial development adjacent to
residential neighborhoods, intended to serve primarily
those neighborhoods. Neighborhood centers offer a sense of
place and enhance mixed-uses, support local amenities and
services, and provide walkable centers with various housing
options.
Priority Preservation Areas
Areas with limited protection status, targeted for long-term
conservation due to significant environmental and natural
features, locations critical to water supply, and culturally or
historically significant sites.
Protected Areas
Conservation areas, recognized for their natural, ecological,
and cultural value to the city, that are currently protected by
legal or other effective means.

Downtown
Existing Zoning and Character:
The existing zoning districts are IG-General Industrial, CCCentral Business, R6-One and two-family residential, and R10One-family residential (urban density). The existing character
has a mix of commercial uses, industrial areas, and historic
residential fabric. Within existing commercial and industrial
zoning, dimensional requirements are controlled by abutting
residential districts.
Opportunities:
This area has been designated as an Opportunity Zone* and has
the potential to incubate companies within these designated
parcels. There is an additional opportunity for infill development
and redevelopment of existing structures along prime corridors.
*An Opportunity Zone is a designated geographic area, in which
individuals can gain favorable tax treatment on their capital
gains, by investing those funds into economic activities in the area.
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Areas for Targeted Growth
Bass River
Existing Zoning and Character:
The existing zoning in this area is IG – General Industrial and
CG – General Commercial. Commercial properties are primarily
automobile-oriented, and many industrially zoned properties
are vacant or underutilized. Although the area is immediately
adjacent to the Beverly Depot MBTA Station and the Bass River,
public access to the riverfront is extremely limited and uses are
not dependent on the river or the MBTA station.

Bass River District Vision and Action Plan
The 2014 Plan built on the work Beverly
began under its 2002 Master Plan, which
identified the Bass River district as a key
economic development area in conjunction with
past initiatives along Rantoul Street and the
development of the Cummings Center in the
1990s. The Vision and Action Plan outlined a
series of recommendations to encourage mixeduse development in the district supported by
transportation and open space investments.
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Opportunities:
With close proximity to the Beverly Depot and Downtown
businesses, the Bass River area is the City’s near-term focus
for transit oriented development, with a goal to transform the
area into a vibrant mixed-use neighborhood. The Bass River
waterfront was identified as an important district for potential
rezoning during several earlier planning processes, including
the 2002 Master Plan, the 2014 Bass River District Vision and
Action Plan, and the 2019 Harbor/Waterfront Plan. Rezoning the
area will allow opportunities for mixed-use, including retail and
residential at a scale appropriate to neighborhood development.
Critical to any redevelopment vision in this area will be providing
a well-connected open space network and maximizing public
waterfront access, partly necessitated by Chapter 91 regulations.
Future development should include a thoughtful balance of open
space, waterfront access, an improved street network and a mix
of residential and commercial office/retail activity.
The redevelopment recommendations for the Bass River area
in this plan include reviewing and updating the City’s Zoning
Ordinances to allow multifamily and mixed-use residential to
be built by right, and considering design standards for private
development including height limitations and requirements for
open space. The recommendations encourage the development of
a neighborhood vision with a mix of building types, with smallerscale buildings along the riverfront and buildings with a height
limitation of five stories along River Street.
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North Beverly
Existing Zoning and Character:
North Beverly contains a combination of zoning districts,
including CG-General Commercial (automobile-oriented),
CN-Neighborhood Commercial, R10-One-family Residential
(urban density). Existing development in the area is autodominated. It is characterized by multiple shopping plazas with
large surface parking lots between buildings, while the rest of
the neighborhood is low-density housing with narrow sidewalks
frequently interrupted by curb cuts.
Opportunities:
The plan for the area around and adjacent to the North Beverly
commuter rail station anticipates potential improvements
to MBTA commuter rail service, acknowledging that these
changes will not occur in the near term. North Beverly has
limited pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure, resulting in poor
connectivity between neighborhoods. With more frequent train
service on the Newburyport Line in the future, catalyzed by
the planned electrification of the system, there will be future
opportunities to provide needed housing in this area with
walkable mixed-use development, including residential and
commercial office/retail uses. For the short-term however,
high occupancy rates in existing commercial properties and
limited service frequency at the North Beverly commuter rail
station suggests that near-term development in this area is not
likely. Despite this assessment, it’s important that the City put
policies in place now that preserve the option for transit oriented
development in the future
The plan recognizes that transit oriented development is critical
to the future of the community around North Beverly commuter
rail station. Long-term recommendations for the area include
relaxing dimensional constraints and encouraging a rich mix of
uses organized along a dense network of walkable streets. Future
development should consider both the scale and character of
neighboring residential areas and include a public realm that
complements existing open space assets. In addition, future

transit-oriented development should include infrastructure
improvements that both support new development and
address existing and future issues in the larger area, including
groundwater recharge needs and drainage. Thoughtfullydesigned new development can help ensure neighborhood
health and vitality through a mix of uses, sustainable design, and
mitigation.
The colored area above represents a potential study area for
a future neighborhood planning study around the North Beverly
train station. The map does not represent proposed rezoning at
this time. Based on community feedback and the existing
Water Supply Protection Overlay District, we expect that any
transformative development would be most likely to occur in the
parcels currently zoned CG. There is no intent to rezone singleuse residential neighborhoods.
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Neighborhood Centers
Existing Zoning and Character:
There are a number of CN-Neighborhood Commercial zoning
districts throughout Beverly, surrounded by residential
districts of varying densities. Beverly Farms (at left) is the
largest, with a small walkable shopping district with shops and
restaurants proximate to the train station. Beverly Farms has a
distinct historic character, with most commercial and mixeduse buildings meeting the sidewalk with parking in the rear
(if provided at all). Other Neighborhood Commercial zoning
districts have a more auto-oriented character, with mostly onestory retail buildings with parking between the building and the
street.
Opportunities:
In Beverly Farms existing lots are well utilized, with some
longer-term opportunities to introduce alternative housing types
at incrementally higher densities. In more auto-oriented CN
districts, more opportunity exists to reorient buildings to the
street and add residential above commercial uses.

Industrial Areas
Existing Zoning and Character:
The existing zoning in several areas on either side of Route 128 is
IR-Restricted industrial, research and office, and IR Overlay.
These areas are primarily suburban office parks with single-use
buildings and individual surface parking lots. These uses are
easily accessible from Route 128, but otherwise provide few
amenities or services.
Opportunities:
Over time, there may be an opportunity to increase density,
though the question will be if/when the market will support
structured parking. In the short term, allowing and encouraging
amenities such as restaurants and services can help maintain the
competitiveness of these commercial/industrial districts and
serve the employees while minimizing automobile trips.
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Thoughts from the Community
PlanBeverly’s community engagement process involved wide
outreach including neighborhood meetings for every ward in
the city. These meetings gave residents the opportunity to share
opinions and concerns on where and how growth should take
place. Many residents at these meetings expressed a desire to
promote development of an appropriate style and scale around
existing train stations, while protecting Beverly’s natural
resources and open space areas.
At the neighborhood meetings, residents participated in a
mapping activity that sparked many conversations about guiding
development in the city. They were asked to place dots on a map
of the city in response to each question below:
• What areas of the city are best suited to accommodate
transformative new development?
• What areas of the city are best suited for targeted infill
development that complements the existing built form or
sense of place?
• Where should we focus on protection of natural resources
and/or preservation of the existing character?
To receive feedback from residents who could not attend
neighborhood meetings, an online interactive map was launched
as a companion exercise to the meetings. The map on the right
represents consolidated results of the activity from all seven
neighborhood meetings and online participation. There was a
clear sense of where most residents prioritized growth in the city
and where preservation was a key priority.

Transformative Development
Infill development that complements existing built form
Conservation and neighborhood preservation

“Beverly has a great location on the North Shore. Has five train stations,
access to Rt 128/95, is on the ocean, has nice public parks (Lynch Park),
new schools, pleasant residential neighborhoods and a great downtown.
I especially love that Beverly has an urban side and a country side. The
Cummings center is a plus too. I like the energy that two colleges bring.
The selection of theater and restaurants is a bonus.”

— Centerville resident
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Issues and Opportunities
Responding to Demand for New Development
Beverly has experienced growing demand for new mixed-use
development in recent years, especially around the Depot. This
provides an opportunity to provide more housing and a mixture
of housing types, but the impacts of growth must be carefully
managed.

single-family homes. These types of units create modest housing
opportunities that produce minimal visual or infrastructure
impacts to the surrounding neighborhoods.
Rantoul Street, Downtown Beverly

Supporting Growth of the Tax Base
Property taxes make up the bulk of the City of Beverly’s
budget, and commercial properties contribute at a higher rate
than residential properties. As formerly-industrial areas are
redeveloped for new mixed-use residential development, it is
important to preserve other areas of the city for commercial and
industrial uses in order to encourage a strong commercial sector
in Beverly.
Concentrating Development Near Transportation, Services, and
Amenities
Low-density development in undeveloped areas of Beverly
contributes to traffic congestion and loss of open space, and
is more costly for the City to support. New development
concentrated around train stations and walkable mixed-use
districts is better for the environment, the vibrancy of local
business and cultural districts, and the City budget.
Balancing Development and Preservation
As a complement to concentrating development in alreadydense areas, the City can use land use policy to discourage
“greenfield” development in parts of Beverly that are currently
unprotected open space. The City can also use land use policy to
encourage the adaptive reuse of historic buildings, which is more
environmentally friendly than demolition and redevelopment.
Transit Oriented Development at other stations
In addition to transformative development in certain areas,
the public engagement supported contextual development
opportunities in other station areas and CN Districts. Additional
housing can be provided in these areas in the form of accessory
dwelling units or a term known as “Middle Housing,” which
represents 2- to 8-unit buildings that are designed to look like
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Land Use and Urban Form Recommendations
Goals
Goal A: Encourage Sustainable, Transit-Oriented Development:
Leverage City policy to reduce the climate impact of new development
and concentrate new growth in targeted areas with access to transit,
infrastructure, and amenities.

a. As we work toward enhancing environmental quality and addressing the risks of climate
change, keep a focus on environmental justice and social equity to ensure that all Beverly
residents are protected from environmental impacts and benefit equally from environmental
resources.

Goal B: Modernized Industrial Parks:
Update the industrial district zoning to retain and attract commercial
and industrial businesses.
Goal C: Strategic Infill Development:
Guide new growth to be compatible with existing neighborhoods and
historic areas..
Goal D: Conservation and Preservation:
Facilitate productive reuse of historic properties and limit new
development in low-density areas and greenfield sites.
Goal E: Transparency and Predictability:
Align land use regulations with community vision in order to facilitate
more predictable and desirable outcomes.
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Goal A: Encourage Transit-Oriented Development
1. Through the Climate Action and Resilience Plan to be developed in 2020, develop detailed
Leverage City policy to reduce the
strategies to reduce the climate impact of buildings in Beverly, such as:
a. Adopt the Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) loan statute and work with residents,
climate impact of new development
businesses, and property owners to implement energy efficiency and renewable energy
generation retrofits in their buildings.
and concentrate new growth in
b. Explore a Net Zero Energy target for all new buildings.
c. Explore requiring renewable energy facilities such as solar installations and energy storage
targeted areas with access to transit,
for new commercial and multifamily residential construction.
d. Explore requiring eco-roofs for all new development. Solar, solar thermal, green roofs,
infrastructure, and amenities.
white/cool roofs, and blue roofs all qualify.
a. As we work toward enhancing environmental
quality and addressing the risks of climate change,
keep a focus on environmental justice and social
equity to ensure that all Beverly residents are
protected from environmental impacts and benefit
equally from environmental resources.

e. Consider allowing density bonuses for developments that meet a Net Zero Energy
standard.
f. Explore policy requirements and incentives to incorporate electric vehicle charging
facilities at new and existing commercial and multifamily residential properties as well as
curbside EV charging stations in denser areas.
g. Explore requiring electrification of new buildings.
h. Review zoning and building codes to remove any barriers to green infrastructure such as
heat pumps and energy storage.

2. Promote transit-oriented development in the Bass River area:
The Bass River area, with excellent proximity to the Beverly Depot train station and downtown
businesses and employers, is the City’s near-term focus for additional transit-oriented
development to help address housing and economic development needs in an environmentally
sustainable manner. Essential to any redevelopment of this industrial area is creating a public
waterfront accessible for all, including completing the Bass River circuit trail, while planning
for climate change and sea level rise to ensure that new development is sustainable and
environmentally appropriate.
a. Allow mixed-use commercial and multifamily residential that supports vibrant and
engaging public spaces, enhances public access to and along the river, and establishes a
clear link with existing downtown commercial districts.
i. Encourage a mix of building types with smaller, shorter buildings along the Bass
Riverfront and taller buildings (4-5 stories) along River Street.
ii. Establish dimensional requirements that locate buildings along streets and public
pathways, with parking hidden or in the rear, in order to create inviting streetscapes
and public spaces oriented to the pedestrian.
iii. Take advantage of proximity to the Beverly Depot to reduce the minimum parking
requirement to 1 space per unit, which can reduce traffic generation and make new
residential units more affordable.
iv. Establish design guidelines to create a new walkable neighborhood that is evocative
of the historically industrial character of the district while responding to the mixeduse commercial character of Rantoul Street.
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Residential
Retail
Carriage Hoouse

Double Loaded Bar
(1-2BR)

(3.5 stories, 3BRs)
Townhouse
(3stories, 3BRs)

Retail at Riverfront

“Dingbat”
(1-2BRs)
Carriage Hoouse

Double Loaded Bar
(1-2BR)

(3.5 stories, 3BRs)

Rezoning the Bass River
area could enable new
mixed-use development
that takes advantage
of proximity to Beverly
Depot and catalyzes the
creation of public open
space along the river.

Residential
Retail
Office

Townhouse
(3stories, 3BRs)

Office over garage

Retail at Riverfront

Hypothetical development test-fits were produced during the planning process to
explore development capacity and urban form at priority sites for transformative
redevelopment in the City. The illustrations on the left show two potential scenarios
for the transit-adjacent Bass River district: one primarily residential, and one that
also incorporated office uses.
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b. Leverage new development for public benefits.
i. Ensure public access to the waterfront.
ii. Create a new open space along the Bass River that is fully accessible to the public
and serves as an ecological buffer to preserve the function of the river and its wildlife
and accommodate high tides.
iii. Encourage a fine-grained network of streets and intersecting pathways to provide
efficient internal circulation and connections within the district and to the
waterfront, Beverly Depot, and surrounding neighborhoods.
c. Create new affordable housing units and minimize upward pressure on housing prices,
generally, by expanding supply.
d. Include development standards that require renewable energy facilities, and consider
offering a density bonus to incentivize low-energy consumption construction.
3. In the long-term, plan for transit-oriented development in the North Beverly station area:
The neighborhood surrounding the North Beverly train station could be a focus for future
transit-oriented development, in order to address housing and economic development needs
in an environmentally sustainable manner. It is also an important opportunity to create a more
walkable neighborhood center in an area that is currently auto-dominated.
a. Initiate a neighborhood planning study that explores topics including:
i. Scale and character of development
ii. Infrastructure improvements necessary to support new development, address
existing traffic bottlenecks, and make the area more walk- and bike-friendly
iii. Dimensional regulations and design guidelines to create a vibrant, walkable
neighborhood
iv. Strategies to leverage new development to create a denser street network and other
public benefits, such as open space
v. Incentives for low-energy consumption construction.
.
4. The City is committed to encouraging new housing development targeted in areas well served by
public services and multiple transportation options thereby reducing impacts of public services
and reliance on single occupancy vehicles and associated costs.
a. Explore zoning amendments to allow additional housing units at a scale of 2- to 10-units
around small transit nodes, such as Monsterrat, Prides Crossing, and Beverly Farms.
This could include concepts such as accessory dwelling units and “Middle Housing.”
These types of units create modest housing opportunities that produce minimal visual or
infrastructure impacts to the surrounding neighborhoods.
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Goal B: Modernized Industrial Parks
Update the industrial district zoning
to retain and attract commercial and
industrial businesses.

Goal C: Strategic Infill Development
Guide new growth to be compatible
with existing neighborhoods and
historic areas.

Land Use and Urban Form

1. Strengthen the industrial areas along Rt. 128, including Cherry Hill, Dunham Road, and the
Sohier/Tozer Road area:
a. Allow uses that complement commercial office, including restaurant and small-scale
personal service retail as an accessory use only.
i. Increase the marketability of commercial space in the IR District.
ii. Provide for some internal capture of trips (e.g. destinations that serve those already
working in the area).
b. Allow greater density through increased height away from residential streets and reduced
setbacks, parking ratios, and minimum lot coverage.
i. Support the commercial tax base.
c. Leverage new development to create a denser street network.
i. Distribute traffic and encourage walking for internal trips.

1. Update zoning for Neighborhood Commercial Centers:
a. Create dimensional and parking regulations specific to Neighborhood Commercial
districts to be consistent with existing character and enhance these districts.
i. Reorient commercial buildings to the street by reducing front setbacks and requiring
parking to be in the rear.
ii. Update lot coverage, frontage, and side setback standards to create a walkable, smallscale commercial district character.
iii. Update height and stepback requirements to allow for a denser village character
while being sensitive to adjacent residential areas.
iv. Reduce minimum parking requirements to take advantage of walkability and
existing on-street parking.
b. Allow a mix of residential and commercial uses within a single building or on a single site,
in order to:
i. Encourage new housing production in areas served by existing transit and amenities
ii. Encourage production of new housing typologies
iii. Support local businesses by co-locating with new housing
c. Allow a broader range of uses, relying on dimensional and design standards, in order to
retain and facilitate a village character and create more of a “critical mass” of destinations
that can support existing businesses and encourage local walking and bicycling trips.
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2. Update zoning for the downtown Central Commercial District:
a. Create a more appropriate set of dimensional requirements across the downtown CC
(Central Business District) zoning district in place of dimensional requirements based on
adjacent residential zoning districts.
i. Revise the CC (Central Business District) to create multiple, distinct zoning districts
that are responsive to the scale and land use character of that district and adjacent
zoning districts.
ii. New zoning districts will recognize the downtown as the commercial and cultural
center of activity of Beverly, and allow residential as a mixed-use component to
create vibrant and engaging public spaces.
b. Remove the Tall Building Overlay District and rely on dimensional and design standards
created with a new downtown mixed-use zoning district along Rantoul Street in proximity
of the Beverly Depot Commuter Rail station.
c. Reform design review and permitting processes.
d. Prioritize historic preservation and contextual design for new development.
i. Produce projects of a higher quality of design.
ii. Encourage adaptive reuse that preserves the character-defining architectural
features of historic buildings.
e. Strategically reduce parking requirements.
i. Take advantage of proximity to transit and minimize new traffic generation.
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Goal D: Conservation and Preservation
zoning to allow the conversion of large estates and buildings to other uses to discourage
Facilitate productive reuse of historic 1. Adopt
their demolition and encourage a productive reuse of culturally significant properties and views
properties and limit new development (referred to as Cultural Heritage Properties or formerly “Great Estates” Ordinance).
2. Complete the Historic Preservation Plan to explore and establish an Action Plan to preserve
in low-density areas and greenfield
Beverly’s historic resources, expand community knowledge, and celebrate Beverly’s heritage.
sites.
3. Encourage preservation and reuse of historic buildings and/or development that complements
the historic urban form.
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4. Require that new subdivisions in low-density residential districts construct supporting
infrastructure such as utilities and streets to City standards to ensure adequate services are
supplied to new development and reduce fiscal burden on the City.
5. Reassess the Open Space Residential Design (OSRD) ordinance to ensure that open spaces
produced serve a recreational or habitat function.
6. Require developers of new developments to provide new or upgraded City water and sewer
services when needed to new subdivisions in priority conservation areas.
7. Amend existing zoning regulations in priority conservation areas to increase lot area
requirements.
8. Preserve and protect municipal assets and reuse existing structures whenever possible

Goal E: Transparency and Predictability
1. Update zoning and subdivision regulations as necessary to better align regulations with the
Align land use regulations with
existing context and desired character of new development in order to reduce the need for
zoning relief and enable a more streamlined process.
community vision in order to
2. Develop and implement land use regulations that are clear and understandable to residents,
facilitate more predictable and
businesses, and property owners.
desirable outcomes.
3. Revise the Design Review Board composition requirements and guidelines.

a. Review the role, authority, and composition of the Design Review Board so that it has the
expertise, capacity, and regulatory tools to ensure that projects are of the highest-quality
design possible.
b. Establish new design standards for historic districts and zoning districts likely to see
significant new development to provide more appropriate design requirements and greater
clarity on what is permitted in respective zones and neighborhoods.

4. Develop regular interactive programming such as open houses, meet and greets, status updates,
and interaction through neighborhood groups/forums in order to create more opportunity for
the public to engage and learn about land use policy development and implementation.
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“Beverly needs a planning document that considers where new and
redevelopment should be located, what types of development would be
beneficial for the community/environment, and how that may change the
community.”
— Gloucester Crossing resident
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Housing

Beverly’s housing stock has evolved over time in response to the
changing needs and preferences of the people who want to live in the
city. Historically, denser housing was concentrated downtown, with a
more rural character throughout the rest of the city. After WWII, most
new development was single-family housing, often in formerly unbuilt
parts of the city. Today, demographic shifts toward smaller households
and preferences for more walkable neighborhoods are combining with
regional population growth to cause a mismatch between housing
supply and demand in Beverly. PlanBeverly aims to target City policy to
help ensure that housing remains affordable to a broad range of people
who want to live in Beverly while shaping new development so that it
complements established neighborhoods and supports the protection
of Beverly’s natural resources.
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Housing Stock and Distribution
According to the latest American Community Survey five-year
estimate, Beverly’s 2017 housing stock consisted of 17,295 units,
of which 8,819 (53%) were single-family detached units. About
19% of the City’s housing stock is 2-4 unit buildings, which
make up the second most common type of housing structure.
About 16% of the City’s current stock is buildings of 10 or more
units.1 Beverly has a similar diversity of housing stock to other
comparable communities, such as Natick and Gloucester, as
illustrated by the chart to the right.
While there has been an increase in overall residential
development in Beverly, new housing growth has mostly been
in single-family detached units and some larger multi-family
buildings. The 2017 Beverly Community Housing Plan indicated
that the percentage of single-family detached structures
increased from 47.6% of all units in 1990 to 53.3% by 2014,
representing 1,012 new units and a growth rate of 12.8% .2 The
majority of Beverly’s current zoning permits this housing type,
and single-family detached homes are prevalant in the majority
of Beverly’s neighborhoods.
Most multi-unit housing structures are found in the
downtown area, with some concentrations of moderate density
closer to each of the remaining four train stations. However,
there has been an overall decline in smaller multi-unit housing
types such as 2-4 unit structures, from 3,591 units (23%) in 1990
to 3,231 (19.2%) by 2014.3 This housing type usually serves as the
more affordable choice in private housing stock. One of many
housing strategies outlined in the 2017 Community Housing
Plan is to support small-scale infill housing development and
conversions that serve local housing needs, particularly small
starter units, affordable rentals, and special needs housing.
For a more detailed understanding of Beverly’s housing stock and
housing strategies, please refer to the 2017 Community Housing
Plan.

1. American Community Survey, 2012 – 2017
5-year estimates
2. Community Housing Plan, 2017, pg 57
3. Ibid
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Regional Comparison: Type of Housing Units
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The City of Beverly has pushed forward a number of planning efforts focused
on housing, most recently the 2017 Community Housing Plan, which
documented current and growing housing needs, assessed current housing
regulations and partnerships, and identified new or modified strategies to
address unmet housing needs.

PlanBeverlyHousing

Housing Units Per Acre
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Source: MAPC Land Parcel Database, 2018

Beverly has 8,819 single-family detached housing units,
representing 53% of its housing stock. The majority of
Beverly’s zoning accommodates this type of land use.
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Housing Character
Beverly is home to a diversity of housing types, in
terms of both style and scale. Although the scale and
size of homes vary greatly, the traditional singlefamily detached home dominates most of Beverly’s
neighborhoods, while multi-family residential
buildings of different sizes are primarily clustered
downtown and around the five train stations. Many of
Beverly’s homes have some historic quality or cultural
heritage. A significant amount of the housing stock is
older, with about 40% of units built before World War
II and a total of about 80% built before 1980.
Moving forward, the City is guiding the planning
and design of new development to be sensitive to the
existing character of neighborhoods. The City has also
focused planning in areas that are suitable for new
neighborhood development that offers potential for a
diversity of housing types, mixed-used activity, open
space amenities, and waterfront access in accordance
with transit oriented policies developed in the
previous master plan.
Results from two public surveys and a number of
in-person community meetings revealed that Beverly
residents place a high importance on the character
and design of buildings and homes. In particular,
residents expressed that new development should
complement the existing fabric of neighborhoods as
well as be of an appropriate scale.
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Single-family detached

Mixed-Use

“I am not opposed to re-purposing
existing buildings as multi-family
housing, so long as it does not change
the character of the building or the
neighborhood.”

— Montserrat resident

“I would prefer to see architecture that
fits more with the historical buildings
or the rehabilitation of historical
buildings into residential.”

— Downtown Beverly resident

The traditional single family home is a ubiquitous characteristic
throughout the City of Beverly, including some colonial-era homes.
To respond to unmet housing needs prompted by both local and
regional dynamics, the City is exploring ways in which predominantly
single-family housing neighborhoods can accommodate other
housing options for different household types and incomes.

Downtown Beverly has a variety of housing types, including mixeduse buildings with retail and commercial activity on the ground floor
and residential units on upper floors. Mixed-use buildings are also
found around the suburban train stations such as Beverly Farms,
with ground floor uses including local businesses and shops, postoffice, and restaurants.

PlanBeverlyHousing

Large Estates
Beverly is home to a number of beautiful and distinctive large
estates, some of which are part of the City’s Gold Coast- referencing
an era in the late 19th and early 20th centuries when wealthy
families built summer homes in Beverly. While many remain singlefamily, some of these estates have been subdivided or converted
to other uses including programming for educational institutions
such as Endicott College, or into multi-family housing, maintaining
the historic character and visual appearance of a single family
home but meeting housing needs for a diversity of residents. During
neighborhood meetings conducted by the PlanBeverly team, a
number of residents expressed a desire to protect these historic
structures by allowing them to be converted for multiple units.

Small Multi-family
A number of older large houses near and in Downtown have been
converted to smaller multi-family housing. Most of these houses
are part of the 19% or 3,314 of 17,295 total units in Beverly that
contain 2 to 4 units. The 2017 Community Housing Plan stated that
there was a notable decline in the stock of these smaller multi-family
housing options in Beverly between 1990 and 2014. Yet they are
typically the more affordable units in private housing stock. One
of the housing strategies outlined in the Community Housing Plan
includes modifying zoning to allow this type of housing in more
districts.

Large Multi-family
The construction of large multi-family residential complexes,
especially in the downtown area, has been the most notable housing
change in the last decade. About 22% of housing units in Downtown
were built after 1980, compared to 17% citywide. About half of
all units in Downtown are located in larger multi-family properties.
Recent housing unit growth in Beverly has mostly been in larger
multi-family units along with single-family detached units. Many
of the larger multi-family housing options are primarily directed
to those who can afford market prices, while the need remains for
alternative multi-unit options such as co-housing, live-work spaces,
and senior/assisted living that can provide more affordable options.

Beverly was in the inaugural class of Housing Choice Communities, designated
through Governor Baker’s Housing Choice Initiative in 2018, recognized for the City’s
commitment to creating new housing units. This designation afforded the City access
to two grants totaling $200,000 and gives preferential scoring for funding from other
state programs.
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Population
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At 42,312 residents in 2018, Beverly is the fourth largest city
on the North Shore, behind Lynn (94,654 ), Peabody (52,278)
and Salem (43,559). Beverly has gained 2,500 residents since
2000, which represents an approximate gain of 6%. Beverly
falls approximately in the middle of the range for both absolute
population growth and the rate of population growth among 14
comparable towns and cities in Massachusetts (including North
Shore peers and similarly-sized cities along the commuter rail
network). Beverly and a few others were distinct in that they saw
a slight population decline until 2010, after which population has
risen rapidly.
Over the next five years, the population in Beverly is projected
to grow from 0 to 1% in most census tracts, with the exception of
the Rantoul Street and Beverly Depot area, which is expected to
grow at a higher rate due to the multifamily development that is
occurring along the corridor.

2018

Source: Census Bureau Population Estimates
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The City established a Municipal Affordable
Housing Trust (BAHT) in February 2017 to
support local housing initiatives. To date,
$700,000 has been distributed to 3 local
affordable housing projects, facilitating the
future construction of 78 new units of deeply
affordable housing.

PlanBeverlyHousing

Median Home Value

Beverly occupies a unique position on the North Shore as it
sits at the intersection of wealthier communities to the north
(Wenham) and east (Manchester), and more affordable locations
in the south (Salem) and west (Danvers). Consistent with this
pattern, home values within Beverly itself are higher in the
eastern half of the city ($500,000 - $700,000) and lower in the
western half of the city ($300,000 - $500,000).

Median Home Value, North Shore Region (2018)



Median Household Income

Median household incomes are not consistent across Beverly’s
neighborhoods; median incomes for individual census tracts
range from $50,000 to $150,000. The lower income zones are in
the downtown area and extend North along the commuter rail
line, while the highest income zones are found predominately in
the eastern portion of the city, in areas such as Prides Crossing,
Beverly Farms, and Centerville. There is also a higher income
zone in lower Ryal Side, the area west of the Bass River.

Source: ESRI Bao

Median Household Income, North Shore Region (2018)



Source: ESRI Bao
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Housing Needs
Local demographic changes and the regional housing market are
driving the growing and varying housing needs in Beverly. The
2017 Community Housing Plan identified the need for alternative
housing types in Beverly in order to accommodate a changing
population structure. The plan outlined new and modified
policies and programs to guarantee housing affordability and new
building regulations and design standards to ensure sustainable
and resilient housing.
Beverly has had substantial growth in its middle-age
population, those aged between 45-64. This is reflected in the
increase in median age from 34.7 years in 1990 to 40.4 in 2014.
Additionally, the 60+ population grew 23% between 2010 and
2016 from 7,811 residents in 2010 to 9,625 residents in 2015. The
65+ age cohort is projected to increase from 14.6% of all residents
in 2010 to 22.8% by 2030, a gain of 3,736 residents in this age

category4. This demographic shift indicates the need for housing
alternatives that can accommodate a growing senior population,
including more accessible units, supportive services, lower
maintenance burdens, and access to transportation and open
space amenities.
Conversely, Beverly experienced a 31% decline in its young
adult population, those in the 25-34 age category, between
2010 and 2014. However, projections by the Metropolitan
Area Planning Council (MAPC) suggest that overall economic
development in the region will attract more young adults to
live in Beverly. In addition to addressing senior housing needs,
the City is also looking to provide more housing alternatives,
including smaller housing types and affordable starter housing
opportunities for young adults who are more inclined towards
urban living conditions.

Beverly Age Distribution, 2017
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4. Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC)
projections
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Thoughts from the Community
PlanBeverly Survey #1 asked residents a variety of housingrelated questions to gain an understanding of community
priorities for the future. The charts below illustrate responses
from over 484 participants.
More than 75% of respondents said it is too expensive to
buy or rent a home in Beverly. While Beverly has surpassed the
state-mandated threshold of having 10% of its year-round stock
be restricted as affordable, there continues to be a widening
affordability gap due to shifts in the local housing market, as
demonstrated in the 2017 Community Housing Plan.
A number of factors rose to the surface in residents’ priorities
when selecting where to live. Of these factors, Beverly residents
prioritized the character of their neighborhood, quality of the
school district, a vibrant downtown area, and proximity to parks
and open space amenities.

What do you think is the greatest challenge related to housing facing Beverly?

More Important

70%

Less Important

“I think diversity is key. The rents are too
high for most young people. I wish they
were more affordable.”
— Beverly resident

100%

Percent of Responses

What are the most important factors in selecting where you live?

Survey results illustrate responses from 484
participants, the total number of respondents
as of July 17, 2019, the date at which this data
was extracted.
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Housing Tenure
Household Size by Occupant Type
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Of the total 17,295 housing units in Beverly as of 2017, about
95% were occupied, reflecting low vacancies year-round. Of
the occupied units, 61% were owner-occupied and 39% renteroccupied.5 This is similar to the ownership rates in Essex County
(65%) and Massachusettes overall (62%), but is the inverse of
urban communities such as Boston, where only 38% of units are
owner-occupied.
Housing growth has mainly been in owner-occupied stock,
which grew 11.5% between 1990 and 2014.6 However, the
percentage of renter-occupied units is likely to increase in
Beverly with recent rental housing developments planned and
under construction.7 In general, the average household size has
decreased from 2.79 persons in 1990 to 2.63 in 2017 for owneroccupied units, and from 2.04 persons in 1990 to 1.87 in 2017 for
renter households. This follows a regional and national trend
towards smaller households, and indicates a need for the City to
provide a variety of housing types to accommodate a diversity of
household structures.

Person Household

Owner-Occupied Households

Renter-Occupied Households

Following the 2002 Master Plan, the City has encouraged and supported
transit-oriented development and mixed-used districts through initiatives
including the Depot Parking Overlay and the 2014 Bass River District Vision
and Action Plan. The City also created a 40R (Smart Growth Zoning) District
that will create 77 two- and three-bedroom affordable apartments for
families with 20 set aside for the homeless or formerly homeless.
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5. American Community Survey, 2012 – 2017
5-year estimates
6. Community Housing Plan, 2017
7. Ibid
8. Ibid
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Housing Affordability
Regionally, home values and rents have risen sharply in recent
years, and Beverly has not been immune from this trend. The
median single-family house price increased from $398,000 as of
the end of 2015 to $503,900 as of December 2019. Condo prices
also increased from $235,000 to $256,000 during this period.
Housing prices in Beverly have risen much faster than income,
creating an affordability gap. A significant number of residents
are cost burdened, defined as spending more than 30% of their
income on costs related to housing. Census data suggests that
37% of all Beverly households were spending more than a third
of their income on housing. This extends beyond financially
vulnerable residents earning less than 80% AMI, to affect a
portion of the middle-income population as well.8 Findings
from the 2017 Community Housing Plan indicated that despite
a relatively high average weekly wage compared to some of its
regional counterparts, those working in Beverly may still find it
challenging to live in the city because of high housing costs.

Regional Comparison: Home Value Over Time
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Like many cities and towns in the greater metropolitan Boston region, home values and rents have trended upward in recent years. The median home value in
Beverly is $471,600. Beverly home values have increased 5.2% over the past year.

Regional Comparison: Rent Over Time
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Housing Tenure and Household Size: American
Community Survey, 2012-2017 5-year estimates.
Regional Comparison: Zillow Home Value Index,
2019.
To learn more about housing affordability in Beverly,
please refer to the 2017 Community Housing Plan.
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Rentals are similarly increasing; the median rent in Beverly in 2019 is $2,434 and projected to continue to increase.
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Issues and Opportunities
Diversifying housing stock to serve a changing population
Local and regional demographic and market trends are driving
overall population growth in Beverly, as well as a change in the
composition of household types. This has led to an increasing
need for a broad range of housing types and price points to
accommodate changing household structures and the growing
population without threatening overall affordability.
Senior Housing Population
The senior population is increasing in Beverly, creating a demand
for new housing types that provide convenience and comfort
to residents as they age. As this population ages, proximity
and access to amenities and services will become increasingly
important.

of certain best practices in housing. This includes a substantial
inclusionary housing policy, creation of a new 40R/Smart
Growth Zoning District, and the sale of the Briscoe Middle
School for senior housing. Additionally, the Mayors of
Beverly, Salem, and Peabody entered into a Memorandum of
Understanding committing to creating housing units for the
regional homeless population. The City has supported the
creation of approximately 200 new units of affordable housing by
non-profit developers in recent years, in addition to units created
through inclusionary housing by private developers.
Mixed-use building, Beverly Farms

Design and character of new housing developments
As new housing development continues to be planned around
Beverly, updating regulations and permitting and design review
processes can help ensure that development complements the
character of existing neighborhoods.
Promoting sustainable design
New development should strive for increasingly high levels
of environmental performance. Energy efficient retrofits are
encouraged for existing buildings.
Housing Cost and Equity of Access
As Beverly, and the greater region, continues to be an attractive
community for people of all ages, housing is in high demand. The
limited housing supply on the market has caused housing prices
to continue to rise which threatens the City’s stock of more
affordable units due to bidding wars and tear downs.
Housing Affordability
The City has prioritized housing and particularly acknowledged
it’s need to help meet the significant regional need for more
housing at all levels of affordability and for all disproportionately
impacted persons - including seniors, homeless, and families. In
2018 and 2020, the CIty of Beverly was recognized as a Housing
Choice Community by the Governor’s Office for the number of
housing units created n in the past 5 years and accomplishment
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Image source: Utile
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Housing Recommendations
Goals
Goal A: Housing Supply:
Increase the amount and diversity of housing options for individuals
and families at different life stages, household compositions, physical
needs, and socioeconomic levels to align with projected need.
Goal B: Livable and Sustainable Communities:
Promote high-quality housing that is healthy, sustainable, and resilient.
a. Environmental Sustainability: Promote housing that is energy-efficient and reduces 		
individuals’ carbon footprint, consistent with the City’s greenhouse gas reduction goals.
b. Social Sustainability: Promote neighborhoods that support social cohesion

Goal C: Housing Affordability:
Bolster local and regional efforts to increase housing supply more
generally and housing that is affordable in particular.
Goal D: Housing Stability:
Support the ability for current Beverly residents and families to remain
in Beverly.
Goal E: Form and Design:
Encourage housing and new development that positively contributes to
the built form of Beverly’s diverse neighborhoods.
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Goal A: Housing Supply
Increase the amount and diversity
of housing options for individuals
and families at different life stages,
household compositions, physical
needs, and socioeconomic levels to
align with projected need.

1. Evaluate the adoption of Smart Growth Overlay Districts under Chapter 40R in the Bass River
area and other transit-accessible locations.
2. Allow denser multifamily and mixed-use development in the Bass River area and Downtown
through rezoning. [see land use chapter]
3. Enable the development of a wider range of housing types throughout the city, including twoand three-family dwellings, bungalow/cottage housing, townhomes, and community housing.
4. Allow the creation, through a special permit process, of accessory dwelling units (ADUs)
by owner-occupants of single-family homes in all districts by modifying the existing ADU
Ordinance.
a. Eliminate restriction to family member requirement.
b. Conduct outreach to build public awareness of the benefits of ADUs.
c. Reduce parking requirement to one space per ADU. (2017 Community Housing Plan)
d. Allow existing illegal apartments to become legal through the special permit process. (2017
Community Housing Plan)
5. Regulate and enforce limits on short-term rental uses to ensure housing stock is fully utilized for
permanent residents, including restrictions on investor-owned properties.

Beverly adopted the Community Preservation
Act (CPA) in 2012, enabling the City to apply
a modest surcharge of 1% on property taxes. A
statewide Community Preservation Trust Fund
supplements the local surcharge revenue with
annual distributions to CPA communities that
support projects in four categories: open space;
recreation; community (affordable) housing;
and historic preservation. A total of $950,710
in CPA funds have been awarded to community
(affordable) housing projects since Beverly
adopted the CPA.
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6. Review senior housing regulations, currently allowed by special permit throughout the city, to
encourage this type of housing in all residential zoning districts.
7. Allow artist live/work space as-of-right in all districts.
8. Work with local educational institutions to ensure sufficient on-campus housing for all students.
9. Allow multi-family conversion of large estates and Cultural Heritage Properties (often referred
to as “great estates”) by allowing the creation of new units within existing structures while
requiring that conversions maintain any historic or cultural character of building.
10.Explore micro-apartments as one of the tools to help address housing affordability.
11. Reintroduce the Housing Rehabilitation Program: In the absence of CDBG funding and given
the existing need for housing improvement assistance, allocate local funds, either through CPA
or Housing Trust Fund, to support the reintroduction of the Housing Rehabilitation Program as
described in the Community Housing Plan.

PlanBeverlyHousing

Goal B: Livable and Sustainable Communities
the Climate Action and Resilience Plan to be developed in 2020, develop detailed
Promote high-quality housing that is 1. Through
zoning and regulatory strategies to reduce the climate impact of housing in Beverly. [see Land
Use and Urban Form section]
healthy, sustainable, and resilient.
a. Environmental Sustainability: Promote housing
that is energy-efficient and reduces individuals’
carbon footprint, consistent with the City’s
greenhouse gas reduction goals.
b. Social Sustainability: Promote neighborhoods that
support social cohesion.

2. Locate new housing development in areas already developed and adequately served by utilities
and infrastructure, and accessible to transit options, employment centers, and commercial
areas, in order to limit new housing development in undeveloped areas and provide better access
for residents of all ages. [see Land Use and Urban Form section]
3. Promote homeownership through the production of new ownership units and different housing
types, first-time homebuyers loan and grant programs, and through the support of programs such
as Home Buying 101 courses.
4. Promote mixed-income and multigenerational neighborhoods by allowing a variety of housing
typologies.
5. Through the design review process, encourage the creation of open spaces and indoor common
areas that are available for use both by residents of the new development and the general public.
6. Encourage and educate homeowners on the use of conservation restrictions to benefit from tax
incentives for setting aside existing undeveloped areas located in priority conservation areas.

The soon-to-be launched Beverly Climate Action
and Resilience Plan provides an opportunity to
develop strategies for shaping new development
and retrofitting the existing stock to have a much
lower carbon footprint.
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Goal C: Market Affordability
Bolster local and regional efforts
to increase housing supply more
generally and housing that is
affordable in particular.

1. Identify and prioritize City-owned parcels suitable for housing development and require a
higher level of affordability than that mandated by the Inclusionary Development Policy.
2. Explore opportunities to secure additional funds beyond Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance Fee-inLieu payments to fund the Beverly Affordable Housing Trust.
3. Create new affordable units or subsidize the construction of new units using funds from the
Beverly Affordable Housing Trust, Community Preservation Committee, and other sources.
4. Rehabilitate existing affordable units and market units using funds from the Beverly Affordable
Housing Trust, and other sources to preserve and expand affordable housing inventory.
5. Explore opportunities for mixed-income redevelopment of Beverly Housing Authority
properties that would replace or increase the number of affordable units alongside new marketrate units while upgrading and providing for the long-term financial sustainability of affordable
units.
6. Explore a density bonus for provision of affordable units beyond the minimum required by
inclusionary zoning.
7. Create new workforce housing opportunities that include a housing affordability restriction for
households earning between 80% and 120% Area Median Income (AMI)
8. Grow and maintain a subsidized housing inventory that continues to exceed the state’s
recommended 10% of the city’s overall housing stock.

The City’s Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance,
initially adopted in 2007, has produced more
than 100 affordable units and almost $1.15
million in payments in lieu of providing units.
In 2016, the City amended the inclusionary
zoning ordinance to lower the threshold for when
it applies, and to strengthen its effectiveness
by allowing fewer units if they are provided at
deeper levels of affordability.
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9. Allow and encourage a wider range of housing types throughout the city, in order to provide more
naturally affordable units for people of different incomes and household structures, including
first-time homebuyers and people wishing to downsize. [see Goal A]
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Goal D: Housing Stability
Support the ability for current Beverly
residents and families to remain in
Beverly.

1. Create and maintain housing diversity to provide a range of options for Beverly residents to
remain in the city as their housing needs change. Adopt Age-Friendly community principles.
2. Reintroduce the Housing Rehabilitation Program to provide assistance to improve housing
occupied by low- or moderate-income owner-occupants or tenants.
3. Expand the reintroduced Housing Rehabilitation Program to provide emergency assistance for
seniors to make home repairs.

The World Health Organization (WHO)
established a network of Age-Friendly
Communities to address the fact that the
number of people over 60 will double to
1.2 billion globally by 2025. Age-Friendly
Communities strive to consider the needs
of older adults in policies, programs, and the
built environment so that older people can
continue to enjoy health, security, and full
participation in society. Many Age-Friendly
principles overlap with planning best practices,
such as encouraging a diversity of housing
types, locating housing near services and
amenities, and providing safe walking and public
transportation access to important destinations.
Other principles are more specific to older people
and relate to accommodating physical or sensory
limitations in the built environment, and ensuring
that older people can participate in cultural and
civic life.

4. Monitor the expiration of existing affordable units and intervene to preserve affordability,
supported by funds from the Beverly Affordable Housing Trust.
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Goal E: Form and Design
Encourage housing and new
development that positively
contributes to the built form of
Beverly’s diverse neighborhoods.

1. Create design guidelines for small infill projects that are compatible with existing built fabric
but at higher densities than what current zoning requirements allow.
2. Create new dimensional standards for Neighborhood Commercial zoning districts that enable
small mixed-use buildings that are consistent with the built form of walkable commercial
districts like Beverly Farms:
a. Handicap-accessible retail ground floor with walk-up residential units above
b. Zero front setback (buildings come up to the sidewalk) and reduced side setbacks
c. Reduced parking, required to be located in the rear
3. Strengthen historic preservation strategies and encourage adaptive reuse. [see Historic
Resources section]
4. In larger redevelopment sites, require the creation of a finer-grained street grid and public open
space. [see breakout sections on North Beverly and Bass River]
5. In larger redevelopment sites, adjust dimensional requirements to produce pedestrian-oriented
environments, rather than auto-oriented, suburban environments. [see breakout sections on
North Beverly and Bass River]

Image source: City of Beverly
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“Beverly is a desirable place to live, and so demand is currently
outstripping supply. The most effective way to increase housing
stock is with larger apartment complexes near the trains (as is being
done on and near Rantoul Street)”
— Prides Crossing resident

PlanBeverly

Economic Development

Economic Development
Beverly has a vibrant economy that includes large employers, startups,
and small businesses across sectors ranging from health care to
advanced manufacturing to the arts. Beverly is well-positioned
to maintain its robust pattern of economic development well into
the future. Its geographical location, transportation options, and
abundance of resources create a supportive environment that rivals
and complements that of communities nearer to the urban core. While
high-quality schools, a thriving downtown, and an overall high quality
of life help companies attract workers to Beverly, PlanBeverly aims to
support this strong economy into the future by targeting City policies
and programs to make room for new commercial development, keep
existing commercial areas competitive, and support growth in both
established and emerging sectors.
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Employment
Approximately 21,500 people work in Beverly, making the city
the fourth largest employment center on the North Shore after
Lynn, Peabody, and Salem. Between 2012 and 2017, employment
in Beverly grew at an annual rate of 1.4%, which is a very healthy
pace of growth for the Boston region.
The largest industry in Beverly is health care and social
assistance, which makes up about 31% of the employment
base, and has experienced significant absolute job growth since
2014. The growth in health care mirrors a national trend but is
particularly pronounced in Beverly due to Beverly Hospital and
its supplier and partner companies. Beverly is at the center of the
North Shore Life Sciences Cluster with more than 60 life science
companies and thousands of jobs, many located at the Cummings
Center. These jobs are represented in the chart at right by both
the health care and professional services sectors.
After heath care, the next two largest industries are
educational services and professional services, which make up
14% and 9% of employment in Beverly, respectively. These three
industries added a total of 1,859 jobs over the five-year period.
The overall manufacturing industry (which includes
conventional “heavy” manufacturing) is in decline, mirroring a
state trend. However, advanced manufacturing, which serves
high-tech, biotech, and healthcare, is on the rise in Beverly.
Beverly has a stable and growing advanced manufacturing base
of companies, primarily clustered at Cherry Hill. This advanced
manufacturing cluster is one of the unique strengths of the city’s
economy.
The decline in retail jobs in Beverly follows a national trend
as brick and mortar sellers face numerous headwinds, including
rising real estate costs and competition from online shopping
sites like Amazon. The decline in Beverly, at only 1% of retail
jobs lost over five years, actually speaks to the strength of the
commercial districts within Beverly, particularly along Cabot
Street.
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Absolute Change in Jobs per Industry Type from 2011-2017
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2016 Economic Snapshot
The Beverly Economic Snapshot provided an overview of economic
conditions and trends in Beverly at the time. It highlights Beverly as the
epicenter of the North Shore life science cluster, positioning Beverly as a
more affordable location than Boston and Cambridge for industries such
as health care and advanced manufacturing, and noting the high education
levels of Beverly residents and the presence of several higher education
institutions in the city.

PlanBeverly

Top Employers (Non-Government)

Beverly has a high concentration of employment relative to the
Boston metropolitan area in four different industries, including
manufacturing, educational services, other services, and health
care. The “other services” category includes auto maintenance,
personal care services, personal services (laundry, household
cleaning, pet care), and professional and social organizations.
Of the specialized industries, the two largest are health care and
educational services which, combined, make up 45% of Beverly’s
total employment.
The highly specialized and concentrated nature of these two
industries shows up in the top employers map, with Beverly
Hospital and Endicott College as the top two employers. Of
note is the degree to which high-tech/advanced manufacturing
is a strength for the Beverly economy. Six of the top twenty
employers (Axcelis, CPI, Microsemi, Ixys, Microline Surgical,
and Amphenol PCD) are in the high-tech manufacturing
space. Manufacturing is also the highest-paying industry in
Beverly, with an average wage of $102,440 in 2017, followed by
Finance and Insurance at $99,320, and Professional Services
at $92,040. This further emphasizes that while the overall job
counts for Manufacturing have declined significantly, those
that remain are concentrated in high-tech manufacturing and
biotech manufacturing, and, along with healthcare, are essential
components of Beverly’s economy.

Economic Development

Beverly Top Employers
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An important component of the North Shore Life Sciences cluster is the
biotech/cleantech incubator North Shore InnoVentures (NSIV), one of
only few such entities in the state incubating businesses in these sectors.
Located at the Cummings Center, NSIV is currently home to nearly 60
startup enterprises, and has graduated 25 companies. Supported by state
and federal grants, corporate sponsors, and other financial assistance, NSIV
aims both to accelerate the growth of young tech companies and support
economic development in the larger North Shore region through the creation
of high-quality, sustainable jobs. NSIV provides office space, shared lab
space and equipment, professional services, mentorships, and access to
investors.
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Industry Specialization (Location Quotient)

Location quotients (LQs) are a commonly-used measure for
evaluating the composition of a local or regional economy.
Location quotients describe the relative concentration of a
given sector in a local economy – as measured by its share of
total employment – relative to the region or the nation, for
that same sector. If a location quotient is greater than 1.0 for a
given sector, the community has a larger share of employment
in that sector than the region (or nation), indicating that such
economic activities are more heavily concentrated in that
community than the average. Firms operating in sectors that are
highly concentrated in a given region often “cluster”, because
there is some competitive advantage to be derived from that
geographic location. These advantages can include opportunities
for collaboration as well an existing talent pool of workers with
experience in the field.

“More jobs in technology, I work for a software
startup and would love to work for a company
with a HQ in Beverly so I can be close to home.”

— Monserrat Resident

Beverly is more specialized in health care, services, education, and
manufacturing than the average community in the Boston region.
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2011-2017 Labor Force

In terms of absolute labor force growth, Beverly recently
surpassed all of the comparable communities that PlanBeverly
analyzed, with an increase of 2,500 jobs between 2011 and 2017.
Beverly has experienced relatively steady growth since 2011,
whereas many of the other communities experienced greater
fluctuation. When looking at this growth in a relative sense,
Beverly’s growth of just over 10% since 2011 is still higher than
most surrounding communities but slightly lower than the City
of Boston. Beverly’s unemployment rate of 3.0% is below the
rate for the state of Massachusetts (3.3%) as well the Boston
metropolitan statistical area (3.3%).
Part of the strong growth may be attributable to Beverly’s
reputation as a “Business Friendly” city proactively promoting
itself to attract new development and business through
a combination of rezoning, streamlined permitting, and
coordinated initiatives to market community assets (as identified
in the 2016 Economic Snapshot).
According to job projections by the Massachusetts Executive
Office of Labor and Workforce Development, the North Shore
region is projected to gain more than 12,000 new jobs between
2016 and 2026, many of these in Beverly’s critical industries:
Healthcare (5,600 new jobs), Education (1,900 new jobs),
Professional and Technical Services (400 new jobs), and
increasingly Accommodation and Food Services (1,000 new
jobs). Given Beverly’s impressive job growth over the last 5 years,
available space and/or proposed development/redevelopment,
and its increasingly amenity-rich downtown, Beverly is well
positioned to capture a significant portion of this growth.
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The percentage of the population with a bachelor’s degree or
higher within the City of Beverly varies greatly by census tract.
Generally, areas with the highest percentage (above 50%) are
in the eastern and western portion of the city, with the very
highest zone (above 60%) in the neighborhood located between
Downtown and Montserrat Station (generally, the Cove area).
The areas with the lowest level of educational attainment are
the central neighborhoods located just north of Downtown and
south of Route 128. Overall the citywide rate for bachelor’s degree
or higher is 43.3%, compared to 43.1% for the Boston region and
38.9% for Massachusetts as a whole.

Taxes

Beverly has a split property tax rate, meaning it charges different
rates for residential and commercial properties. Among the 12
peer cities analyzed, Beverly has the second highest commercial
millage rate at $25.41 (per $1,000 of value) and the fourth
highest residential millage rate at $13.25 (per $1,000 of value).
This high commercial rate could perhaps be a hindrance to
new commercial development, but the access to Route 128
and availability of 5 commuter rail stops are likely attractive
to businesses and could be one of several mitigating factors,
including the availability of a skilled workforce, a vibrant
downtown, and a strong educational network, .

Economic Development

Educational Attainment, North Shore Region (2018)



Source: ESRI Bao
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Thoughts from the Community
The PlanBeverly Online Survey #1 asked residents a variety
of questions related to economic development to gain an
understanding of community priorities for the future. The charts
to the right illustrate responses from over 484 participants.
Though survey respondents prioritized local retail and
restaurants as new development they would like to see in Beverly,
they also have a desire for more skilled or technical jobs in
sectors including energy, healthcare, and professional services.
Survey respondents were split on the types of businesses they
wanted to see more of in Beverly. In general, local restaurants and
retail is desired, along with community spaces and co-working or
shared workspace.

What types of jobs do you think we need more of in Beverly?

1% 4%
3% 2%

Arts and Culture
Education
Energy

31%

33%

Healthcare
Manufacturing
Professional services (finance and insurance,
accounting, real estate, legal services etc.)

2%

Research

25%
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What types of businesses do you think we need more of in Beverly?
Co-working or shared

“Beverly has a nice variety of businesses, I
just wish there were more customer-friendly
businesses within walking distance of my
house.”
— Ryal Side resident
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Issues and Opportunities
Pressure to Rezone Industrial and Commercial Areas
Demand for new residential and mixed-use development,
especially around the Depot, is likely to displace some existing
commercial and industrial businesses. The City will need
to ensure that other commercial and industrial districts are
preserved in order to keep a diversity of businesses in Beverly.

Downtown Beverly

Providing First/Last Mile Connections to Jobs
Beverly’s job centers are not currently well-served by transit,
creating a reliance on private automobiles to reach them. In order
to keep these job centers competitive in the regional economy,
not to mention reduce traffic and environmental impacts, it
will be important to continue and strengthen recent efforts to
improve transit, walking, and biking connections, as detailed in
the chapter on Mobility and Access.
Maintaining the Competitiveness of Commercial Districts
Several of Beverly’s commercial/industrial districts are currently
dominated by single-use buildings with dedicated parking lots
and few amenities within walking distance. Regional trends have
seen employers choosing to locate in more urban, mixed-use
locations in order to attract talent in a competitive labor market.
Allowing greater density and encouraging supportive retail and
services to locate in commercial and industrial areas can help
support the competitiveness of these districts.
Supporting a Vibrant Downtown Arts District
Beverly’s vibrant Downtown and thriving arts ecosystem not
only add to the city’s attractiveness as a place to live and work but
are also essential pieces of the city’s economy. The City should
continue its efforts to support local retail, a diverse restaurant
scene, and a concentration in the arts that spans visual arts,
performing arts, public art, and education, as detailed in the
chapter on Cultural and Historic Resources.
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Economic Development Recommendations
Goals
Goal A: Expanded Tax Base:
Expand and diversify the tax base to increase revenue for municipal
services including public safety, public education, community services,
and infrastructure upgrades.
Goal B: Retain and Attract Quality Jobs:
Promote economic sustainability by retaining existing and attracting
new employers that offer well-paying jobs and opportunities for
advancement.
Goal C: Industry Diversification:
Explore new and emerging industry sectors to balance job growth and
remain resilient to natural market cycles.
Goal D: Business Support:
Ensure local businesses of different types, sizes, and growth stages are
able to start, grow, and remain in Beverly.
Goal E: Sustainability and Identity:
Promote environmental sustainability and enhance the distinct
character of each of Beverly’s existing commercial clusters in order to
ensure businesses and districts will thrive in the long-term.
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Goal A: Expanded Tax Base
Expand and diversify the tax base
to increase revenue for municipal
services including public safety,
public education, community
services, and infrastructure
upgrades.

Economic Development

1. Complete design plans for Phase II of the Brimbal Avenue/ Exit 19 infrastructure improvements
to enhance access to the existing commercial/industrial properties, open up opportunities for
further commercial/industrial development, and reduce traffic congestion along local streets
and residential neighborhoods.
2. Pursue opportunities for additional lodging Downtown through discussions with landowners
and potential operators/developers, using the 2018 Hotel Feasibility Study to market the
opportunity.
3. Facilitate redevelopment of the Bass River area, adjacent to Beverly Depot train station, to better
leverage the existing transportation network for economic growth [see breakout section on Bass
River].
4. Create a stronger connection and support a true transit-oriented district between the
Cummings Center (5,000 jobs) and the Beverly Depot by encouraging appropriate mixed-use
redevelopment while preserving existing open space.
5. Explore development incentives, invest in infrastructure, and relax dimensional restrictions
and parking requirements in commercial areas along Rt. 128, including Cherry Hill, the Beverly
Airport, Dunham Road, and Sohier/Tozer Road, in order to position limited land in key areas for
future office, research and development, and manufacturing opportunities. [see land use section]

2018 Downtown Hotel Feasibility Study
The Downtown Hotel Feasibility Study found
that demand for hotel rooms has increased in
the past five years in Essex County and that
Beverly itself has several assets generating
this demand, including the Cummings Center,
Cherry Hill, and the Beverly Regional Airport.
Despite competition from new hotels in Salem
and services such as Airbnb, the study found
that a new hotel would complement the existing
use mix and create economic benefits. Since the
study was completed, a new 13-room microhotel has opened in downtown Beverly.
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6. Rezone to allow food and personal service amenities for the 2,000 employees at the Cherry Hill
Industrial Park, as well as other commercial and industrial districts, to better retain and recruit
business to the areas and reduce daytime automobile trips. Rezoning may include the allowance
and encouragement of food trucks and pop-up restaurants. [see land use section]
7. Leverage the Federal Opportunity Zone tax incentive program in lower Downtown to market
redevelopment sites and attract additional investment.
8. Support future development in priority development areas by ensuring reliability and capacity
in key infrastructure such as water, sewer, electrical, and internet.Establish a municipal task
force on infrastructure.
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Goal B: Retain and Attract Quality Jobs
to recruit prospective employers within Beverly’s specialized industries including
Promote economic sustainability by 1. Continue
health care, professional and other services, advanced manufacturing, and education.
Strengthening these areas of specialization will create a virtuous cycle that will make Beverly
retaining existing and attracting new
increasingly attractive in these fields. The City should target these industries when recruiting
potential tenants to opportunity sites, and should consider offering incentives to businesses in
employers that offer well-paying jobs
these industries.
and opportunities for advancement. 2. Support existing incubator spaces, such as North Shore Innoventures, and facilitate
partnerships among educational institutions and businesses to strengthen key emerging
business sectors like life sciences, clean technology, and advanced manufacturing.

3. Continue to highlight Beverly’s strengths as an employment hub with multiple educational
anchors and a rich downtown arts and entertainment district.
4. Promote Beverly’s connectivity to the region’s multimodal transportation network in all
business attraction and retention efforts.
a. Promote highway connectivity and proximity to Beverly Airport to attract and retain
advanced manufacturing employers in Cherry Hill Industrial Park.
b. Promote MBTA commuter rail and shuttle accessibility to the local employment centers
and future growth nodes to attract new businesses and potential workers, especially
reverse commuters.
c. Work with North Shore TMA and others to promote shuttle services (e.g. Beverly Wave)
and expand future first/last mile connectivity initiatives.
d. Require new commercial development along Route 128 to implement transportation
demand management strategies, including shuttles to/from train stations, carpooling, etc.

Image source: City of Beverly

5. Create a citywide diversity, equity, and inclusion plan and dedicate resources to encourage
employers to increase hiring and contracting of underrepresented groups. Educate the public
about the economic benefits of being an inclusive and diverse community.
6. Encourage and facilitate partnerships between the City’s schools and local businesses to
foster innovation, provide internships and career preparation, and other opportunities for
collaborative learning.
7. Continue to provide a high quality and highly regarded education system for the benefit of
residents, which will also serve to stimulate economic growth.
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Goal C: Industry Diversification
Explore new and emerging industry
sectors to balance job growth and
remain resilient to natural market
cycles.

Economic Development

1. Focus on growing several of the City’s emerging economic development strengths in key
industry clusters including life science, renewables, clean energy technology, and creative arts.
In these emerging fields, leverage the success of North Shore Innoventures in nurturing young
companies with the potential to grow, rather than focusing on large corporations.
2. Facilitate the creation of a co-working space Downtown to incubate and support new and
growing small businesses. A focus on arts-centric businesses would help bolster the city’s
growing reputation in the arts and leverage existing talent in the area.
3. Use City policy to promote Beverly’s “maker” and “innovation” districts. Prioritize supporting
Park Street as a maker district to leverage its existing manufacturing and service businesses
and encourage small business growth with a focus on maker spaces, incubators, small scale
fabricators, and design related enterprises.
4. Develop a marketing strategy to highlight Beverly’s strength in life sciences and high-tech,
including a specific focus on the growing cluster of advanced manufacturing firms.
5. Leverage Beverly’s existing strength in the arts by reducing zoning and regulatory barriers for art
studios, galleries, and performance venues, both to support local artists and to enhance Beverly’s
reputation as an arts destination.
6. Explore opportunities to foster waterfront excursion/charter businesses (fishing tours, whale
watch, historic tours, etc.) at the waterfront area and at Bass River.
7. Bolster tourism in Beverly by encouraging hotel development [see Goal A] and promoting arts,
cultural, and historic experiences and destinations.
8. Use City policy to promote businesses that adopt sustainable practices and businesses in
sustainability industries, such as clean energy.

2020 Airport Master Plan
The City is currently undertaking a Master Plan
to determine the most advantageous approach
for expanding services and the economic impact
of the Beverly Regional Airport.
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Goal D: Business Support
Ensure local businesses of different
types, sizes, and growth stages are
able to start, grow, and remain in
Beverly.

Economic Development

1. Support the Planning and Community Development Department in its role as a business liaison
helping match prospective tenants to available spaces, programs, and opportunities, and expand
the department’s capacity to market the Beverly’s commercial districts.
2. Rewrite the sign ordinance to ensure that regulations are producing high-quality outcomes
without being overly restrictive for emerging and small businesses.
3. Provide comprehensive information to new business owners on local/regional, low-cost
business assistance programs and on Beverly’s business-related regulatory processes (signage,
businesses, build out, health, etc.)
4. Preserve existing and small office space as affordable options for emerging small businesses and
graduates from local incubators. Support tenant improvements/upfits with grants as available.
5. Start a food truck program and encourage the creation of a commissary kitchen to incubate
small food businesses.
6. Relax use and dimensional requirements in Neighborhood Commercial districts, as appropriate
to each specific neighborhood. [see land use section]
7. Where new mixed-use developments are proposed in existing commercial districts, encourage
retail spaces to be sized and designed to accommodate local and independent businesses.

Downtown 2030, commissioned by Beverly
Main Streets, a nonprofit organization, was
released in July 2019 and build on their prior
plan, Downtown 2020. Downtown 2030
encouraged strengthening the Main Streets
District, which includes Cabot Street and
Rantoul Street, through an expansion of
programming, parking solutions, and activation
of existing storefronts. The plan focuses on
expansion in entrepreneurship and creative
sectors, including arts and theater, as well as an
increase in evening programming.

8. In legacy commercial and industrial districts undergoing redevelopment, support the relocation
of existing businesses to other areas of the city that will remain as commercial or industrial
districts in the long term.
9. Streamline the permitting process to reduce development uncertainty.
10.Review zoning requirements relative to home-based businesses, making sure they support
entrepreneurial activity and are not overly restrictive.
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Goal E: Sustainability and Identity
Promote environmental sustainability
and enhance the distinct character of
each of Beverly’s existing commercial
clusters in order to ensure businesses
and districts will thrive in the longterm.

Economic Development

1. In the Cabot Street commercial district, strengthen historic preservation and adaptive reuse of
appropriate buildings and enhance the visibility of the Beverly Arts District through public art
and public realm improvements.
2. Enhance public access to the Water Street waterfront area while simultaneously preserving the
existing marine-related commercial use.
3. Pursue opportunities to create an identity for Rantoul Street distinct from Cabot Street, tying
into the burgeoning restaurant and brewery scene in the corridor that has been supported by
recent residential development.
4. Periodically inventory and survey the businesses in the key commercial areas to assess
unmet needs in each district, ensure a healthy balance of tenant types, and identify key tenant
challenges to be addressed.
5. Through the Climate Action and Resilience Plan to be developed in 2020, identify strategies
to incentivize sustainable business practices for businesses throughout Beverly, including
participation in certification programs to measure, brand, and promote these practices to the
region and beyond.
6. Through the Climate Action and Resilience Plan to be developed in 2020, identify requirements
and incentives to reduce solid waste disposal and increase recycling and composting in
commercial buildings and multifamily residential buildings.

2018 Beverly Arts District Plan
The Beverly Arts District 2.0 Plan provides
a vision for the downtown district that
was created in 2015. The plan includes
recommendations for a range of topics,
including developing a management and funding
strategy, communication and branding, physical
infrastructure and connectivity, and programs.
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Mobility and Access
For a city of its size, the City of Beverly has a robust local
transportation system, strong commuter rail access – 5 stations, more
than any other town or city outside Boston – (limited) MBTA bus
services and two local shuttles, strong highway access via MA-128’s
three exits within City limits (and others just outside), a growing
bicycle network, and a highly walkable downtown. However, despite
this robust multimodal system, particularly as compared to other cities
and towns outside of Boston, the overall mobility network presents
numerous challenges to getting around, particularly related to auto
congestion, poor east/west transit connections, and an incomplete
network for bikes and other forms of emerging mobility. PlanBeverly
aims to identify strategic improvements that can be made to the
mobility network in order to enhance access for people who live and
work in Beverly, and encourage a shift toward walking, biking, and
transit, in order reduce traffic congestion and climate impacts.
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Complete Streets Policy

Automobile Travel and Connectivity

How a city plans and constructs its roadway network provides
a great deal of insight into how a city prioritizes the movement
of people and how it perceives mobility in the future. The City
of Beverly adopted its Complete Streets Policy in 2015, ensuring
that roadway projects are designed and constructed to provide
safety, comfort, and accessibility to all roadway users including
motorists, transit riders, bicyclists, pedestrians, and other modes
(including emergency, freight, and service vehicles), as well as
emerging mobility modes (e.g. scooters, e-bikes, and more). While
not all roadways can accommodate all user types in dedicated
facilities (i.e. lanes), the principles still guide the appropriate mix
of users. The policy also states that all private developments and
related roadway improvements are designed to adhere to the
Complete Streets program. In addition, Beverly’s Complete
Streets Ordinance also addresses equity, requiring streets to be
planned, designed, operated and (importantly) maintained so
that they are safe for all users.
By adopting the policy, the City is also eligible to apply
for funding to construct Complete Streets priority projects
within the city as identified in their adopted and approved (by
MassDOT), Complete Streets Prioritization Plan (another
requirement to receive funding). The City of Beverly received
$400,000 to reconstruct Broadway between Rantoul Street
and Cabot Street, including new wider sidewalks, street trees,
pedestrian scale lighting and intersection bumpouts. The City
also recently received another $400,000 Complete Streets Grant
– the maximum amount allowed under the program – for the
reconstruction of Cabot Street (currently underway). The project
will include widened sidewalks, reduced pedestrian crossing
distances, bicycle facilities, and more.

Roadway Network and Classification

Beverly Roadway Classification
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Classification
Local
Collector
Minor Arterial
Major Arterial
Highway/Interstate/Interchanges - 13

Miles
113
10
6
27
12

Percent
67%
6%
4%
16%
7%

TOTAL

168

100%
Source: MassGIS EOT Roads

Roadways are classified by the volume of traffic they are
anticipated to carry and whether they provide local access to
properties or connections across a wider area. The majority of
roads in Beverly are designated as local roads (67%), typically
residential streets with low traffic volumes. Collector streets
make up approximately 6% of the roadways, connecting local
roads to minor or major arterials. Minor arterial roads, such
as Bridge Street and River Street, connect neighborhoods and
nearby communities and usually carry more vehicles. Cabot
Street, Essex Street, Elliott Street, Sohier Road, and most
roadways that connect Downtown to interchanges for State
Highway Route 128 are major arterials providing for regional
connectivity. Route 128 is designated as a Highway, and provides
connections to the Boston metropolitan area and beyond via I-95.
Apart from the major arterial roads in the city, Hale Street
(MA-127) between Paine Street and Boyles Street is a designated
state truck route. While most trucks can travel on any city street,
truck routes are designated for larger commercial vehicles
traveling between municipalities. As such, truck movements
are likely to be higher on these routes. However, given changing
lifestyle preferences, with increases in home and business
deliveries – for goods, food, and other services – truck traffic is
increasing and likely will increase in the future on all roadways.
While many of these trucks tend to be smaller in size, it should
be noted that truck routes or the definition of truck routes is
likely going to change in the future. Interestingly, Route 127
(Hale Street) is also a designated scenic by-way, which can create
conflicts between time-sensitive trips (e.g. truck deliveries) and
recreational and tourist trips.

Traffic Volumes

Understanding which roads are used most and are most
congested will help inform future transportation and
circulation strategies for various modes. We assess congestion
for several reasons. First, congestion can negatively impact a
community if people, goods, and services are unable to reach
their destination in a predictable manner. Second, heavily
(auto) congested roadways can feel uncomfortable for non-auto
modes, particularly bicycling and walking, if comfortable and
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Beverly Roadway Classification

Highway
Numbered Route
Major Arterial
Minor Arterial
Local or Collector Road
Source: MassGIS EOT Roads

Beverly has a robust local transportation system with
strong regional rail and highway access.
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Traffic Volumes (highest), 2018

The intersections of McKay and Balch, Cabot and Rantoul at
the 1A bridge, and Cabot and Dodge (at Henry’s market) will
be reconstructed in 2020 to Complete Streets standards. In
addition, Bridge Street including the intersection with River
Street has also been designed to Complete Street standards and
will be rebuilt in the next few years.

Cabot @ Beverly Bridge
Cabot Street North of Dane Street
Rantoul Street North of Cabot
Dodge Street North of Ramp-Rt 1A

Employment Travel Patterns

Dodge Street South of Ramp-Rt 1A
Elliot Street - West of Beckford Street
Rantoul Street North of Dane
Essex Street South of Spring Street
Bridge Street West of Roderick Avenue
Elliott Street East of Bridge Street
0

10,000

20,000

30,000

40,000

50,000

Annual Average Daily Traffic
Source:MassDot

1. MassDOT Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT)
count data
2. US Census LEHD Database, 2017
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safe facilities are not provided. And third, congestion increases
carbon emissions, which contributes to climate change and
impacts public health.
Excluding Route 128, the highest auto traffic volumes are
found on 1A on the Beverly-Salem Bridge (nearly 47,000 daily)1
and along arterials leading to and from the highway and/or major
employment centers (e.g., Cummings Center and Cherry Hill).
Given these high volumes, it is clear that automobiles are the
primary mode of travel to, from, and within the city.
With the presence of regional arterial roads, roadway safety
remains a critical concern in the city. As per MassDOT’s cluster
map, Beverly has five intersections identified as locations that
are eligible for HSIP funding. An HSIP-eligible location is a crash
cluster that ranks within the top 5% of each Regional Planning
Agency crash sites. The following are HSIP-eligible intersections:
• Cabot Street (MA-2) and Water Street
• Cabot Street (1A, MA-97) and Dodge Street (1A)
• Rantoul Street (1A) and Elliott Street (MA-62)
• McKay Street and Balch Street
• Sohier Road and Tozer Road

Beverly residents spend, on average, roughly 27 minutes
commuting each day. This is slightly lower than the average of 29
minutes for Essex County and the State of Massachusetts.
As of 2017, 20,775 Beverly residents were employed. Of this
number, approximately 17% (4,314) remain in Beverly for work,
whereas 16,461 leave to go to other cities and towns2. Rounding
out the top 5 locations where Beverly’s workforce is employed
are Beverly (17%), Boston (17%), Danvers (6%), Salem (5.5%)
and Peabody (4%). On the other hand, 21,148 people come
into Beverly for their jobs. Given that nearly 35% of employed
residents work either in Beverly or an abutting community,
there may be opportunities to encourage mode shift for Beverly
workers who currently drive only a short distance, which would
lessen traffic congestion and greenhouse gas emissions.

Commuter Mode Split

More than 97% of households in Beverly own or have access to at
least one car. Despite the City of Beverly having more commuter
rail stations than any other community outside of Boston, the
vast majority of residents – 80 percent – continue to commute via
car. The majority of these commuters drive alone (73% of total
commuters); however, 7% carpool, which is higher than in many
communities. Despite having 5 commuter rail stations, only
8% commute by transit. This is likely a combination of several
factors, the main factor being that jobs are spread out throughout
the region, and only those along the commuter rail (and to a
lesser extent, bus routes), are accessible by transit for Beverly
residents. While Beverly’s transit commute share is higher than
many suburban cities outside of the core, the low percentage
contributes to auto congestion described earlier on minor and
major arterials leading to job centers and the highway system.

PlanBeverly

Resident vs. Non-resident Commuters

The previous section looked at mode share for all Beverly
resident commuters, no matter where they worked. Taking a
deeper dive to understand commuter patterns for jobs in Beverly
– both for local residents and those coming to the city to work –
provides insight about local connectivity and will help to inform
strategies to enhance connectivity within Beverly itself.
Beverly Residents Working in Beverly
Compared to Beverly residents overall, a lower percentage of
residents who work in Beverly drive to work: 68% drive alone and
6% carpool. Interestingly, whereas 13% walk to work, only 1%
bike to work. The low percentage of bicycle commuters may be
the result of limited bicycle infrastructure, particularly given the
geographical size of Beverly and high traffic volumes along routes
accessing major employment centers in town. The City has added
several bicycle facilities in recent years, and as more bicycle
lanes are added, prioritizing network connections and bicyclist
comfort (e.g. separated facilities) will encourage greater bicycle
use.
Neither CATA nor MBTA nor rail transit is used by a
statistically significant portion of residents to commute to
work within the city, as the transit system does not connect
the majority of residents to major employment centers within
Beverly. Low transit use within Beverly is likely attributed to the
following:
• MBTA bus routes are designed to bring people to and from
Salem Station for regional commuter rail and bus transfers,
not to connect destinations within Beverly.
• Beverly’sCATA-operated shuttle connects key destinations
(e.g. Beverly Hospital, Cumming Center, Downtown, but as
a loop route, it is not convenient for work travel with long
travel times and infrequent service.
• Job centers are not located within a short walk of existing
commuter rail stations. It’s easier to drive.
To address the poor transit connectivity within Beverly to major
job sites, the City launched the Wave Shuttle in 2019, which
connects Beverly Depot to major employer centers (Cummings
Center, Cherry Hill, and more).
Finally, 11% of those working in Beverly work from home,
a number that is likely to increase in years to come as the
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Resident vs Outside Commuters
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Source:ACS 2012-2016, 5-year estimates via Census Transportation Planning Products

“workplace” becomes more flexible and communication
technologies allow more employees (in some industries) the
ability to work from home or shift hours, thus reducing the
number of trips that are concentrated in the peak periods.
Additionally, a recent Baker Administration proposal to reduce
traffic congestion includes a telecommuting incentive program
that would provide a tax credit to employers who successfully
initiate policies that promote off-site work.
Workers Commuting to Jobs in Beverly
For people commuting into Beverly, the top five origin
communities are all on the North Shore. More than 20% of
people who work in Beverly live in communities with rail access
to Beverly, including Salem (6.5% of Beverly’s workforce), Lynn
(5.5%), Gloucester (4.8%), and Ipswich (1.9%). Nearly 3% of
Beverly’s workforce resides in Boston, also accessible via train.
However, nearly 9 in 10 workers commuting to jobs in Beverly
drive, the vast majority of them driving alone (80% drive alone,
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8% carpool), while the number of workers arriving by transit
is negligible. This reflects the Boston-centric nature of the
commuter rail system, and the reality that major job centers in
Beverly are not within a short walk from existing transit stations.
Given that several thousand workers travel to Beverly from
communities along the commuter rail, including nearly 700
from Boston, enhancing last-mile connectivity to the commuter
rail stations would likely increase transit ridership to and from
Beverly.
Of Beverly’s 21,000 workers,
3,300 are Beverly residents.
The rest commute in from
neighboring municipalities,
Essex County, and beyond. A
large proportion of Beverly
residents work in the greater
Boston metropolitan region,
though many commute to jobs
along the Route 128 corridor.
Source: US Census LEHD Database, 2017.
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Where do Beverly workers live?

Where do Beverly residents work?
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Public Transportation
Public transportation service in Beverly is primarily provided
and operated by the MBTA (Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority), and includes commuter rail, bus, and “The Ride”
paratransit services. Service frequency and connectivity varies
by mode and by direction, with stronger north/south connectivity
and frequency by rail and bus, compared with poor to nonexistent east-west service.

MBTA Commuter Rail

MBTA’s Newburyport/Rockport Line provides commuter rail
service between Beverly and Boston’s North Station to the south
and to stations and communities north via the Newburyport or
Rockport branches. Unlike many communities with one or two
commuter rail stations at most, Beverly has five stations – more
than any other community outside of Boston. However, service
frequency and ridership vary by station.
The Beverly Depot station, which serves Downtown and
adjacent neighborhoods, is by far the most heavily used station
in Beverly. Located at the fork of Newburyport/Rockport Line,
service to and from Beverly Depot is more frequent than other
stations to the north, as it is the only station in Beverly through
which all trains for both the Newburyport and Rockport branches
travel. It is also the only station with a large (500 spaces) parking
structure. Travel times are also shorter, as the station is closest
to Boston –as low as 30 minutes to and from Boston. North of
Beverly Depot, the Newburyport Branch serves the North Beverly
station and the Rockport Branch serves the Montserrat, Prides
Crossing and Beverly Farms stations.
Weekday Service
As the only station served by both the Newburyport and Rockport
branches, service to and from Beverly Depot is frequent for a
commuter line with 34 inbound and 32 outbound trains each
weekday, including peak service with 20-minute headways.
Stations north of Beverly Depot provide service roughly half
as often as Beverly Depot, limiting options and convenience
for many riders. North Beverly is served by 16 inbound and
17 outbound trains along the Newburyport Branch; Rockport
Branch service to Montserrat, Prides Crossing (which is a flag
stop), and Beverly Farms includes 15 inbound and 15 outbound
trains.

Weekend Service
Although service is robust for a commuter service
during the week, frequency declines sharply on weekends, with
only 13 inbound and 13 outbound trains to Beverly Depot (and
only half as many trains at the stations to the north). At times,
headways exceed 2 hours, limiting riders’ ability to use the
service.
Fares
Commuter Rail fares vary based on distance from Boston
according to Zone. Fares from stations within Beverly range from
$8.75 to $9.75 each way to and from Boston, or for monthly passes,
$281.00 to $311.00. The high cost for commuter rail likely limits
access to many, particularly those with low and/or fixed incomes.
Ridership
According to 2018 ridership data from the MBTA, the
Newburyport/Rockport Line as a whole has experienced
increased ridership in recent years. Within Beverly, most stations
have seen stable or modest decreases in boardings and alightings
on inbound trains (toward Boston), but increased boardings and
alightings in the outbound direction.
Ridership varies greatly by station, with Beverly Depot by
far the busiest of the five commuter rail stations in Beverly, and
ranks 8th overall out of the 134 stations in the commuter rail
network, the 4th highest not including stations within Boston
(1,382 inbound and outbound boardings). Among the many
reasons for the high ridership is population density around
the station, and the presence of the 500-space MBTA parking
structure, which recently doubled daily parking rates due to high
capacity. Montserrat station has the second highest ridership
within Beverly with nearly 240 daily boardings. Ridership is
lower at both Beverly Farms (107 boardings) and North Beverly
(202 boardings), both in the higher-cost Zone 5, and the lowest
ridership is at Prides Crossing, a flag stop on most trains, with as
few as 12 daily boardings.3
3. Note: ridership data by the MBTA for
commuter rail is limited. 2018 figures for
example, are based on two days of counts –
one in the Spring, another in the Fall.
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Employment Transit Connectivity in Beverly
None of Beverly’s commuter rail stations serve major
employment centers within the city including the Cummings
Center, Sohier/ Tozer/Dunham Road commercial district, and
Cherry Hill Corporate Center. This lack of direct connectivity,
combined with little first- and last-mile services, limits
potential transit ridership. Additional services to better connect
employment centers to commuter rail services, such as the Wave
Shuttle Pilot in 2019-2020, would benefit the overall mobility
system in Beverly. Additional services would likely bolster
business recruitment given an increasing preference for nonauto transportation by the workforce.
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MBTA Bus Service

A key impediment to reducing the auto-dependent nature of
Beverly’s internal transportation network is bus service. MBTA
Bus service is extremely limited, as Beverly is the northernmost
extent of the MBTA bus system. The MBTA operates just one
bus route in Beverly, and on weekdays only. That bus, Route 451,
is also limited in its reach, running only between North Beverly
and Salem Depot Commuter Rail Station, and only during peak
hours. While the route does provide a lower cost option compared
to the commuter rail, it does not provide convenience. Bus riders
must transfer at Salem Station to travel further south (e.g. to
Wonderland Blue Line or Boston).
The MBTA’s 2018 Better Bus Project describes Route 451
as a commuter route that provides service to a small group of
commuters where no other MBTA bus service is present, but it
provides parallel service to the MBTA commuter rail. The limited
span of service (it does not operate midday), very close stop
spacing, and large one-way loop alignment limits Route 451’s
appeal to potential riders. The route travels from North Beverly
along Tozer Road and Cabot Street, crosses the Essex Bridge into
Salem, and runs along Bridge Street to the Salem Commuter Rail
Station. Although it parallels the commuter rail, it serves several
activity centers not served the commuter rail, including North
Beverly Plaza, Shore County Day School, Beverly High School,
the Cummings Center, and Downtown Beverly.
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The Route 451 does not currently serve Beverly Depot Station
– nor does any MBTA bus – which limits intracity connectivity
to the busiest station in Beverly. Further, although the Route
451 serves employment centers along its route, it is not within a
reasonable walk to most residents. The first phase of the MBTA’s
Better Bus Project did not recommend any service or alignment
changes to the route. Phase II includes a full network redesign
and may include suggestions for how to better connect Beverly by
bus.
Ridership
Per MBTA data, the 451 carries 134 riders per weekday, including
81 outbound passengers on eight trips and 53 inbound passengers
on eight trips. This makes Route 451 one of the lowest ridership
routes in the MBTA network. Ridership to/from the Cummings
Center – a major employment center – is the highest of all stops
within the city, followed by the Stop and Shop on Enon Street
which is the last stop outbound.
Schedule and Fares
Route 451 operates only during commute hours on weekdays. The
service runs from 6:00 AM to 7:39 PM with an average frequency
of one bus every 60 minutes. Fare is $1.70 with a CharlieCard or
$2.00 with cash. Student and reduced fares are $0.85.
Overall, Route 451 performs poorly in terms of ridership and ontime reliability. Still, Route 451 provides a lower-cost alternative
to the commuter rail and provides neighborhood
circulation in an area otherwise only served by the Beverly
Shuttle Bus.

Other Public Transportation Services

Apart from MBTA commuter rail and buses, there are three other
alternatives for commuting in and around Beverly.
Yellow Line: City of Beverly Intracity Shuttle
The City of Beverly contracts with the CATA (Cape Ann
Transportation Authority) to operate the Beverly Shuttle Bus
with financial assistance from the MBTA. The shuttle bus serves
27 stops on weekdays and 32 stops on Saturday. The shuttle,

Transportation and Mobility

a circulator route, includes stops at Beverly Hospital, Beverly
Depot, City Hall, and Cummings Center. Essentially, the shuttle
appears to be trying to serve as many locations as possible along
one route, resulting in one long continuous route with long travel
times (nearly 1 hour to complete the route).
The shuttle operates from 6:45 AM to 5:00 PM on weekdays
and 7:00 AM to 4:30 PM on Saturdays. The fare is $0.50, or $0.25
for seniors or persons with disabilities. $8.00 monthly passes
are available. Ridership is very low, in large part due to the
infrequency and the long travel times given that it is a circulator.
Generally, one-direction circular bus systems are less efficient
compared to bi-directional routes
Endicott Shuttle
Endicott College currently operates a shuttle to Beverly Depot,
which also stops at the Cummings Center. The shuttle runs from
6:45 AM to 7:15 PM. on weekdays. The shuttle is for students,
faculty, and staff of the college.
North Shore Wave
The North Shore Wave was a free shuttle service operating as
a one-year pilot jointly funded through the City of Beverly, the
Town of Danvers, Cummings Center, American Renal, Cell
Signaling, Axcelis, and grant dollars. The service was managed
by the North Shore Transportation Management Association
(TMA) and operated by TransAction Associates. Wave ridership
was modest but consistently grew until the Pilot’s unanticipated
early termination in April 2020.
The North Shore Wave serviced residents of Beverly and
Danvers and partner organization employees. The shuttle
connected the MBTA commuter rail service at Beverly Depot to
businesses located at Cummings Center, Trask Lane, and Cherry
Hill Drive. The free shuttle ran from 7:00 AM to 6:10 PM, with six
trips throughout the day: three morning peak hour trips and three
evening peak hour trips.
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Transit Options in Beverly

MBTA Commuter Rail
North Shore Wave
CATOC Shopper Shuttle
MBTA Bus Route 451
Other Road
Source: MassGIS, City of Beverly
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Connectivity
Bicycle and pedestrian conditions and connectivity vary greatly
throughout Beverly. As noted in the City’s 2015 “Bicycle Network
+ Pedestrian Priority Plan”, active transportation and mobility
is highly dependent on the built environment and character of
different areas. Whereas connectivity is strong in the Downtown
and more urban areas, connectivity and infrastructure is not as
friendly to walking and biking in more suburban and rural areas
of the city. Downtown and urban streets tend to provide wider
sidewalks, some bicycle facilities, and ADA accessibility and
crosswalks; but suburban areas like North Beverly feature wide,
multi-lane roadways with limited bicycle infrastructure, narrow
sidewalks, few pedestrian crossings, and poor connectivity into
neighborhoods. Many streets in the more rural portion of the city
lack sidewalks and bicycle facilities entirely.

Urban Areas:
Streets in denser neighborhoods are
more likely to have sidewalks and
bike facilities, but also more potential
conflicts with traffic and parked cars.

Pedestrian Conditions

Approximately 64% of Beverly’s roads include sidewalks on
both, or at least one, sides of the road. Sidewalks are present in
many neighborhoods throughout the city, including around all
commuter rail stations (except Prides Crossing), and in many
neighborhoods connecting to them. Generally, areas without
sidewalks are more rural in nature or small residential streets.
The presence of a sidewalk is only one measure of walkability.
Many of Beverly’s neighborhoods provide sidewalks – including
many residential neighborhoods. However, how and to what
sidewalks connect to, the width and condition of the sidewalks,
and other factors is as important as their presence. How
comfortable a pedestrian feels informs how someone chooses to
get around.
One measure to indicate the quality of pedestrian connectivity
and comfort within Beverly is using Walk Score, a proprietary
data source that rates locations based on how easy it is to travel
by foot to amenities based on data points related to walking safety
(e.g. presence of sidewalks), access to transit, and proximity to
stores and services. High scoring areas include transit access,
a variety of retail and service establishments, well-connected
blocks (roads), and sidewalks. Low scoring areas lack one or more
of these characteristics. Beverly has a citywide Walk Score of
48 out of 100, classifying it as a “Car-Dependent City”. However,
this is a bit misleading, as many areas of the city are more highly

Suburban Areas:
Suburban streets often encourage
faster vehicle speeds, and sidewalks
may be interrupted by numerous curb
cuts.

Rural Areas:
Rural roads are the least likely to have
sidewalks or dedicated bicycle facilities.
Traffic volumes are usually low but
speeds may be high.
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walkable than others, in particular Downtown, which has a Walk
Score of 88 out of 100.
Generally, where sidewalks exist in Beverly – downtown,
along major corridors, and in many residential neighborhoods –
residents, workers, and visitors are better connected. Yet even in
“walkable” areas, conditions vary. For example, major downtown
corridors, including Rantoul, Cabot Street, and Broadway, have
strong pedestrian connectivity with wide sidewalks (often ten
feet or more) in good condition, ADA accessible curb ramps,
and high-visibility crosswalks. This is the result of recent
street reconstruction projects led by both the City and the
Commonwealth. However, on many of the side streets and around
Beverly Depot, sidewalk conditions and surfaces vary from good
to poor to non-existent. To further reduce auto-dependency and
improve safety, the bicycle and pedestrian environment needs
to be prioritized in dense areas that are already walkable, as well
as in more suburban and rural areas where walking and biking
is challenging today. The City has been proactive in addressing
these needs, including recent projects enhancing sidewalks in the
Downtown (Broadway, Cabot Street, etc.), and new sidewalks in
neighborhoods around the city.
Beverly Depot
Given the importance of Beverly Depot to the city’s mobility
network, pedestrian and bicycle conditions around the Beverly
Depot station area are insufficient - generally in fair to poor
condition. While recent roadway reconstruction projects have
improved conditions, they have not extended beyond Rantoul
Street, leaving a “last block” connectivity issue. Within the last
block, some streets have sidewalks, but many are in poor
condition. Several corridors connecting to the station are missing
sidewalks altogether, including Park Street (both sides) and River
Street (east side). Many also lack ADA ramps and crosswalks.
To address these needs, the City is undergoing a Station Area
redesign effort, which includes pedestrian and other public realm
enhancements to improve connectivity to and from the station.
When completed, this station area will likely be one of the more
accessible along the commuter rail route, and can serve as a
model for future improvements to Beverly’s other station areas.
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Cabot Street
Downtown Beverly has seen significant private investment,
particularly along Rantoul and Cabot streets. With Rantoul fully
rebuilt by the state, the City is now focused on Cabot Street with
its many restaurants, theaters and retail shops, all in a highly
walkable area. To enhance pedestrian safety and comfort, a
complete street, road diet construction project is underway. Once
completed, the area will include wider sidewalks, bump outs and
enhanced crosswalks, and more measures to enhance safety.
Combined with recent projects to enhance Rantoul, Broadway
and Elliott Street, and future projects in the works to enhance
River and Bridge Streets and to reconfigure the intersection of
Cabot and Rantoul (at the bridge), the downtown pedestrian
environment will continue to improve.

Bicycle Infrastructure

The City of Beverly currently has a limited network of bicycle
facilities that provide low-stress bicycle connections for
residents, workers and visitors. The vast majority of Beverly’s
bike lanes have been achieved through striping enhancements
along roadways that were able to accommodate a bicycle facility
within the existing right-of-way. These projects were achieved in
a cost-effective manner. The City’s rail lines continue to provide
active passenger service, disallowing the option of converting
them to multiuse trails. The available right-of-way adjacent to
the tracks is also insufficient in most locations to accommodate
adjacent bike paths.
First/Last-Mile Connectivity
Bicycle connections can play an important role in extending
the reach of the commuter rail network. Providing continuous,
dedicated bicycle facilities to connect residential areas and job
centers to commuter rail stations can help shift trips away from
automobiles. Existing bicycle lanes along Rantoul Street can
provide the backbone of these connections. Expanding bicycle
parking at commuter rail stations is also important to encourage
biking as a first/last mile connection. In particular, covered,
secure bicycle parking is important as commuters may leave
their bicycle unattended all day.
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2020 Bike Infrastructure Plan

Bike Lane
Complete
Incomplete
Partial Complete

Signage
Complete
Incomplete
Partial Complete

White Line Shouder
Complete
Incomplete
Partial Complete

Shared Path
Complete
Incomplete

Bike Advisory Lane
Incomplete
Source: MassGIS, City of Beverly

The proposed bicycle infrastructure map above represents
a conceptual layout of bike routes proposed by the Beverly
Bicycle Committee (“BBC”). NOTE: The BBC is not a formal City
committee created by ordinance; rather it is a volunteer group of
residents committed to improving the breadth and safety of the
bicycle network throughout the City. In the spirit of partnership,
the Administration is including this proposal in the Master Plan.

The routes and methods suggested have not been vetted from a
technical, construction, or fiscal perspective. Final decisions on
the prioritization of bicycle infrastructure investments will be
made by the Administration with consideration of prior approved
plans (2015 Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan and regional Land Line
system) and in partnership with the BBC and other relevant
committees.
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Airport
Beverly Regional Airport(BVY)is located on the north- western
boundary of the city. The airport covers the area of 470 acres and
has two runways. The airport has been classified as a ‘reliever
airport,’ which means that it is only used for commercial flights
when a primary airport reaches capacity. The Boston Flight
Simulation Academy is also located within the airport.
Beverly Regional is a highly respected facility in the aviation
industry, with its control tower named Facility of the Year award
in 2018 by Midwest Air Traffic Control (ATC) Service, Inc.
BVY is busy and growing transportation facility. According to
the January 2020 Massachusetts Statewide Airport Economic
Impact Study, the airport generated $34 million in economic
activity to the North Shore over the 5-year period of 2014-2018.
There are over 18 businesses at the airport currently, with
hanger space at capacity – there is a wait list. The airport
experienced an 18% growth in takeoffs and landings in the
last year alone, and a 50% growth over the last five years. The
majority of this growth comes from business jet travel.
To meet the needs of this growth, its runway rehabilitation
project is underway, and an airport master plan is in the works
having recently received a $1.8 million grant.
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Transportation planning in Beverly is shared across multiple departments
including Engineering, Department of Public Services, and Planning.
The City’s current Chapter 90 allocation is just over one million dollars
($1,046,423 FY2020), which funds paving and other projects within the
city. The City has also received multiple Complete Streets grants to fund
projects (along with local dollars) including $400,000 (the maximum grant
amount) for the Broadway reconstruction between Cabot and Rantoul Street
(completed in 2017), and the currently under construction Cabot Street
Complete Street reconstruction. For both projects, the City contributed an
additional $1M+ through the CIP budget process to complete the projects.
Larger projects such as the Route 1A/Rantoul Reconstruction have been
funded by the Commonwealth through the Statewide Transportation
Improvement Program (STIP, often referred to as TIP) process. The City of
Beverly has several projects on the 2020-2024 STIP.
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Thoughts from the Community
PlanBeverly Survey #1 asked residents a variety of questions
related to transportation and mobility to gain an understanding
of community priorities for the future. The charts below
illustrate responses from over 484 participants.
Considering the majority of survey respondents rely heavily
on cars for both work and non-work trips, it follows that the
majority of the challenges identified revolve around vehicular
travel. Traffic and congestion as well as road design were cited
as frequent concerns. While a smaller proportion of residents
walk or bike, improving inadequate pedestrian and bicycle
infrastructure could be one way to encourage more to do so.

What mode of transportation do you primarily use for:

What would it take to get you to use your car less?

700
600

9%

500

19%
400

51%

300
200

19%

100

2%

0

“Connecting our train stations to other
key points in town, creating bike-friendly
streets, and making sidewalks universally
accessible would all make navigating our city
easier, more environmentally friendly, and
potentially more equitable.”
— Downtown Beverly resident

Drive
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Bus
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Walk

Bicycle Shuttle

Trips to work or school

More or better bike lanes

Nothing, I like driving

More or better pedestrian
infrastructure
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government or my employer

More reliable or more frequent buses
& other public transit options

What do you think the greatest challenge is moving around in Beverly?
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Survey results illustrate responses from 484
participants, the total number of respondents
as of July 17, 2019, the date at which this data
was extracted.
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Issues and Opportunities
Low transit ridership
People who live and work in Beverly have several transit options.
However, the services provided have not been sufficient to attract
substantial ridership. The recent Pilot of the Beverly Wave
Shuttle, along with other measures in the recommendations that
follow, are aimed at fine-tuning the transit services that exist and
making them a more attractive option for getting around Beverly.
Disconnected bicycle network
Beverly has installed a number of bicycle facilities in recent
years, but the bicycle network remains limited and disconnected.
There are limited bicyle racks at major employment centers,
retail centers, parks, and downtown. As the City continues
to make progress in installing bicycle lanes and pathways,
prioritizing links in the network that connect to existing facilities
and key destinations will help encourage greater bicycle mode
share.

Connectivity and Access
Certain areas of the City are uniquely impacted by transportation
connections - or lack thereof. Apple Village and the neighborhood
of Trask Lane have no transit access and are limited to one
access point off the highway. In order to access services and any
daily needs, you must have your own automobile transportation.
Residents of Gloucester Crossing, which is the City’s
Environmental Justice census tract, are located at the edge of
downtown and the robust office activity at the Cummings Center
- yet they have poor non-automobile connections to either area.
Downtown Beverly

First- and last-mile connections to train stations
Beverly has more MBTA train stations within its city limits than
any community outside of Boston. The City can encourage even
greater utilization of these valuable resources by enhancing firstand last-mile connections between the stations and the places
where people live and work. These connections can include
improvements to sidewalks, new bicycle facilities and parking,
enhanced local transit options, and new shared mobility options
such as bike share and scooters.
Traffic congestion
Traffic congestion is an increasing problem throughout the
Boston region, and Beverly is not immune. The shortcomings of
multimodal networks noted above mean that for many people
who work or live in Beverly, a car is the most convenient way
to get around. Traffic is exacerbated by the lack of redundancy
in the roadway network and a number of rail crossings that can
cause backups in peak hours. Improving multimodal options and
actively managing parking will be crucial in order for Beverly to
grow without becoming mired in traffic.

Image source: City of Beverly
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Mobility and Access Recommendations
Goals
Goal A: Multimodal Transportation Options:
Expand non-vehicular transportation opportunities, in order to
encourage walking, biking, and public transit and mitigate traffic
congestion.
Goal B: Maintenance of Transportation Infrastructure:
Continue to maintain citywide transportation systems, including
roads, bicycle, and pedestrian infrastructure, to provide efficient and
safe mobility options for current and future development.
Goal C: Climate Mitigation and Environmental Health:
Encourage cleaner forms of transportation in order to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
Goal D: Safety, Equity, and Accessibility:
Make the transportation network safe, accessible, functional, and
effective for all members of the community.
Goal E: Land Use and Transportation Integration:
Focus redevelopment in areas with access to public transportation and
pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure, and/or where this can be most
effectively developed or improved.
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Goal A: Multimodal Transportation Options
east-west multimodal connectivity throughout the city.
Expand non-vehicular transportation 1. Enhance
a. Prioritize new bicycle facilities that connect eastern and western neighborhoods to activity
centers (e.g. Downtown, North Beverly, Cherry Hill Industrial Park, Cummings Center,
opportunities, in order to encourage
etc.) and commuter rail stations. Key corridors should include:
i. Bridge Street to connect Beverly Depot/Downtown to Ryal Side neighborhood.
walking, biking, and public transit
ii. Elliott Street to connect Cummings Center/ Downtown to Ryal Side Neighborhood.
iii. River Street/McPherson Drive/Elliott Street to connect the Depot/Downtown to
and mitigate traffic congestion.
Cummings Center and beyond.
iv. Conant Street/Dodge Street to connect North Beverly to Cherry Hill
v. Corning Street to connect Cove to Montserrat Station
vi. Essex Street to connect Centerville neighborhood to Montserrat station and
Downtown.
b. Explore potential for a shuttle - fixed route or on-demand - to enhance east-west
connectivity. [See Goal A Recommendation 2 for more detail.]
c. Prioritize enhancements to pedestrian facilities to and through activity centers and to
commuter rail stations.

Image source: City of Beverly
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2. Enhance intra-city transit network to provide convenient, reliable transportation option for
residents, workers, and visitors, including those who may have mobility limitations such as
seniors, the disabled, and students.
a. Work with North Shore TMA to encourage transit use for work and other trips.
i. Develop transportation demand management (TDM) programs that incentivize
transit use, including transit subsidies.
ii. Identify a reliable funding source for and reintroduce the Beverly Wave Shuttle.
Note: The Wave Shuttle was ended early due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The
feasibility and funding for restarting the shuttle will need to be re-explored postpandemic.
iii. Once enhanced transit is available (see recommendations 2.b and 2.c below), work
with large commercial landowners to charge employees for parking to encourage
transit use.
b. Redesign the Beverly Shuttle (aka Yellow Line) in the context of all transit and
transportation services provided by the City of Beverly, MBTA and other regional services
in order to reduce trip times, provide more frequent service and increase ridership and
convenience. Creating one or two linear, bi-directional route(s) to replace the current loop
is recommended.
i. Single bi-directional route would be designed to maximize connections between
key destinations (e.g. North Beverly, Brimbal, Beverly Hospital, Cummings Center,
Beverly Depot, Downtown and the Waterfront).
ii. Depending on funding, explore 2-route option - one north/south and one east/west
route with coordinated transfer (no more than10-minute wait for transfer) provided
at Beverly Depot station to replace the current service. A redesigned Beverly Wave
could serve as one of these routes.
iii. Explore emerging on-demand micro-transit options to further enhance transit, and
further explore models and partnerships that could be applied regionally. Examples
include on-demand, not fixed-route shuttle services to provide shared door-to-door
services or to serve neighborhood/destination modes.
c. Coordinate with the MBTA’s Better Bus Project network redesign effort to promote midday
service on Route 451 or an equivalent bus route serving the destinations in Beverly beyond
commuter rail corridors.
3. Build out a robust, connected, safe, and comfortable citywide bicycle network as a true
alternative to the car.
a. Prioritize projects that connect existing bike lane gaps including the following corridors:
i. Sohier Road between Cabot Street and Tozer Road
ii. Essex Street between Route 128 and Cabot Street
iii. Herrick Street between Cabot Street and Brimbal Avenue
iv. McKay Street/County Way between Elliott Street and Cabot Street
v. Cabot Street between the Middle School and City boundary with Town of Wenham.
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b. Prioritize first-last mile bicycle facilities between commuter rail and neighborhoods.
i. Beverly Depot
1. River Street/Bridge Street/ McPherson Drive
2. Broadway
3. Park Street
4. Federal Street
ii. North Beverly
1. Enon Street
2. Dodge Street
3. Budleigh/Brimbal
iii. Montserrat
1. Corning Street
2. Essex Street (including connections to Brimbal)
3. Colon Street
4. Brimbal Avenue
iv. Beverly Farms
1. Hale Street/West Street (Prides Crossing to Beverly Farms)
2. Hart Street/Hale Street (Wenham Line to Beverly Farms)
c. Evaluate opportunities for developing buffered bicycle lanes and/or opportunities for
creating shared bicycle/pedestrian pathways to increase safety and accessibility for all
ages and abilities.
d. Improve pedestrian and bicycle access to all open spaces, and recreational areas. [see
Natural Resources, Open Space, and Recreation; Recommendation A.2]
e. Identify opportunities to leverage open space or public land and rights-of-way to create
shared-use pathways that can serve both a recreational and transportation function by
connecting to existing and planned walking and biking networks.
4. Add bike parking to major activity centers and destinations to encourage bicycling throughout
the city.
a. Provide bike parking throughout Downtown, collaborating with businesses and private
institutions and utilizing curb bump-outs along Rantoul and Cabot Streets.
b. Provide bike parking at all public parks and all public schools.
c. Require new commercial and residential developments to provide indoor/covered bike
parking for tenants and outdoor bike parking for visitors.
d. Provide covered bicycle parking on both sides of the Beverly Depot station and at other
train stations.
e. Add eBike charging outlets (standard wall outlets) to bicycle parking areas where feasible.
5. Implement plans to launch a bike share program in 2020 through a partnership with neighboring
communities and MAPC, providing access to regional bike share and other micro-mobility
options that enhance intercity connectivity. The program will require participation from local
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institutions and businesses.
6. Prioritize pedestrian network improvements citywide to enhance connectivity, improve safety,
and reduce car trips. [see Goal D on page XX]
7. Continue to coordinate with neighboring communities and regional and state agencies to
advance transportation initiatives that enhance regional connectivity.
a. Continue to coordinate with neighboring communities on local transit programs and
services, for example, the recent Beverly Wave shuttle with Danvers.
b. Work with neighboring communities to identify priority bicycle initiatives that extend
across municipal boundaries to create a regional network, including as part of the regional
Land Line initiative led by the Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC).
c. Advocate to increase transit service between Beverly, Salem, and Peabody, including
regional shopping, healthcare, and job centers (e.g. Northshore Mall, Centennial Drive,
etc.).
d. Pursue opportunities for multimodal connection between Downtown Beverly and
Downtown Salem, including bike share, micromobility, and cross-marketing of the
commuter rail connections for tourists.
8. Develop a comprehensive wayfinding strategy with a focus on multi-modal connectivity.
a. Develop entrance corridor signage that both welcomes and guides visitors to key
destinations.
b. Create a transit station wayfinding strategy that welcomes and guides visitors to
transportation services (e.g. bike share, TNC/taxi pick-up, shuttle/bus, etc.) and key
destinations within walking distance, for example:
i. Beverly Depot Station to Cabot Street, Rantoul Street, Cummings Center, Dane
Street Beach, and other nearby destinations
ii. Montserrat Station to Beverly Hospital and YMCA
iii. North Beverly Station to shopping, North Shore Music Theater/Dunham Road
iv. Beverly Farms and Prides Crossing Stations to local shopping district
9. Identify funding sources to implement a finalized design plan for the Beverly Depot Mobility
Hub. [see Goal E. Recommendation 5]
Image source: City of Beverly
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Goal B: Maintenance of Transportation Infrastructure
1. Ensure that Beverly’s transportation infrastructure is maintained.
Continue to maintain citywide
a. Update pavement management plan annually and track progress.
b. Ensure sufficient funding is allocated through the annual budgeting process.
transportation systems, including
c. All maintenance and reconstruction projects for transportation infrastructure shall be
designed to consider Complete Streets objectives consistent with the City of Beverly’s
roads, bicycle, and pedestrian
Complete Streets Policy.
d. Enforce parking restrictions in bicycle lanes and on sidewalks to ensure access and safe
infrastructure, to provide efficient
use for users.
and safe mobility options for current 2. Develop a Local Transportation Improvement Program (LTIP), similar to the Statewide TIP,
that sets priorities, identifies potential funding sources, sets timelines, etc.
and future development.
a. Incorporate all initiatives included in the City’s Complete Streets Prioritization Plan,

Statewide TIP projects, ADA Transition Plan, 2015 Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, and other
local initiatives as they arise.
b. Develop selection criteria to evaluate transportation improvements based on desired
outcomes such as multi-mobility accommodation, roadway preservation, safety,
congestion mitigation, land use connectivity, economic development, and climate change
resilience.
c. Provide online access to the LTIP, where progress can be tracked by the City and
constituents.

3. Ensure snow removal practices clear roadway facilities for all users with public safety being the
primary factor in determining street clearing procedures and prioritization.
a. Clear bike lanes, sidewalks, and crossings rather than using for snow storage.
b. As the network of paths and separated bike lanes expands, procure equipment as necessary
to ensure effective snow removal.
c. Enforce sidewalk snow removal requirements of private property owners, with an
emphasis on key pedestrian corridors with high foot traffic, including:
i. Commercial areas
ii. Access routes to transit stations
iii. Access routes to schools

Image source: City of Beverly
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4. Identify key corridors and intersections to implement infrastructure and technology
enhancements that reduce traffic congestion while improving safety and accessibility for
pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit, including people of all ages and physical abilities. Key
corridors and intersections include:
a. Cabot Street Reconstruction Project
b. Phase II Brimbal Avenue and Route 128 Exit 19 improvements
c. Dodge Street, Enon Street, and Budleigh Avenue Intersection; to include North Beverly
commuter rail station considerations
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d. Essex Street, Brimbal Avenue, Spring Street, and Corning Street Intersections; to include
Montserrat commuter rail station considerations
e. Sohier Road and Tozer Road intersection
f. Elliott Street corridor
i. Beverly Depot Mobility Hub [See Mobility Hub Recommendation]
ii. River Street and McPherson Drive corridor
iii. Bridge Street corridor (Planned for Federal Fiscal Year 2023)
iv. Three Intersection Project – Cabot Street and Rantoul Street at Beverly/ Salem
Bridge; McKay Street and Balch Street; and “Henry’s” Intersection (Planned for
Federal Fiscal Year 2020)

Goal C: Climate Mitigation and Environmental Health
1. Encourage travel by walking, biking, and transit. [see Goal A and Goal E]
Encourage cleaner forms of
2. Prioritize roadway spending (local, state, and federal funds) to improve bicycle and pedestrian
transportation in order to reduce
connectivity and safety through both routine repaving as well as major capital projects.
greenhouse gas emissions.
3. Increase EV charging stations throughout the city.
a. Provide EV charging stations at public parking facilities including on- and off-street
locations.
b. Require or incentivize private development to include EV charging in their parking
facilities.

4. Implement policies to shift City and City-contracted vehicle fleets to electric or other
alternative fuels.
a. Institute a policy of procuring only electric or hybrid vehicles for all City-owned fleet
vehicles.
b. When reviewing bids for waste hauling services, prioritize companies that use hybrid, fully
electric, or other alternative fuel vehicles, while also considering cost.
c. Explore opportunities to implement hybrid, fully electric, or other alternative fuel vehicles
for City-managed or -operated transportation fleets (School buses, Council-on-Aging
Fleet, Beverly Shuttle, and North Shore Wave, and etc.)
5. Reduce minimum vehicle parking requirements for new development, and establish minimum
bicycle parking requirements.
6. Encourage car-sharing in order to promote “car-light” lifestyles, particularly in locations around
commuter rail stations, Downtown, and other mixed-use commercial districts.
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7. Advocate for electrification of the MBTA commuter rail consistent with recommendations made
in the MBTA’s RailVision plan for “Full Transformation” of the system.
8. Advocate higher-frequency, all-day service on the MBTA consistent with the RailVision “Full
Transformation” plan, in order to better connect Beverly’s residents, workers, and employees to
the larger region.
9. Develop a framework for evaluating the benefits and challenges for Beverly of adopting new
mobility technologies and services as they arise.

Goal D: Safety, Equity, and Accessibility
1. Make targeted investments to ensure all Beverly Public Schools are accessible by foot and
Make the transportation network
bicycle:
a. Provide sidewalks that are a minimum of 5 feet wide on both sides of the street within a 1
safe, accessible, functional, and
mile radius of the school, unless a design exception is justified.
b. Install pedestrian bump outs at corners to reduce crossing distances, where appropriate.
effective for all members of the
c. Install highly visible crosswalks with safety enhancements such as crosswalk lighting
systems or rapid flashing beacons, where warranted.
community.
d. Construct off-street bicycle paths or on-street protected bicycle lanes wherever possible.

e. Provide exclusive walk signal phasing for all traffic signals near schools.
f. Develop a strategy for targeted sidewalk maintenance and construction that also supports
tree conservation.

2. Participate in the Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program and set priority roadway projects for
funding through the SRTS program.
3. Set a minimum sidewalk width of 5 feet to enhance pedestrian ease of movement.
a. In high pedestrian traffic corridors a requirement of 10 feet is encouraged.
b. On arterials and high vehicle traffic corridors, additional buffer space and street trees
between the sidewalk and the street are encouraged.
4. Require all street repaving and reconstruction projects to incorporate bicycle facilities
consistent with existing local and regional bicycle and pedestrian plans.
a. Prioritize projects proposed in the 2015 Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan and regional Land
Line system.
b. Explore innovative treatments such as “advisory lanes” when right-of-way is insufficient
for traditional strategies.
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5. Identify and install missing sidewalks and restore missing or ADA-noncompliant curb ramps at
crosswalks, as outlined in the 2012 ADA Transition Plan.
6. Prioritize enforcement of motor vehicle laws to enhance bike and pedestrian safety.
7. Restrict the number and width of curb cuts for new development to improve sidewalk
continuity.
8. Work with the MBTA to install high-level station platforms at all Beverly commuter rail stations
to ensure universal accessibility and ensure safe platform crossings while reducing traffic
impacts on adjacent roadways. Preserve the view of the historic Beverly Depot building by
advocating for a platform south of the station.
9. Advocate for commuter rail fare reform to make it more affordable and equitable.
10.Prioritize traffic calming measures to slow cars wherever possible. Prioritize all remaining
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) locations and other high crash locations,
particularly those involving pedestrians and bicyclists, for redesign and reconstruction.
a. Create crash heat maps, incorporating data from Beverly Police and other local sources, to
set annual priorities.
b. Work with MassDOT to calm traffic entering and exiting Rt. 128, improving safety for
people walking and biking through interchange areas.
c. Use temporary methods to introduce traffic calming to overly large or dangerous
intersections, such as paint, bollards, and concrete blocks.
Image source: City of Beverly

Goal E: Land Use and Transportation Integration
1. Concentrate new development in areas near transit. [see land use section]
Focus redevelopment in areas with
a. Ensure that future redevelopment prioritizes an environment that is pedestrian- and
bicycle-friendly (rather than car-oriented) and enhances connectivity to the commuter rail
access to public transportation and
stations where applicable.
pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure, 2. Target public and private investments to improve bicycling, walking, and transit options in
growth areas. [see Goal A above]
and/or where this can be most
a. Ensure new development incorporates enhanced pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure and
amenities, especially in areas proximate to rail stations.
effectively developed or improved.
b. In large redevelopment areas, require the construction of a finer-grained street grid.
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c. Where the existing public right-of-way is insufficient to provide bicycle and pedestrian
accommodations, tailor setbacks and design guidelines for new development to create
adequate space for bicyclists and pedestrians. [see breakout section on Bass River]
d. Create a new multi-use path along the Bass River. [see breakout section on Bass River]
3. Enact zoning policies that favor active transportation over driving:
a. Encourage mixed-use development to increase walkability and provide live-work-play
environments.
b. Expand the area around Beverly Depot commuter rail station where parking minimums are
1 space per unit to encourage car-light households.
c. Reduce parking requirements in areas accessible to transit beyond the Beverly Depot area
to encourage car-light households.
d. Allow for parking reductions through provision of car share, bike parking, adjacent onstreet parking spaces and other strategies.
e. Consider parking maximums in multifamily zones.

Image source: City of Beverly

4. Enhance connections between commuter rail and Beverly job centers to encourage reverse
commuting and build Beverly’s economy. Key connections include:
a. Beverly Depot/Cummings Center
b. Montserrat/Beverly Hospital
c. North Beverly/Cherry Hill and North Beverly/Dunham Road
5. Secure funding for and implement the Beverly Depot Station Mobility Hub redesign that
enhances multimodal connectivity, safety, and placemaking to better support access to the train
station for all users and create a more attractive gateway to Downtown Beverly.
6. Expand implementation of demand-based pricing for parking Downtown and in train station
areas in order to maintain availability within current on- and off-street parking supply.
a. Improve signage and wayfinding for off-street public parking lots.
b. Add the parking map to the parking payment kiosks so people can see where longer-term
and lower cost parking is available.
7. Regularly collect parking utilization data to update and apply pricing and regulatory strategies
such as resident parking and time limits in order to maintain availability within on- and offstreet parking supply. Use parking utilization data to support a cost/benefit analysis of any
proposed additional public parking facilities in the Downtown Parking District.
8. Consider applying demand-based pricing strategies in other commercial districts in order to
maintain availability of on and off-street parking supply.
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“Beverly could be known regionally, even nationally, as a “Best In Class
Intermodal Transportation City” where pedestrians, cyclists, buses,
trains, and vehicles are supported by an infrastructure that promotes safe,
efficient and effective ways to get around within the city.”
— Beverly Farms Resident, Online Survey
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Open Space and Environment
Beverly is a coastal community with many pristine ecological zones in
close proximity. Beverly’s residents are rightly proud of the open space
resources and amenities that their community offers, from seaside
beaches to forested hiking trails. Many of these assets are protected
from development, and it is essential that Beverly continue to protect
these natural resources for future generations. Improving access to
open space amenities and the waterfront will ensure that Beverly’s
current and future residents have the opportunity to both admire and
care for these resources. Preserving and expanding access to these
open space resources will ensure a healthy, resilient, and sustainable
community for the future.
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Parks and Recreation

1. Beverly Open Space and Recreation Plan,
OSRP 2016
2. The Trust for Public Land, Parkscore ®
3. OSRP 2016
For a complete list of Beverly Parks and beaches,
visit the Beverly Parks and Recereation Website:
https://www.bevrec.com
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Essex County Residents Living Within a 10 Minute Walk of a Park
100

% Residents Within a 10min Walk of a Park

Beverly is home to over a thousand acres of public and privatelyowned open space of conservation and recreational interest.
The City of Beverly owns and maintains 418 acres of park and
recreation land, including 98 acres under the custody of the Parks
and Recreation Department, 160 acres of the Beverly Golf and
Tennis Club, and 160 acres under the general ownership of the
City.1 There are 32 playgrounds throughout the city for public
use, including 24 Park and Recreation Department playgrounds
and eight school playgrounds, offering a variety of amenities
from playgrounds to ballfields and beaches. Seventy-two percent
of Beverly residents live within a 10 minute walk of a park,2
and these open spaces often serve as centers of neighborhood
life.
The 2016 update of the Beverly Open Space and Recreation
Plan lists improving access and connectivity to this robust
network of open spaces, and ensuring maintenance of
recreational facilities as a top priority for the City. In the last 20
years, the Parks and Recreation Department has replaced every
play structure in the city, including the installation of engineered
playground wood fiber surfacing at 8 playgrounds as part of their
annual safety program.3 While Beverly residents enjoy access
to a variety of community and neighborhood parks, public
surveys conducted by the Open Space and Recreation Committee
indicate that residents desire more urban open space in areas
such as Rantoul Street and Ryal Side. There is also a large desire
for more waterfront access, which is limited due to the majority
of Beverly’s coastline outside the downtown area being privately
owned or restricted.
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Source: Parkscore® The Trust for Public Land. Parkscore is a tool developed by the TPL which measures
access to parks in 14,000 communities across the United States.

The 2016 OSR Plan lists protecting and and acquiring land
in more urbanized areas of the city as one of its goals as a
result of this public feedback. As Beverly continues to grow,
it is important that the City consistently employs efforts in
maintaining the various open space resources and amenities,
as well as provide new programming opportunities for public
engagement.

The City updated its Open Space and Recreation Plan (OSR Plan) in 2016,
a requirement of the Massachusetts Division of Conservation Services. The
plan includes a thorough inventory of open space assets and an action plan
identifying priority open space projects for the next seven years, organized
and prioritized by ward.
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Beverly is home to a variety of community parks, including:

Lynch Park

Obear Park

Dane St Beach/Lyons Park

Innocenti Park

Independence Park

Cummings Center

The David S. Lynch Memorial Park is home to the beautiful Rose
Garden, the Carriage House available for private rental, children’s play
amenities, and access to two beaches.

Innocenti Park is a community-wide open space resource. It is
located next to the McPherson Youth center, providing a variety of
amenities including a skate park, a street hockey rink, and basketball
court.

Obear Park is a family-friendy park located on Livingstone Avenue.
It has a play area, baseball field, open grass field, basketball court,
tennis court, and access to a small beach.

Located a few blocks from Dane Street Beach/Lyons Park,
Independence Park is another attractive waterfront park with
spectacular views overlooking Beverly Harbor and outlying islands.

Overlooking the Beverly Harbor and Salem waterfront, this
waterfront park and beach, houses the Dane Street Playground, a
sea-themed play space updated through fundraising efforts by the
Isabella Marino Charitable Fund.

The privately-owned Cummings Center campus has scenic
pathways, gardens, and waterfront picnic areas that are open to the
public.
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Conservation and Preservation

4. MassGIS Protected and Recreational Open
Space, May 2019.
5. Mass Audubon Losing Ground Report, June
2014.
6. Beverly Open Space and Recreation Plan,
2015-2016.
For full Ch. 61 details see: Department of
Conservation & Recreation. Chapter 61 Programs.
For a complete list of priority unprotected open
space parcels identified, see the 2016 update to
the OSR Plan.

Approximately 17% of the total land area within Beverly’s
municipal boundary is open space. Ninety-two percent (92%)
of this open space is protected in some way.4 Protected lands
in Beverly are largely managed by the Beverly Conservation
Commission and Open Space and Recreation Committee,
the Essex County Greenbelt Association, The Trustees of
Reservations, and the Beverly Conservation Land Trust. The
Essex County Greenbelt Association and The Trustees of
Reservations protect a total of 309 acres in the city. The Beverly
Conservation Commission has ownership of 423 acres, mainly
in the Beverly Commons woodlands.5 However, Beverly still
falls behind many of its neighboring communities for total land
percentage of open space; the 2014 average for Essex County was
22%.6
Open space in Beverly is either protected through a
Conservation Restriction (CR) or enrolled in a Chapter 61
program. Currently, there are no parcels in Beverly in an
Agricultural Preservation Restriction (APR) - see below. The
Open Space and Recreational Committee (OSRC) has identified
over 200 parcels that are currently unprotected open space
(undeveloped but potentially developable).

Protection Status of Beverly’s Open Space

Source: MassGIS Data Protected and Recreational Open Space, May 2019.

Percent of Protected Open Space in Essex County

Strategies for protecting open space in Massachusetts
Chapter 61 programs give landowners an option to significantly lower their property taxes in exchange for providing
public benefits through their land. The program allows lands greater than 5 acres to be placed into a binding
conservation program for Forestry (Ch. 61), Agriculture (Ch. 61A) or Recreation (Ch. 61B). These restrictions limit
development options on a parcel for a minimum of 10 years.
A Conservation Restriction (CR) is a state program to permanently protect land in exchange for income tax and other
state credits. CRs extinguish development rights on all or part of a property while protecting other land rights (ie:
farming, forestry, recreation). CRs require that landowners work with conservation organizations to enforce restrictions,
in perpetuity.
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An Agricultural Preservation Restriction (APR) is a state program to protect valuable farmlands from being converted
to development properties. In an APR, the state will pay farmland owners the difference between “fair market value”
and “agricultural value” of the land in exchange for permanent deed restrictions which preclude any activity that could
negatively impact the agricultural viability of the property.
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Beverly

Wenham Danvers

Open Space

Salem Manchester Peabody Hamilton

BioMap Core Habitat

Source: Mass Audubon Losing Ground Report, June 2014.
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Protected and Recreational Open Space in Beverly

Chapter 61
Conservation Restriction
Agricultural Protection Restriction
Other Protected Open Space
Limited Protection Open Space
Non-Protected Open Space
Source: MassGIS

Beverly has over one thousand acres of open space within
its city limits, and 92% of this land is protected through a
Conservation Restriction or Chapter 61 program.
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Natural Resources Protection
Open space protection is essential to the social,
ecological, and economic health of the city and its
residents. Beverly has an abundance of natural
resources including wetlands, salt marshes, and
streams, many of which are protected in perpetuity by
public programs like Ch. 61 and individual deeds and
land trusts. However, there are many open spaces in
Beverly that do not currently fall under any protection
program. Expanding upon and connecting the existing
open spaces will increase the public’s ability to access
and enjoy these vital resources. Some of Beverly’s
natural resources are highlighted here.

Salem Sound Eelgrass Meadows
Beverly’s coastline is home to one of New England’s largest eelgrass
meadows, a submerged aquatic plant that plays a critical role in
marine and estuarine ecosystems. It provides food and shelter to
many commercially important finfish and shellfish species. Eelgrass
has been shown to help dampen wave energy, potentially reducing
beach erosion near where it grows.

Salt Marshes
Beverly is home to multple salt marshes along its coasts. The
largest of these is the Chubb Brook area located on the border with
Manchester-by-the-Sea. Salt marshes serve an essential ecological
function, and research has shown that these areas may naturally
help coastal areas mitigate the effects of sea level rise and climate
change.
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3
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1. Eelgrass Meadow
2. Salt Marsh
3. Forest
4. Vernal Pools (+)
5. Wenham Lake Reservoir
Protected Open Space

“What I like most about Beverly is the outdoor
spaces we have that I’d like to see preserved and
improved upon. We have nice parks and beaches
and coastline which makes it a beautiful place
to live.”

— Beverly resident

PlanBeverly

Forests
Due to many of Beverly’s open space protection efforts, close to one
third of the city’s area is forested. The largest single area of forested
open space, roughly 500 acres, is Beverly Commons.
Beverly has a street tree population of close to 10,000. Unlike more
naturalized forests, urban vegetation is under more environmental
stress and requires regular maintenance.

Open Space and Environment

Vernal Pools
Beverly has 28 vernal pools that are certified by the Massachusetts
Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program. These pools,
which exist only seasonally, are an important part of wetland
ecology. These habitats are protected under State and City wetland
protection regulations, as they serve an important role in the lifecycle
of many wetland species.

Wenham Lake Reservoir
Wenham Lake is one part of the larger surface water supply for
Salem and Beverly. Drinking water is supplied by the Ipswich River,
Putnamville Reservoir, Longham Reservoir, and finally the Wenham
Lake Reservoir before being treated and brought to the community.
These large reservoir lakes also provide ecological and recreational
benefits to the community.

Natural Resource Protection is a priority goal for old and new Beverly residents. Public
feedback and comments gathered during the Beverly OSR Plan update, correspond
with the City’s 1998 Master Plan Update Survey. Common goals include to preserve
and protect the city’s critical and sensitive natural resources including the land
surrounding the water supply, significant scenic vistas, wetlands, salt marshes ,and
flood plains as well as create a contiguous trail system throughout the city connecting
Beverly’s diverse open space and natural resources.
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Waterfront
Beverly has 12 miles of coastline, including what is known as the
Harbor/ Waterfront area, the land along Beverly Harbor and the
confluence of the Danvers and Bass Rivers. This area has been
the center of Beverly’s maritime industry since the 17th century.
The Harbor/Waterfront area contains the largely residential
neighborhoods of Goat Hill and the Fish Flake Hill Historic
District, as well as a mix of commercial and industrial uses. In
2015, the City of Beverly requested that the Massachusetts Office
of Coastal Zone Management (CZM) review the boundary of the
Designated Port Area (DPA). The CZM subsequently determined
that the state industrial designation of the DPA would be
removed entirely. In May 2019, the City developed the Beverly
Harbor/Waterfront Plan, a locally-approved plan that is distinct
from a state-approved Municipal Harbor Plan.7

Harbor/Waterfront Plan - Sub-Areas

Seven goals support the vision of the Harbor/Waterfront Plan
and are tied to specific strategies and actions defined in the
Implementation Program:

7. A Municipal Harbor Plan allows for more
flexible uses of land in the waterfront area.
A state-approved MHP would be required if
Chapter 91’s standards need to be altered
to implement the community’s goals for
development and public access along their
waterfront.
To learn more, see the 2019 Beverly Harbor/
Waterfront Plan
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Goal 1: Connect the Harbor and waterfront to each other and to
the neighborhoods/Downtown by walkways, paths, and public
access.
Goal 2: Identify opportunities for increased economic
development, including commercial marine activities,
throughout the HWA to support a mix of land uses and provide
more ways for people to access and enjoy the waterfront.
Goal 3: Support Beverly’s commercial fishing fleet.
Goal 4: Increase public access to the water, including support for
and encouragement of recreational boating.
Goal 5:Develop a distinct identity for each of the three sub areas
of the HWA.
Goal 6: Promote the maritime heritage of the city, including
cultural, historic, and natural resources.
Goal 7: Increase the resiliency of the HWA given current and
projected flooding and the projected impacts of sea level rise.
PlanBeverly incorporates the above goals for the waterfront
under a comprehensive framework that integrates other plan
elements including Land Use, Housing, and Transportation.

The Harbor/Waterfront Plan took a comprehensive look at how the Beverly Harbor
and Bass River should be developed. The plan presents a conceptual illustration
of three sub-areas of the harbor/waterfront, namely the BeverlyHarbor, the
confluence of the Danvers and Bass Rivers (Goat Hill neighborhood area), and the
eastern bank of the Bass River waterfront (both upper and lower). The plan outlines
goals, strategies, and actions that support a larger vision for a vibrant and active
waterfront that provides public access and enjoyment of both the Harbor and Bass
River. Image source: 2019 Beverly Harbor/Waterfront Plan
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Beverly Harbor
In 2017, Beverly received two state
grants to improve recreational and
commercial activity on the city’s
waterfront. The former McDonald’s
site, now owned by the City, provides
potential for redevelopment to support
public access to the water’s edge.

The northern portion of the Bass River waterfront is more publicly accessible
than other portions of the Harbor/waterfront area. However, there is room for
improvement. The Harbor/Waterfront plan indentifies areas for streetscape
improvements to address the needs of pedestrians and bicyclists and to connect
trails Ryal Side/west side of Bass River with those on the east side of Bass River to
form a continuous waterfront/harbor walk.

Bass River (Below): The southern
portion of the Bass River area holds
most long-term potential for future
development. The Harbor/Waterfront
plan identifies underutilized parcels
that could be redeveloped under a
zoning change from an industrial
district to a mixed-use district.
However, some properties in the area,
such as properties currently owned and
occupied by National Grid, will be costprohibitive to develop in the short term.

In Massachusetts, Chapter 91 has specific
standards for all nonwater-dependent
developments that apply uniformly in all coastal
communities, unless a community develops a
state-approved Municipal Harbor Plan (MHP).
As the community vision and objectives for the
Beverly waterfront aligns with Chapter 91’s
standards, the City of Beverly decided to develop
a locally-approved harbor plan distinct from a
state approved Municipal Harbor Plan. In the
future, the City may choose to revise the Harbor/
Waterfront Plan for state approval as an MHP.
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Beverly has a long history as a seafaring community. Known as
the “Birthplace of the American Navy”, the maritime history of
Beverly goes back to the foundings of this community in 1626.
Like many early New England cities, Beverly’s economy first
centered around the maritime and agricultural industries. As the
country moved into the industrial era of the late 19th and early
20th centuries, Beverly’s tourism economy boomed. Beverly
was appropriately knicknamed the “Gold Coast” for the large
mansions and estates that came to line its shores. At that time,
Massachusetts did not have any protections for public access
to the waterfront. Much of Beverly’s 12-mile coastline remains
shaped by these development patterns.
While Beverly boasts an amazing 12 miles of coastline and
18 public access points, very little of the coastline is actually
made public. Outside of the downtown area, most of Beverly’s
coastline is privately owned or restricted. Public waterfront
access is available in short sections along the shoreline from
the Bass and Danvers Rivers to the Manchester border. Parking
and facilities are not availabile at most locations and paths are
often poorly maintained. Public rights of way to the water are
marked with signs, but paths are often obscured or layered with
opposing private beach signage, making wayfinding difficult.
As climate change continues to push summer temperatures
higher, maintaining access to cool ocean waters will become a
matter of public health and wellness. This wonderful coastal
amenity is a major asset to the community and efforts can be
made to provide better public access to the coast. A central goal
of the 2015 Beverly Open Space Plan is to provide more publicly
accessible open space along the shoreline. It is important that
coastal resiliency efforts are incorporated in the decision-making
process as the City plans to improve access to waterfronts.
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Coastal Resilience
Beverly’s 12 miles of coastline are an incredible asset, but
are vulnerable to rising sea levels and increased storm surge
associated with climate change. In June 2017, the City developed
its Coastal Resiliency Plan to better inform planning and
operations throughout the city and promote comprehensive
efforts towards minimizing future risks, including those
associated with sea level rise. The plan presented several next
steps for resiliency objectives through four themed categories
highlighted below:

100 year Flood Plain

Planning: Going forward, the City’s Project Review Team and
Department meetings will promote resiliency reviews of
proposed development projects and eventually create a City of
Beverly Resiliency Checklist.
Infrastructure: Through the Beverly Infrastructure Project,
evaluate critical infrastructure and determine methods of
floodproofing or consider future relocation of these facilities.
Green Space: Climate resiliency will be a key component in the
next update of the OSR Plan, focusing on the potential impacts of
coastal storms and flood inundation on coastal open spaces.
Community: The resilience mailing list will continue to connect
the City of Beverly with its residents and stakeholders and
provide updates on the City’s resiliency efforts and projects.

Beverly has 500 homes within the 100
year FEMA floodplain.
The Beverly Coastal Resiliency Plan, completed
in 2017, addressed coastal resiliency challenges
in five city-identified drainage basins that are
likely to be inundated during storm events. The
plan made suggestions for regional adaptation
strategies at the Hall-Whitaker Bridge, Elliott
Street, Federal Street and Chubb Creek.

Open Space
FEMA 100 Year Floodplain
FEMA 500 Year Floodplain
Source: MassGIS FEMA Floodplain
The City of Beverly currently regulates
development in the FEMA 100-year
floodplain through the Floodplain
Overlay District.
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Climate Change Resilience

8. EPA, Heat Islands https://www.epa.
gov/heat-islands

There is scientific consensus that our climate is changing, and
that the changing climate is already having an impact on extreme
weather and sea levels. Our changing climate therefore demands
that Beverly increase its focus on resilience by working to
minimize the effects of disasters and increasing the City’s ability
to recover quickly. While climate change is a global issue, the
localized effects will be quite different. Therefore, adaptation
measures are likely to be carried out locally rather than globally.
In addition to the coastal resilience measures covered on the
previous page, extreme weather, stormwater flooding, and urban
heat islands are also climate hazards that need to be planned for.
An urban heat island (UHI) is a built up area within a city that
is hotter than a nearby rural location. Heat island effects can
be felt during the day, but the disparity in temperatures is often
greater at night. Heat islands affect communities by increasing
summertime peak energy demands, air conditioning costs, air
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions, heat-related illness and
mortality, and water pollution.8
The map above right shows the hot spots within Beverly on
a summer day. The red tones are associated with hotter surface
temperature conditions, which correlate with varying densities
of impervious and vegetated areas. Preserving and planting
trees and vegetation is an essential mitigation strategy to help
communities deal with the impacts of urban heat islands. The
map at right shows Beverly’s existing tree cover. Shaded surfaces
may be 20-45oF cooler than peak temperatures of unshaded
materials. Evapotranspiration, the process by which water is
transferred from land to the atmosphere through plants, can
reduce peak summer temperatures by 2-9oF.4 Other methods of
urban heat island mitigation include green roofs, cool roofs and
pavement (made of reflective materials), and concentrating new
growth to minimize the development of previously unbuilt land.

In 2018, the City updated its Hazard Mitigation Plan. The plan identified
actions that can be taken to reduce the dangers and impacts of natural
hazards within the city, most notably in areas most vulnerable to flooding
during extreme weather events.
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Urban Heat Islands

Landsat-8 imagery courtesy of U.S. Geological Survey, Jun 2019

Tree Cover

Mass GIS Land Cover, 2016
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Thoughts from the Community
The PlanBeverly Survey #1 asked residents a variety of
questions related to open space and the environment to gain an
understanding of community priorities for the future. The charts
to the right illustrate responses from over 484 participants.
Participants in the online survey offered a number of
suggestions for improving their favorite parks and opens spaces
in Beverly. The waterfront received the most feedback, with
survey respondents desiring more access and more programming
along the water. Survey respondents felt there were a number of
ways to decrease the city’s environmental footprint and make the
city more environmentally sustainable. While there was no clear
priority among the choices provided, in general there appeared to
be a desire to invest in infrastructure and citywide programs.

“Beverly’s green spaces are an asset to the
community and more work should be done
to interconnect them with bike-able and
walk-able trails; the green spaces should be
considered one system rather than disjoint
areas
— Online Respondent, Survey #2
“The entire shoreline, Bass River & Harbor in
general needs to be conserved for both public
use and ecological reasons. Would love more
public access, walkways. The shoreline is one
of our city’s treasures, need to protect it for the
citizen now and in the future.”
— Online Respondent , Survey #2

How could the City improve the following open space types?

Conservation lands
Playgrounds
Playing fields
Small neighborhood
parks
Waterfront
Trails
0

Improve connectivity to
nearby neighborhoods

Better maintain /
program

300
Create / conserve
more

400

500

600

Make more accessible to
all ages and abilities

700

I don't know or don't use
this type of open space

What are ways in which the City can enhance the environment and become more
environmentally sustainable?

Add open space/conservation land

14%

15%

Increase use of alternative power options

6%

More effective stormwater management

15%
13%

Plans for impacts of climate change (flooding, extreme
heat, and weather events)
Plant more trees

6%
17%

Survey results illustrate responses from 484
participants, the total number of respondents
as of July 17, 2019, the date at which this data
was extracted.

200

100

14%

Promote more sustainable transportation options
Reduce greenhouse gas emissions
Reduce trash production and increase recycling and
composting
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Issues and Opportunities
Access to Waterfront
Beverly’s coastline is one of its most treasured assets, yet public
access to it must be strengthened for all residents to enjoy it.
Efforts to make the waterfront more available to residents can
include improving access points to existing public open space
resources, as well as creating new waterfront open spaces as
areas like the Bass River are redeveloped.

Independence Beach

Climate Change Preparedness
At the same time as the City redoubles its commitment to reduce
its climate impact, the effects of climate change have already
begun to manifest. The City must make strategic investments in
infrastructure to strengthen critical systems and protect
residents and businesses.
Natural Resource Protection
As Beverly makes room for new residential and commercial
growth in the city, it is essential to direct that growth to areas
that already have the infrastructure and amenities to support it
while discouraging new development in areas that are currently
unprotected green space.

Image source: City of Beverly
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Open Space and Environment Recommendations
Goals
Goal A : Expansion, Maintenance, and Accessibility:
Preserve, enhance, and better connect Beverly’s existing open space
network for all citizens regardless of age or ability.
Goal B : Natural Resources and Development Balance:
Balance development needs with preservation of natural resources,
focusing redevelopment in key areas that have already been developed
in order to protect the natural environment.
Goal C : Outreach and Education:
Increase awareness and stewardship of conservation land, open space,
and recreational assets so that all members of the community can
benefit from Beverly’s robust natural systems.
Goal D : Climate Change Preparedness:
Enhance Beverly’s resilience to the impacts of a changing climate and
protect the lives and livelihoods of the community from its impacts.
Goal E : Waterfront Access:
Embrace Beverly’s coastal heritage by increasing public access to the
waterfront and water-based activities.
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Goal A: Expansion, Maintenance, and Accessibility
1. Work to connect Beverly’s open spaces to create an “Emerald Necklace” network as envisioned
Preserve, enhance, and better
in the 2016 Open Space and Recreation Plan.
connect Beverly’s existing open
2. Improve bike and pedestrian access to, and within, all open spaces and recreational areas:
a. Prioritize streets accessing open spaces for sidewalk improvements and installation of
space network for all citizens
bicycle lanes.
b. Install high-visibility crosswalks at open space access points.
regardless of age or ability.
c. Install bike racks at all City-owned parks.
3. W
 ork with private landowners and prioritize use of public funds for easements and acquisitions
to expand the citywide trail network, connecting existing open spaces and trails in Beverly with
each other and with neighboring municipalities.
4. Provide recreational opportunities for residents of all ages and abilities:
a. Invest in universal design retrofits to playgrounds.
b. Identify trails that are appropriate for ADA accessibility upgrades.
c. Improve accessibility to the waterfront by upgrading existing access points, adding access
points where possible, and improving signage.
5. Reclaim small vacant parcels for pocket parks and recreation areas, where appropriate.
6. I n areas zoned to allow higher-density development, require investments in publicly-accessible
open space as a community benefit, either on-site or off-site.

Image source: City of Beverly

7. P
 ursue opportunities for new community gardens in higher-density neighborhoods either as a
community benefit or by using publicly-owned land.
8. E
 xplore opportunities to create new public parks or community gardens that incorporate fruit
bearing trees and shrubs available for public use.
9. D
 evelop a formal, funded maintenance and improvements program for Beverly’s existing parks,
recreational facilities, and protected open spaces, which would enable the City to keep trails
clear, manage invasive species, and maintain signage, among other maintenance needs.
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Goal B: Natural Resources and Development Balance
1. Concentrate new growth in areas where it takes the form of redevelopment and infill, rather
Balance development needs with
than new development of greenfield areas. [see Land Use section]
preservation of natural resources,
2. Protect additional currently unprotected open spaces, as prioritized in the 2018 Community
Preservation Plan and 2016 Open and Recreation Plan, using Community Preservation Act
focusing redevelopment in key areas
funding or other funds as available.
that have already been developed
3. Protect valuable uplands through available means, such as conservation restrictions or
protections through Article 97.
in order to protect the natural
4. Coordinate with local land conservation organizations to encourage their investment in
environment.
additional at-risk properties in Beverly.
5. U
 pdate and modernize the Open Space Residential Design ordinance to limit the impact of new
development that does occur in unprotected open space areas.
6. C
 onsider increasing lot area requirements for residential development in priority conservation
areas in order to discourage development and preserve forest coverage in areas of the city that
lack adequate infrastructure, utilities, and other public services.
7. U
 tilize Xeriscape and Low Impact Development (LID) landscape design methods in public
open spaces and other municipal properties to develop a network of green infrastructure
that conserves water, creates and connects habitat, and mimics natural processes to manage
stormwater.
8. U
 pdate subdivision regulations and site plan review to strengthen requirements for Low Impact
Development.

Image source: David Alden St. Pierre
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Goal C: Outreach and Education
Increase awareness and stewardship
of conservation land, open space,
and recreational assets so that all
members of the community can
benefit from Beverly’s robust natural
systems.

Open Space and Environment

1. C
 onsolidate online resources into an interactive web map of open space assets, including both
City-owned and non-City-owned properties.
a. Categorize open spaces by activities available, listing sports facilities and indicating
whether trails are ADA accessible and suitable for road bikes, or only suitable for hiking
and mountain biking.
2. A
 dd to the recently established wayfinding signage program to increase the visibility of all open
space access points, including secondary trail entrances (such as those without parking).
3. W
 ork with the Open Space and Recreation Committee, nonprofits, and civic groups to sponsor
volunteer events and public programming that draws attention to the Beverly’s natural resource
areas.

Goal D: Climate Change Preparedness
1. Develop an Urban Forest Management Plan to preserve existing tree coverage, particularly in
Enhance Beverly’s resilience to the
undeveloped forest land and buffer zones.
impacts of a changing climate and
2. Develop an aggressive tree planting plan throughout the city, targeting public properties and
public streets where additional planting can enhance the existing tree canopy, as well as highprotect the lives and livelihoods of
priority zones:
a. Areas of the city that have the lowest existing tree cover and register highest on the urban
the community from its impacts.
heat index.
b. A
 long high-traffic and high-speed roadways, to provide air quality and traffic calming
benefits.

3. R
 equire street trees to be planted along with new development where sidewalks are built or
rebuilt. Street trees shall be of a suitable type and in an appropriate location to ensure their
survival without impacting the sidewalks, power lines, or other permanent infrastructure.
4. Implement key recommendations of the 2017 Coastal Resiliency Plan:
a. Adopt zoning regulations for the Bass River and other threatened areas that require
flood resilience measures to protect both new development and existing residents and
businesses.
b. Integrate future climate change scenarios into regular maintenance projects such as road,
bridge, and culvert reconstruction.
c. Explore elevating or hardening portions of roadways that are currently or will be at risk
of inundation, including Parkview Avenue, Shore Avenue, Livingstone Avenue, Marsh
Avenue, Hobart Avenue, and Elliott Street.
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d. C
 onduct a follow-up study to determine the most effective strategy to improve the flood
resilience of Elliott Street and McKay Street and protect the Cummings Center and the
new police station from inundation.
e. Advocate for the MBTA to rebuild rail bridges through marshes with flood resilient
infrastructure.
f. Fortify and/or relocate critical infrastructure including sewer and stormwater pump
stations.
g. Fortify seawalls.
5. S
 trengthen stormwater capture and infiltration requirements for new development to decrease
the burden on the stormwater system as stormwater levels increase due to climate change.
6. R
 equire all private roadway and parking projects to include green infrastructure elements such
as permeable pavement, bioswales, and trees to increase stormwater infiltration, reduce heat
island impacts, and enhance the streetscape.
7. I ncorporate green infrastructure such as permeable pavement, bioswales and rain gardens, and
additional street trees into all City roadway projects.
8. Incorporate a resiliency review into the City Capital Planning process.
9. Create a City of Beverly Resiliency Checklist for new development.
10.Require new development in areas at risk from sea level rise, as identified in the 2017 Coastal
Resiliency Plan, to incorporate significant flood resilience strategies:
a. Elevate new streets and the ground level of new buildings above flood levels projected with
sea level rise.
b. Encourage land owners and developers to create a wide riparian buffer along the Bass River
waterfront to improve flood management.
c. Incorporate flood protection design strategies into the construction of public open spaces
along the Harbor and Bass River. [see Bass River section]
11. Through the Climate Action and Resilience Plan to be developed in 2020, identify policies and
incentives to promote the use of green and blue roofs on new and existing buildings to address
stormwater and heat island effects of climate change.

2020 Climate Action and Resilience Plan
The City of Beverly is partnering with its
neighbor Salem on a Climate Action and
Resilience Plan. The plan will identify and
prioritize projects that reduce greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions and mitigate climate change
impacts from extreme weather, inland and
coastal flooding, and sea level rise.
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Goal E: Waterfront Access
Embrace Beverly’s coastal heritage
by increasing public access to
the waterfront and water-based
activities.

1. A
 s part of a comprehensive open space signage program [see Goal C above], improve signage and
wayfinding at all public access points to the waterfront.
a. Create a Beverly Waterfront Trail linking all public waterfront parks and access points
citywide with on-street wayfinding signage with walking and biking travel times to the
nearest destination.
2. M
 ake available to the public and regularly update the Coast Guide Online tool offered by the
Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management, which identifies all public waterfront access
points and boat launches, including for kayaks and canoes.
3. I mprove bicycle and pedestrian access to public waterfront areas through improved sidewalks,
crosswalks, and bicycle facilities.
4. L
 everage new development to create a new public open space along the Bass River and new
streets that connect that open space to River Street. [see Bass River section].
5. W
 ork with existing property owners along the waterfront to provide public access compatible
with existing uses.
6. Allow and encourage uses that attract people to the waterfront while maintaining view
corridors.
7. R
 edevelop the former McDonald’s site on the waterfront in a manner that increases public
access, with uses that include a publicly accessible restaurant.

Image source: City of Beverly
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“What I like most about Beverly is the outdoor spaces we have that I’d
like to see preserved and improved upon. We have nice parks, beaches,
and coastline which makes it a beautiful place to live.”
— Beverly resident
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Public Facilities and Services
The Facilities and Services element of the Master Plan identifies
and analyzes existing and forecasted needs for facilities and services
provided by the City, including public safety, the Council on Aging,
recreation, libraries, and education. PlanBeverly aims to ensure that
City facilities and assets (buildings, roads, water infrastructure, etc.)
are equipped to support the current population and allow for future
growth. Planning for the needs of facilities, assets, and infrastructure is
critical in continuing to provide equitable, safe, and dependable basic
public services to improve the quality of life for all Beverly residents.
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Facilities and Services
Fire

The Beverly Fire Department provides a wide range of public
safety services consistent with federal, state, and local
regulations in the areas of fire suppression, emergency medical
services, fire prevention, investigation, and disaster response
and mitigation. The Fire Department responded to 4,886 calls
for service for fiscal year 2019, essentially the same pace as the
previous couple of years. Recent years have seen the busiest years
for the Department.
The Fire Department manages a large vehicle fleet to provide
public safety services, including four pumper trucks and two
Quint trucks. A Quint truck is a combination ladder and pumper
vehicle. Frontline engines and vehicles are relatively new.
However, backup engines tend to be older and are in need of
replacement. The City is in the process of purchasing two new
engines, a ladder truck and an additional Quint. This will ensure
frontline and back up engines are well functioning and compliant
with safety and regulatory standards. The Fire Department
operates smaller vehicles for dive activity, hazardous waste
removal, contamination management and forest fires.

Image source: Beverly Fire Department.
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The City operates three fire stations strategically located in the
Downtown, North Beverly, and Beverly Farms areas, allowing
access routes to all areas of the city. The 2019 Beverly Capital
Expenditure Plan identifies a number of improvements required
and planned at these public safety facilities including a full roof
replacement at the Central Fire Station and roof evaluations to be
conducted at the other two stations.

Police

The existing Police Station located adjacent to Beverly City Hall
is dated and space constraints are limiting for desired police
operations. The City has determined that renovation of the
existing station is undesirable and has begun construction of a
new police station. The police department requires many unique
training needs and opportunities to ensure the City’s police force
is prepared to respond effectively for all types of service calls.
The new police station offers much improved facilities to offer
enhanced training opportunities. The department currently
utilizes an outdoor firing range off of LP Henderson Drive to
support fire arm training. The range is limited and not well-suited
for various training needs of the department. The City continues
to explore options for an indoor range, and is considering the new
police station as an opportunity to house a range facility.
The City currently operates two separate emergency 911
dispatch areas. Central Fire Station houses fire box and alarm
equipment and provides fire dispatch to the city. The current
police station houses the dispatch center and receives all 911
emergency calls for the city. The City has determined that
a combined dispatch function would create economic and
operational efficiencies, and continues to move forward in
implementing this effort. The administration has worked with
the City Council to approve funding of purchase of new dispatch
equipment to be relocated and centralized in the new police
station when complete.
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City Hall serves as the administrative center for Beverly
municipal government, and is the place where the public
most often interact with government operations. A number
of municipal offices are located at City Hall including the
Mayor’s office, Planning and Community Development, City
Solicitor, Engineering, Human Resources, Purchasing, Finance
Department, City Assessor, Information Technology, and the
office of the City Clerk. The Beverly City Council regularly meets
in the City Council Chamber, along with the many Boards and
Commissions serving the community.
City Hall was originally built as a residence in 1785 and was
expanded and converted into City Hall in 1874. A series of capital
improvements have been made to City Hall in recent years
including window replacement, restoration of the brick façade,
and larger investment in critical mechanical systems, including
two boilers and air handling systems. These investments have
restored historic elements of the building, improved energy
efficiency and comfort level, and improved customer experience.
Cosmetic improvements continue, though major renovations are
needed, including ADA accessibility and electrical and plumbing
improvements, upon the relocation of the police station.
The current police station was built in 1938 and is located
to the rear of City Hall. The approximately 14,000 square foot
space will be vacated when the police station is relocated to the
newly constructed building on Elliott Street. Relocation of the
Police headquarters provides an opportunity to relocate existing
municipal operations such as Municipal Inspections and Beverly
Health Department, which are currently located in off-site
facilities. Consolidation of municipal offices creates an important
opportunity to further enhance customer service and streamline
municipal operations.

Public Facilities and Services

City Hall

Image source: City of Beverly

In January 2018, the City Council approved an appropriations request of
$1M to begin work necessary to relocate the Beverly Police Department to a
two-acre, City-owned parcel bordering the rail tracks and Elliott Street. The
City estimates $25M will be needed for the construction costs related to this
project, including the $1M that has already been appropriated. Construction
of the new station began late winter 2020 and is expected to be completed
in 2021. The existing police station will be available for other municipal
needs upon relocation of police operations. However, the facility will need
substantial renovation to serve future municipal purposes.
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GAR Hall

The Grand Army of the Republic (GAR) Hall is located at 8 Dane
Street and currently houses the Municipal Inspections/Building
Department. The City implemented a number of improvements
to the interior of the building in 2015 including removing and
replacing hazardous floor tiles, electrical upgrades, and general
cosmetic repair on the first floor and basement. Municipal
Inspections relocated to the Hall following completion of these
repairs. A comprehensive Building Assessment, Preservation
and Reuse Plan was completed in 2017 with support from
Community Preservation funds. This report outlined a plan
for historic preservation of the structure and long-term reuse
of the building. The first two phases of the preservation plan,
including the restoration of the historic front and side façades,
were completed in early 2020. The project demonstrates both
the community’s pride in its historic and community assets and
the success of grassroots-led historic preservation efforts, as the
Ward 2 Civic Association spearheaded the project and received a
grant to supplement Community Preservation funds used for the
restoration.
The Municipal Inspections Department enforces state
building codes, Architectural Access Board regulations, and the
Zoning Ordinance. Operations of the department include plan
review, issuing building and construction permits, and inspection
of buildings and construction activities. Relocation of Municipal
Inspections to City Hall following completion of the police
station will improve customer service and streamline building
project review and permitting. The Building Assessment,
Preservation, and Reuse Plan identifies additional public and
cultural uses that could be accommodated at the GAR Hall once
Municipal Inspections has moved.

The Carriage House at Lynch Park

The Carriage House at Lynch Park is located within the confines
of the Park at 55 Ober Street. Utilized primarily as a storage
facility since its purchase by the City of Beverly in 1943, the
building was constructed circa 1906 and was originally the
carriage house and stable-hand quarters on the Evans estate,
once located on the property. Over the past ten years, public
and private dollars have been invested in the building in an
136   City of Beverly

GAR Hall at 8 Dane Street, 2016
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effort to implement major repairs and improvements. Many
in the community share a vision of a popular event venue
that celebrates the history of the building, its architecture,
and overall setting at Lynch Park. Work on the structure has
respected its historical significance while recognizing its new
utility. Two-thirds of the first floor of the Carriage House is
currently available, on a seasonal basis, for use by the public, for
a rental fee, and for community-oriented events. Carriage House
operations, along with all other activities taking place in the
Park, are overseen by the City of Beverly’s Parks and Recreation
Department. Events hosted at the Carriage House, such as
corporate meetings, retreats, weddings, anniversary celebrations,
and the like, often include use of The Garden at Lynch Park as an
ancillary location for related activities.
A “Conditions Assessment and Treatment Plan” for the
Carriage House was completed in 2018 by the firm Spencer and
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Vogt Group engaged by the City with Community Preservation
Act funds. The report identified, in detail, the building’s most
significant deficiencies and provided recommendations, in part,
related to the: building envelope and structural repairs, HVAC
system; expanded restroom facilities and space for back-ofhouse operations; improved lighting and finishes; potential for
additional space to be made viable for meetings and classroom
activities; and improved life safety system. The report concluded
that the cost associated with the scope of work recommended is
$4,475,493.

Public Facilities and Services

The Carriage House at Lynch Park

Beverly Golf and Tennis

The Beverly Golf and Tennis Club is located at 134 McKay
Street and currently operates as a public facility with an 18hole golf course and ten tennis courts. The property includes
a historic clubhouse that houses the 19th Hole Pub, the Great
Room for functions, and Fireside Rooms for small events. The
City owns the property and facilities on it but contracts with a
private entity to operate the facilities for public benefit. The golf
club was originally built in 1910 by the United Shoe Machinery
Corporation as a social and recreational facility for its employees.
In 1978, the City purchased the Clubhouse and 168 acres for golf
course, tennis courts, and open space, which are now protected
through conservation and preservation restrictions.
Over the years there have been a number of renovations,
modifications, and repairs to the building to maintain facilities
to support the golf and tennis operations, as well as use of
the facility for hospitality functions for the community. The
clubhouse was added to the National Register of Historic
Places in 1982. The City has sought and received Community
Preservation funds to complete design services for the complete
renovation of the clubhouse. The goal of this project is to provide
a comprehensive renovation to the building infrastructure
(electrical systems, fire protection systems, building accessibility,
and heating/ventilation system upgrades and/or modifications)
as well as to assess improvements for the use of the building for
hospitality functions and as a place for community activities. The
design process is expected to be complete by fall of 2020.

Image source: City of Beverly

Beverly Golf And Tennis

Image source: City of Beverly
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Schools

Beverly Middle School

The Beverly Public School District has 4,700 students enrolled
and over 336 teachers (Full Time Equivalent) for the 2019 – 2020
school year. The district enrolls children from Pre-Kindergarten
to 12th grade across five elementary schools, one middle
school and high school. Pre-K classes are held along with the
administrative offices at the McKeown School on McKay Street.
Enrollment in the Beverly School District declined from 2002
to 2008 but has seen a steady increase in enrollment since the
2008-2009 school year. Currently, enrollment is up just over 1%
from the 2002-2003 school year.
The Beverly School District opened its new high school in
2010 at the same location of the former high school (100 Sohier
Road). In 2018, the new middle school opened at the former
location of the closed Memorial Middle School located at 502
Cabot Street. The Briscoe Middle School located at 7 Sohier Road
was subsequently closed. Following a municipal reuse feasibility
study, as well as several community meetings, the City placed
the Briscoe Middle School for disposition and sale for adaptive
reuse by a private entity. Through a request for proposal (RFP)
process the City selected a proposal and development team that

Image source:Utile
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best met the City’s objectives; the selected proposal includes
the preservation of the school building and open space, and the
adaptive reuse of the school building into 85 affordable housing
units for seniors, artist live-work space, and preservation of the
auditorium for community and cultural programming.
Both the middle school and high school are new and therefore
capital needs are expected to be limited in the near future. The
elementary schools have undergone renovations and in some
cases expansion over the past twenty years. The roof systems
for all elementary schools will reach their useful life over the
next several years and will be in need of replacement. The City
intends to ask for assistance from the MSBA (Massachusetts
School Building Authority) as well as allocate $750K for each
of five elementary school roofs. As the HVAC systems are of
the same vintage as the roofs, the City expects to pursue HVAC
replacement at the same time the roofs are replaced, at an
expected additional cost of $150,000 per school. The City will
also seek to include roof-mounted solar facilities as part of these
roof replacements as part of a plan for sustainable municipal
facilities.
Investment in recreational and sports facilities in connection
with the schools has included the replacement of seating at Hurd
Stadium and additional playing fields a the new middle school,
as well as the replacement of the track and construction of a new
softball field at the high school. The City has identified a need to
replace the turf field at the highs school as it approaches its useful
life, and to take advantage of advancement in turf technology.
Replacement is expected to cost $800,000 assuming foundation
and drainage does not need to be altered.
The administration is working with the school department
to identify opportunities to enhance school transportation
services and ultimately increase access to and ridership by
students. Approximately 1,500 students of the total district
enrollment of 4,700 take the bus; many more are driven to school.
The current standard is to provide transportation services to
students up through sixth grade who live two miles or more from
their respective schools. The City is exploring the opportunity
to reduce the this limitation and offer transportation services
to a wider group of students with the objective of reducing
daily vehicle trips at the beginning and end of the school day.
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School Enrollment
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The City was recently awarded a grant to purchase an electric
powered bus, and expects to operate the vehicle in a pilot phase to
determine if the technology can meet the School’s transportation
needs. There is opportunity to explore new technology in the
School Districts vehicle fleet to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
and improve air quality.

Library

The Beverly Library was established in 1855 on the Beverly
Common, followed by the Beverly Farms branch in 1886 and
the Bookmobile service in 1959. From a combined collection of
nearly 150,000 books, the Library loans more than 375,000 items
annually and serves nearly 4,500 visitors per week. The library
continues to experience significant use of on-line resources
with over 33,000 ebooks and downloadable audiobooks checked
out. The library recently expanded is digital offerings with a
subscription to Hoopla, allowing free downloads – including

What about Education?
The City is committed to providing educational opportunities to all Beverly
residents, recognizing public education is a key factor in many residents’
quality of life. When talking about education, the Master Plan focuses on the
long-term sustainability of school facilities as public assets and the provision
of quality education as a municipal service. Though educational facilities
are included as a component of this element, education policy is not directly
addressed within a comprehensive master plan; education reform, school
budgets, and pedagogy discussions would be addressed through a school
department planning process.
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books, movies, music, and legal forms – to Beverly residents.
The library recently launched the Library of Things, a
new collection of non-traditional items, such as binoculars,
bike repair kit, ukuleles, telescope, and a digital microscope,
which can be borrowed from the library. The Library of
Things collection includes in-library use of technology such
as Chromebooks, and a desktop or compact 3D printer. As an
added benefit, this collection will enable the City to qualify for
more points and funds under the MA DEP’s Recycling Dividends
Program.
There are numerous programs throughout the year for adults,
teens and children, including author visits, story hours, movies,
plays, and crafts programs. The adult series of programs on
Monday mornings (September to December and January to May)
continue to draw an average of 45 attendees per program. The
library has also expanded its adult programming, leading to a 20%
increase in adult program attendance. New adult programs this
year included English Practice Groups, Cookbook Club, Books
and Brunch, and Passport Day. The City authorized more than
$1M for the Beverly Farms branch and $142K for main library
repairs in 2019. Capital improvements are still in need at the
main branch.

Aging in Beverly, Massachusetts: A Community Needs Assessment
(2018)
The Beverly Council on Aging and Senior Community Center commissioned
a report in 2017 by the University of Massachusetts Boston’s Gerontology
Institute. The study was prompted by the increase in the number of older
adults living in Beverly at the time and projections indicating an increase in
this demographic in coming years. The needs assessment indicated a need
for greater services.3 and recommended a series of actions, including plans
and programs to support the wellbeing and engagement of existing and
future residents.
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Council on Aging and Beverly Senior Center

The Council on Aging provides a comprehensive service delivery
plan to Beverly seniors including social services, transportation,
information and referral, congregate meals program and a
myriad of health, exercise, social, cultural, financial and life-long
learning offerings. The Beverly Council on Aging and Senior
Community Center, located at 90 Colon Street, strives to address
the wellbeing and lifestyle concerns of older adults living in
Beverly.
Staff proactively assists seniors in filing for fuel assistance,
SNAP benefits (formerly food stamps), Circuit Breaker tax
credits, trash fee waivers, property tax abatements, senior
housing, and other benefits available to them. SHINE Counselors
are available twice weekly to guide seniors through the maze
of available health and prescription drug programs, including
Medicare. Staff employs outreach strategies to reach older adults
who are not familiar with the services available to them through
the Senior Center and offer one on one information and referral
services, home visits, presentations on senior housing, and
collaborations with area agencies serving seniors.
The Center serves as a congregate lunch site for a meal
program offered through Seniorcare, Inc. Nearly 300 Meals on
Wheels are also sent out from the site. Breakfast pastries, cereal,
and coffee are available every morning for a nominal charge to
attendees.

Public Services

The Beverly Public Services Department operates primarily
out of property located at 148 Park Street. Seven public service
divisions operate out of buildings and facilities originally built
in the 1930s. The sign and fabrication division operate at a shop
facility adjacent to the Beverly Regional Airport, and Engineering
Department offices are located at City Hall. The existing facilities
present significant limitations for maintenance and storage of
vehicles and equipment. In addition to size limitations of the
existing buildings, the property cannot adequately serve public
service operations.
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Infrastructure
Water, Sewer and Drainage

Ninety-five percent of Beverly residences have access to
municipal water and sewer services, with the remaining five
percent having either private well water, septic systems, or
both. The City has completed a number of notable investments
including drainage improvement projects to alleviate longstanding flooding issues in various neighborhoods.
The City of Beverly has completed a number of infrastructure
projects designed to improve flood control and stormwater
mitigation. Recently the City completed the Chase Street project
(Wards 2 & 3), Lawrence Brook (Ward 4), Raymond Farms and
North Beverly projects both benefiting neighborhoods in Ward
5. All of these projects have mitigated impacts of inland flooding
due to storm events.
The City continues to implement stormwater and flood
mitigation enhancements to the Chubb’s Brook watershed,
including detention basins to slow the flow of water during
rain events, and replace existing culverts to fortify existing
infrastructure and accommodate flooding during storm events. A
comprehensive flood mitigation effort is underway for the Shoe
Pond and Bass River. The City is working with State and Federal
Emergency Management agencies to design and permit a tidal
gate and increase drainage capacity in the Bass River watershed.
The City seeks to meet industry standards for water main
replacement of approximately 1% of total pipeline length
annually. The City has over 200 miles of water pipe for
approximately 2 miles of main replacement each year. There are
approximately 4,000 gate valves in the water system, some in
excess of 100 years old. It is estimated that 50 valves should be
replaced each year.
In addition to replacements of water mains and valves,
which are expected to be included in the annual water budget,
renovations and repairs to the Pershing Avenue Pump
Station, Brimbal Avenue Standpipe, Folly Hill Water Tank,
beginning replacement of citywide water meters, and planning
improvements to the sewer pumping stations and overall
sewer system are anticipated. These final improvements and
replacements to meters, stations, and sewers will likely require
appropriations beyond the City’s annual budgets and general
fund.

The City maintains 25 subsections of sewer lines throughout
Beverly, each containing an average of 25,000 linear feet of pipe.
The City has identified a significant amount of water infiltration
and inflow of surface and groundwater into the sewer system.
Waterproofing sewer lines has been an important tool to limiting
infiltration and inflow; the City expects to continue this work.
In addition to sewer line waterproofing, the City has identified
35 sewer pump stations that need capital improvements and
maintenance over the next 10 years.

Image source: Salem News.
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The City maintains over 150 miles of roadway. Repair and
maintenance of roads is largely funded through annual
budget transfer from the state, and in recent years an annual
appropriation in the local budget. Funding in recent years has
been consistently been between $2.5 and $2.9 million annually.
The City consistently seeks out additional funding sources
to enhance transportation funding, including the MassDOT
Complete Streets grants, MassWorks grants, and state and
federal funding through the Boston Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO). All projects, whether routine maintenance
or full redesign and reconstruction, are designed to be consistent
with the City’s Complete Streets Policy.
In addition to continuing the ongoing repair and management
of road and sidewalk infrastructure, the City has identified
priority intersection and interchange improvements. Priority
intersections for redesign and reconstruction include Dodge and
Cabot Streets (Henry’s Intersection), Balch and McKay Streets,
and Cabot and Rantoul Streets at the Beverly Salem Bridge.
These three intersections are programmed Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP), developed by the Boston MPO,
for construction beginning summer of 2020. Additional priority
intersections include Essex and Corning Streets and Spring,
Dodge, and Enon Streets near the North Beverly train station,
as well as the Bridge Street corridor. The Bridge Street corridor
is undergoing preliminary design, but is programmed for
construction during federal fiscal year 2023.
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Parking

In 2017 the City conducted an inventory of all downtown parking
assets and implemented a new pricing and permit system to
better manage supply and demand downtown and near the
Depot, and protect residential parking. This strategy will need
to be monitored and updated as parking demand increases in the
downtown.

IT and Communication

The City is in the process of determining how to upgrade its
email system, improve internal internet access, standardize
office suites, and upgrade its phone systems. While the email
system may require a new annual cost, the internet changes
will be incorporated into budget requests in the future and the
phone system upgrades might be paid for with the City’s free
cash reserve. The City is working with a software application
developer to create a comprehensive permit and project
management software program to streamline and standardize
permit tracking and enforcement capabilities across multiple
departments. The package will be completed summer of 2020.

Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP): Community Resilience
Building Summary of Findings (2019)
The City completed a vulnerability assessment and action oriented plan
in 2019. The Plan identifies climate related hazards, strengths, and
vulnerabilities and establishes a series of actions for the City to become more
resilient to the effects of climate change. The plan assesses the interaction
of Beverly’s infrastructure, environmental context, and societal features
while building on previous work done on the Costal Resiliency Plan and
Hazard Mitigation Plan. Completion of the MVP process and findings makes
additional state funding available funding to implement actions of the plan.
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Thoughts from the Community
If available resources are limited, where would you like to see the City prioritize
spending on public services in the coming decades?
More Important

The PlanBeverly Survey #1 asked residents a variety of questions
related to public facilities and services to gain an understanding
of community priorities for the future. The charts to the right
illustrate responses from over 484 participants.
Of those who responded to the online survey, participants
were split fairly equally when it comes to prioritizing funds for
public services, reflecting a need to balance all of these elements.

100%
90%
80%

“I think the playgrounds, playing fields, and
small parks are in terrific shape. The city
does a great job with these and they don’t need
improvement.”
— Ryal Side resident

Less Important

Percent of Responses

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0

Increase
broadband
internet
options

Make city buildings
and vehicles more
environmentally
sustainable options

Extremely important

Prepare for
impacts of
climate change

Very important

Reduce
school-related
fees

Important

Major roadway
improvements
(where not
funded by other
sources)

Somewhat important

Repair and
repave streets
only (rather than
major
improvements)

Invest more in
parks & open
space

Not important at all

Don’t know

“Invest in sidewalk repair — most sidewalks
around the City are inaccessible for
wheelchairs, scooters, strollers, and those with
physical disabilities.
— Downtown resident

Survey results illustrate responses from 484
participants, the total number of respondents
as of July 17, 2019, the date at which this data
was extracted.
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Issues and Opportunities
Climate Change
Compared to other coastal communities, Beverly has a relatively
small portion of its land area vulnerable to flooding from sea level
rise. However, Beverly faces risks from stormwater and coastal
flooding in certain areas, extreme weather events, and heat island
effects, especially in denser areas of the city. City investments in
infrastructure and services should be targeted to prepare for the
increasing effects of climate change.

Council on Aging

New and Redeveloped Municipal Facilities
The City has invested in heavily in new facilities including
rehabilitation of the GAR Hall, a new high school, and a new
middle school. The City is currently building a new police station
to be completed by 2021. Construction of these facilities has
opened up opportunities for rethinking how City services are
organized, and grouping similar services and functions like
Municipal Inspections, Health Department, and permitting
functions in one location. Restoration of GAR Hall, Carriage
House, and Beverly Golf and Tennis clubhouse will ensure
historic preservation of these important buildings and open up
opportunities to serve broader community and cultural uses in
the future.
Demographic Change
Beverly’s population is aging, with 17% of residents currently
more than 65 years of age, and another large cohort in late middle
age. The growing elderly population will change the demands
on housing, transportation, and other City services. Conversely,
recent investments in the schools can combine with other City
policies across disciplines to attract younger families.
Funding Sources
As state and federal local aid has diminished over time, Beverly
has had to rely more on property taxes and supplement municipal
revenues with other sources such as grants. The City will have
to continue efforts to diversify funding sources in addition to
leveraging new development to increase the tax base and provide
community benefits such as infrastructure investments.
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Public Facilities and Services Recommendations
Goals
Goal A: Municipal Services:
Continue to provide world-class public services including public
education, public safety, community services, municipal buildings,
maintenance, and infrastructure.
Goal B: Municipal Facilities :
Develop plans and funding to rebuild, enhance, replace, and repurpose
key public facilities and expand usage by all members of the
community.
Goal C: Investment in Infrastructure:
Invest in infrastructure to support existing development, respond
to climate change, and adapt to changing demographics while
contributing to the character and quality of place.
Goal D: Communication, Outreach, and Engagement:
Build an effective communication strategy to enhance public
participation, increase the availability of information, and improve the
quality of public services.
Goal E: Opportunities for Revenue Generation:
Explore alternative sources of revenue to fund public services and
facilities citywide.
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Goal A: Municipal Services
Continue to provide world-class
public services including public
education, public safety, community
services, municipal buildings,
maintenance, and infrastructure.

Public Facilities and Services

1. I mplement the recommendations of the 2017 Coastal Resiliency Plan and 2018 Hazard
Mitigation Plan to minimize interruptions to City services due to natural disasters and extreme
weather
2. W
 ork to implement community choice aggregation to provide residents and businesses with an
option for energy sourcing from a higher proportion of renewable energy facilities.
3. Continue to improve the City’s bond rating in order to reduce the cost of financing capital 		
projects.
4. R
 eview capacity and resources in the City’s public safety departments as Beverly continues to
experience growth and as the city’s population ages – each of which have unique needs from both
Fire and Police services.
5. Adapt and improve (where necessary) enforcement of motor vehicle laws to enhance bike and
pedestrian safety.
6. D
 evelop a capital asset management program to provide efficient and well-maintained buildings,
equipment and infrastructure to ensure effective and reliable delivery of City services.
7. I mplement a permit tracking system to streamline and enhance project oversight of permitting
processes across all boards and departments.
8. A
 dapt and update the infrastructure (services and facilities) for senior services to meet the
demands of an aging population (30% of the population will be over 60 years of age) and a
population that is living longer.
9. P
 artner with local councils on aging and colleges to provide classes, seminars, and
transportation for seniors.
10.Develop an implementation plan for the rollout of broadband telecommunications
infrastructure throughout the city to benefit residents and businesses while mitigating visual
and aesthetic impacts of new broadband infrastructure.
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Goal B: Municipal Facilities
Develop plans and funding to rebuild,
enhance, replace, and repurpose key
public facilities and expand usage by
all members of the community.

1. C
 ompile a comprehensive inventory of all public facilities indicating their need for major
upgrades in the short- and medium-term future.
2. I mplement energy efficiency and renewable energy projects on municipal buildings to reduce
reliance on fossil fuels.
3. B
 uild awareness of public resources and programming at facilities such as parks, libraries, and
the Senior Center. [see Goal D]
4. Improve multimodal access to public facilities. [see Mobility section]
5. C
 reate an easy-to-find online inventory of publicly-accessible indoor meeting spaces, including
their location, capacity, availability schedules, and contact information.
6. C
 onduct a building re-use process for the existing police station to identify the most productive
use of the building following completion of the new Police Headquarters on Elliott Street.
7. C
 omplete renovation of the GAR Hall consistent with the GAR Hall Building Assessment,
Preservation and Reuse Plan, and consider its potential use as an Arts & Culture Center.
8. E
 xplore partnerships with the schools to utilize their main spaces during off school hours (e.g.
older adults could use the indoor walking track at the high school field house).
9. E
 stablish an offsite location for storage of older municipal documents that must be kept
permanently with proper environmental and security controls to ensure their long-term
usefulness and greater public access.

Image source: City of Beverly

10.Continue to invest and maintain the City’s school buildings in order to continue to provide stateof-the-art and world-class education to the Beverly’s youth.
11. Develop a comprehensive compost, waste, and recycling program for municipal buildings, and
all Beverly Public Schools.
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Goal C: Investment in Infrastructure
Invest in infrastructure to support
existing development, respond
to climate change, and adapt to
changing demographics while
contributing to the character and
quality of place.

1. T
 arget roadway investments to encourage multimodal transportation and improve safety, and
ensure resiliency to the effects of climate change. [see Mobility section]
2. W
 ork with National Grid to improve the capacity and reliability of the gas system and electrical
grid both for existing customers and to support new growth, including in energy-intensive
sectors such as advanced manufacturing. [see economic development section]
a. Move more utilities underground as redevelopment occurs, both at new development sites
and in adjacent areas.
b. Work with National Grid to identify and aggressively address gas leaks, to improve public
safety and air quality, and reduce climate impacts..
3. C
 ontinue to update water and sewer infrastructure, prioritizing the parts of the system most at
risk of failure due to outdated infrastructure.
4. P
 rioritize upgrades to stormwater, water, and sewer infrastructure in areas at greatest risk for
current and future flooding.
5. P
 ursue policies and programs to advance water conservation throughout the city as an
environmental best practice.

Image source: City of Beverly
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Goal D: Communication, Outreach, and Engagement
1. Use a variety of traditional and social media outlets to raise awareness of City initiatives,
Build an effective communication
disseminate information about public services, and make the City more accessible to residents.
strategy to enhance public
2. Partner with nonprofits and civic organizations to provide opportunities for public
participation, increase the availability participation.
3. Use public events such as festivals, markets, and school events as an opportunity for public
of information, and improve the
participation and/or dissemination of information.
quality of public services.
4. Coordinate programming, fundraising and grant writing, and facilitate continued cooperation
toward a major “Beverly 400” yearlong celebration of the 400th anniversary of Beverly’s
founding in 1626. Partner with the Public Library, Historic Beverly, and any churches who hold
the oldest documents prior to the town government’s establishment.

5. E
 stablish a sustainability implementation committee comprised of multiple municipal
departments and relevant committees to ensure that the City effectively integrates
sustainability goals, engages the public in implementation, and reports progress.
6. A
 s part of the Climate Action Planning process, develop a method to measure and report on
progress toward greenhouse gas reduction targets.
7. Develop an Equity Plan and increase capacity to conduct ongoing racial equity analyses of new
and existing policies, programs, services, procurement practices, and community engagement to
evaluate how each proposal advances racial equity, addresses gaps in services and disparities in
access, addresses institutional racism, and mitigates unintended consequences.

Image source: City of Beverly

8. Expand City efforts to ensure diverse representation on City boards, commissions, and advisory
committees, including targeted outreach and recruitment.
9. Undertake a Communications Audit to assess and improve how the City interacts with residents
and conducts bi-directional conversation.
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Goal E: Opportunities for Revenue Generation
1. Partner with institutions to make payments in lieu of taxes (PILOT) and/or in-kind
Explore alternative sources of
contributions such as permanent public open space easements on privately held land.
revenue to fund public services and
2. Continue to aggressively pursue grants and state matching funds.
facilities citywide.
3. Continue to pursue opportunities for federal funds such as CDBG.
4. A
 llow targeted growth to expand the tax base in addition to meeting other economic and housing
objectives. [see economic development and land use sections]
5. Pursue opportunities to lease City property for clean energy and/or broadband infrastructure.
6. G
 row tax revenue generated by the meals and hotel tax by supporting business development
related to retail, hospitality, and the cultural economy.
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“Investment in infrastructure to maintain and grow quality of life
(inclusive of roads, utilities, parks, city-owned buildings, etc.).”
—Online survey respondent
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Cultural and Historic Resources
Beverly holds great pride in its heritage and has made significant
efforts to commemorate and preserve the city’s history through
historic organizations and the preservation of historic structures.
These efforts celebrate the city’s history while simultaneously serving
as a catalyst for economic development. More recently, the City of
Beverly has placed a growing value on promoting arts and culture
throughout the city, as showcased by the 2015 launch of the Beverly
Arts District. PlanBeverly aims to build on these past efforts and
further strengthen the City’s support of cultural and historic resources,
both as an economic development strategy and as a central aspect of
what makes Beverly a wonderful place to live or to visit.
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Historic Preservation
Beverly is often cited as a City of “firsts:” The City was home
to the first ship that was commissioned by the US Navy and
the first Sunday School class, among other things. Like many
New England towns, Beverly’s rich history is apparent in the
character and built environment of the present-day city. Historic
buildings, landscapes, and streets are integral to the city’s
character. Street names such as Cabot, Rantoul, Conant, and
Hale pay homage to those who laid the foundation for the City’s
success, as do the names of major destinations and landmarks
including the Larcom Theater and Dane Street Beach. According
to Metropolitan Area Planning Council data, approximately 172
or 8% of buildings in Beverly were built before 1800. Almost 350
properties are listed on the State Register of Historic Places,
ranging from the John Balch House and John Cabot House to the
Beverly Depot and Moraine Farm.
Historic preservation was a major goal of the 2000 City of
Beverly Master Plan. The City has made significant efforts to
preserve and document its many historic resources, including a
1993 community-wide survey update that documented more than
350 buildings and structures, and two recent rounds of historic
resource surveys in 2016 and 2018 that inventoried over 150
additional historic resources. Beverly adopted the Community
Preservation Act (CPA)1 in 2014, further reinforcing historic
preservation as an important aspect of community life. The
CPA enables the City to charge a small surcharge on property
taxes that can then be allocated to projects related to historic
preservation as well as open space and affordable housing.2

1.

In 2018, the City released its Community
Preservation Plan, which outlines the goals
and procedures of the CPA.

2.

To learn more about the CPA, see the 2018
Community Preservation Plan.
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Odd Fellows Hall, built in 1893

Source: City of Beverly

While Beverly has engaged many efforts towards historic preservation,
the City recognizes that there is a need for a community-wide historic
preservation plan to guide future efforts and identify other possible tools
for the City to employ. A Historic Preservation Plan is currently underway
and expected to be completed by Fall 2020. The process will define an
action plan to preserve Beverly’s historic resources and expand community
knowledge about Beverly’s heritage.
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Year Structure Built

Pre-1799
1800 - 1899
1900 - 1949
1950 - 1999
2000+
Source: Metropolitan Area Planning Council

Almost 20% of buildings
in Beverly were built
before 1900.
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Historic Resources
Historic resources are defined as any building, structure, vessel,
real property, document, or artifact that is listed on the state
register of historic places or has been determined by the local
historic preservation commission to be significant in the history,
archaeology, architecture, or culture of a city or town.3
Hundreds of historic resources have been inventoried in
Beverly since the 1970s. According to the Beverly Community
Preservation Plan, the city’s inventory of historic property
currently includes:
• 1 Local Historic District – Fish Flake Hill (est. 1971)
• 4 National Register Historic Districts – Beverly Center 		
Historic District, Beverly Depot-Odell Park Historic District,
Fish Flake Hill Historic District, and Hospital Point
• 18 Individually listed National Register properties
• 989 properties listed on the Massachusetts Historical 		
Commission (MHC) inventory.
Under the Community Preservation Act, the City can fund
projects that acquire, preserve, or rehabilitate historic resources.
Beverly has hundreds of resources that can receive funding
under the CPA. The 2018 Community Preservation Plan advises
that CPA priority should be given to projects with certain
goals, including preserving vacant municipally-owned historic
buildings such as the Briscoe Middle School and the Powder
House and rehabilitating and preserving historic commercial
centers like the downtown district and Beverly Farms center. To
learn more about projects under Historic Preservation priorities,
see the Fall 2018 update to the Beverly Community Preservation
Plan. To view recent surveys completed in the 2016 and 2019
inventory updates, please visit http://www.beverlyma.gov/
recently-completed-historic-surveys.

3. Beverly 2018 Community Preservation Plan,
pg. 11. To learn more about the Community
Preservation Act, see the 2018 Community
Preservation Plan 2018 Update.
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There are several committees and organizations actively
engaging in discussions about historic preservation in Beverly.
Beverly Historic District Commission (BHDC)
The Beverly Historic District Commission (BHDC) acts both as a
regulator of the Fish Flake Hill Historic District and as the
City’s Historic Commission. Under the City’s Demolition Delay
Ordinance, the BHDC reviews any permits for demolition (in
part or whole) of any building over 50 years old. The BHDC
is responsible for processing applications for Certificates of
Appropriateness for any changes in the external appearance
of existing structures, the design for new structures, and for
the demolition of existing structures found to be historically
significant. The BHDC also reviews Section 106 projects and
historic preservation projects funded through the Community
Preservation Committee.
Beverly Community Preservation Committee (CPC)
The Community Preservation Committee was formed in
2013, shortly after the Community Preservation Ordinance
was adopted. (The Community Preservation Act establishes
a local, dedicated fund for the purpose of undertaking open
space, historic preservation, community housing, and outdoor
recreation projects.) The Committee is responsible for
developing a set of guidelines that include project selection
criteria, application materials, and procedures. The Committee is
charged with implementing the CPA and recommending projects
for funding.
Historic Beverly (formerly the Beverly Historical Society)
Historic Beverly is a nonprofit organization devoted to collecting
and preserving Beverly’s history, inspiring the community
to engage with the city’s history, and making this history
accessible for all. The society has called the John Cabot House
its headquarters since 1892. It also acquired the Balch House
and Hale Farm in the early 1900s. All three properties are tourist
destinations in their own right and the Cabot House also serves
as a regional visitor center with exhibits, program space, and
research services.
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MHC Inventory

National Register of Historic Places
Inventoried Property
Source: Massachusetts Historic Council

Almost 300 properties in Beverly are
listed on the State Register of Historic
Places
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Cultural Assets
Arts and cultural programming is an important aspect of
community life and can also serve as an economic driver for a
city. Beverly is home to cultural icons including the Cabot and
Larcom theaters, the North Shore Music Theatre, and annual
and annual arts and cultural events including Arts Fest, a free
outdoor festival celebrating hundreds of artists and crafters,
held in the downtown area. The 2019 Essex County Arts and
Culture Summit was held at the Cabot Theatre, with hundreds
of artists, designers, arts and culture organizations, business and
community leaders, and cultural philanthropists attending to
discuss cultural planning and creative placemaking across the
county. Beverly is also home to the Montserrat College of Art,
founded by the North Shore Community Arts Foundation. The
institution has been a beacon for cultural planning in Beverly,
as showcased by the Beverly Arts District (BAD), launched in
2014 by Beverly Main Streets in partnership with the City of
Beverly and Montserrat College of Art. Some of the goals of the
BAD include facilitating collaboration among artists, spaces,
businesses, and organizations, and creating a strong cultural
identity through signage and public realm improvements for
the district located in the downtown area. While there has been
an increasing value placed on the creative economy throughout
the city, only 2% of Beverly residents are employed in the arts.
Going forward, it is important that the City builds on the success
of the Beverly Arts District by providing continued support
and coordination among artists and cultural enterprises, and
expanding arts and cultural opportunities to all parts of Beverly.

Beverly Arts District

Source: Metropolitan Area Planning Council

In 2018, the City of Beverly worked with the Metropolitan Area Planning
Council (MAPC) to develop goals and an implementation strategy for
the Beverly Arts District. The final plan cultivated new ideas for cultural
programming in the district and outlined a vision for the district’s long term
success, funding resources, and impact measurements.
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Thoughts from the Community

““There’s ALWAYS something to do! You
want to live in a community where there
are events to make it a community not just
a place to live.”
— Cove resident, Survey #1

“I would like the city to value its history
and demonstrate a consistent plan for all
new buildings to at least have a historical
facade.”
— Online Respondent , Survey #1

What attractions and events would you like to see more of in Beverly?
60

Number of Responses

PlanBeverly Survey #1 asked residents a variety of questions
related to cultural and historic resources to gain an
understanding of community priorities for the future. The charts
below illustrate responses from over 484 participants.
When it comes to cultural events or attractions in Beverly, survey
respondents felt there is a need for opportunities to celebrate
Beverly’s history. Venues for live music and film, museums, and
galleries also emerged as priorities.

40

20

0
Musuems/
Art Galleries

Public Art Partnerships/ Scheduled
(Murals, Programs with Events and
Sculptures
Institutions
Festivals
etc.)

More Family
-Friendly
Events

Flexible
Street and
Community
Park
Spaces/
Activation
Maker-spaces (Block Parties,
etc.)

Waterfront
Historic
Access
Preservation/
Celebrate
Beverly’s
History

Top 3 favorite historic destinations in Beverly:

Top 3 favorite cultural destinations in Beverly:

Lynch Park

Cabot Theater

“I love Lynch Park! We
should have more outdoor
concerts and movies at
Lynch Park.” — North
Beverly resident
GAR Hall

“I love all the theaters but
Cabot is my favorite!”
— Beverly resident
Arts Fest

“I appreciate the sense
of community created
through events like Arts
Fest and live music at
Lynch Park.”
— Cove resident

“I’d like to see more
restoration of historic
buildings like we did at
GAR Hall.”
— Downtown Beverly resident
Historic Homes

Survey results illustrate responses from 484
participants, the total number of respondents
as of July 17, 2019, the date at which this data
was extracted.

Live Music
and Film
Events/
venues

North Shore Theater

“I really like Beverly’s
host of historic homes and
walking tours by Historic
Beverly.”
— Downtown Beverly
resident

“North Shore Music
Theater... what a gem.”
— North Beverly resident
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Issues and Opportunities
Broaden Access to Arts and Cultural Programming
The Beverly Arts District has been a successful endeavor
in creating a cultural focal point for the City. However, it is
important that the city continues to expand access to a variety of
arts and cultural programming for all members of the community
and across different neighborhoods in Beverly. It is equally
important that there is adequate support for artists and creative
groups citywide, not just within the Arts District.

Coastal Byway Kiosk

Collaboration and Coordination
There are a number of institutions, business organizations
and cultural groups in Beverly that actively participate in the
creative economy. Increased collaboration and coordination
between different stakeholders can strengthen arts and cultural
programming in the city.
Community Outreach and Education
While Beverly is home to many highly visible historic resources,
there are many resources that the community is largely unaware
of. The City has an opportunity to cultivate new ways of engaging
the public around historic resources and increase access to both
historic and cultural resources and programming.

Image source: City of Beverly
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Cultural and Historic Resources
Goals
Goal A: Public Participation in Arts and Culture:
Increase formal and informal access to the arts for all members of the
community, regardless of age, educational attainment, socioeconomic
level, or location.
Goal B: Rich Cultural Heritage:
Support and promote the rich cultural heritage of Beverly, both today
and from the past.
Goal C: Citywide Programming and Public Art:
Build off the success of existing cultural initiatives and events to
program and promote arts and culture in the public realm across the
city.
Goal D: Historic Preservation:
Preserve Beverly’s cultural and historic places and landscapes,
including municipally-owned historic assets, balancing preservation
with complementary new development.
Goal E: Communication, Outreach, and Education:
Increase marketing and communication efforts towards residents
and the greater community in order to raise awareness and attract
attention to the city’s cultural and historic assets.
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Goal A: Public Participation in Arts and Culture
1. Work with the Beverly Arts District, Beverly Main Street, and other stakeholders to expand
Increase formal and informal
Open Studios and similar events where the public can engage with the arts at no cost.
access to the arts for all members
2. Expand and promote free public arts and cultural programming in public spaces – inside and
outside. [see Goal C]
of the community, regardless
3. Expand and strengthen partnerships between local institutions and arts organizations, the
of age, educational attainment,
Beverly Public Schools, Beverly private schools, and the Beverly Public Library.
socioeconomic level, or location.
4. Expand and promote the Beverly Public Library Museum Pass program, providing free passes
for arts, cultural, and historic destinations.

5. Improve multimodal access to arts and culture resources throughout the city. [see Mobility
section]
6. Work with local arts and cultural institutions, including Montserrat College of Art and Endicott
College, to promote arts, cultural, and entertainment offerings taking place in Beverly to the
broader region.

Image source: City of Beverly
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Goal B: Rich Cultural Heritage
Support and promote the rich cultural
heritage of Beverly, both today and in
the past.

1. Work with the Community Preservation Committee, Beverly Historic District Commission,
Historic Beverly, and the Human Rights Commission to highlight the cultural histories of
all Beverly’s residents. Expand the storytelling of the history of Beverly to recognize and
communicate the diverse heritages of Beverly’s residents and promote cross-cultural dialogue,
interaction, and knowledge-sharing.
2. Partner with established and emerging cultural organizations to host public events and festivals
celebrating diverse cultural backgrounds.
3. Foster cross collaboration, ongoing education, understanding, and celebration of how Beverly is
evolving culturally. Partner with the Human Rights Commission and other community groups
and organizations to highlight equity and inclusion. Underrepresented voices should be present
in decision making and planning of public programs.
4. Preserve and promote Beverly’s natural resource heritage through protection, acquisition, and
educational programming with appropriate partners.

Image source: City of Beverly
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Goal C: Citywide Programming and Public Art
1. Incorporate public art into public realm improvements and capital projects.
Build off the success of existing
2. Launch a City-sponsored public art program.
cultural initiatives and events to
a. Create a Public Art Commission, including a representative of the Beverly Cultural
Council, the Beverly Arts District, a representative of Montserrat College of Art, and at
program and promote arts and
least one local artist, to approve proposals for public art.
b. Adopt a public art policy allowing street murals and artistic crosswalks, and create
culture in the public realm across the
guidance for artists and neighborhood organizations interested in installing them.
c. Identify potential funding sources.
city.
d. Connect artists and property owners with technical support.
3. Encourage developers to include public art, artist live/work space, and cultural facilities in new
development proposals.
a. Establish guidelines for public art to clarify what is considered art and what is considered
signage and advertising.
4. Work with Open Space and Recreation Committee and/or the Recreation Department to
incorporate free arts and cultural programming in open spaces throughout the city.
a. Partner with local arts and culture organizations to program festivals, concerts, and
performances.
b. Identify capital investments needed to support arts programming in public open spaces.
5. Survey and document all existing public art, sculptures, and memorials on public land in Beverly
and develop a maintenance plan for preservation.
6. Identify a public location, such as the GAR Hall, to serve as a City venue for Arts & Culture use
based on the Rockport Art Association model including gallery exhibits and openings, music
performances, poetry reading, etc. Such a space may also be available to the public to rent for
classes, weddings, and other occasions as a source of revenue that can go back into arts and
cultural programming.
Image source: Utile
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Goal D: Historic Preservation
Preserve our cultural and historic
places and landscapes, including
municipally-owned historic assets,
balancing preservation with
complementary new development.

Cultural and Historic Resources

1. Complete a comprehensive Historic Preservation Plan to identify specific preservation
strategies the City can implement to preserve its historic resources, including buildings,
neighborhoods, historic parks, municipal grounds, and cemeteries.
2. Work with the Community Preservation Committee, Beverly Historic District Commission, and
Historic Beverly to prioritize historic properties at risk of being lost.
3. Acquire or place historic preservation restrictions on high-priority properties using Community
Preservation Act funds and other sources of funding.
4. Update zoning and design guidelines for Downtown Beverly to encourage adaptive re-use of
historic buildings and new development that complements the historic urban form. [see land use
section]
5. Update zoning for Neighborhood Commercial districts to discourage auto-oriented building
form and site design and to ensure that infill development is consistent with the historic urban
form. [see Land Use section]

The City of Beverly Community Preservation
Committee (CPC) updated the Beverly
Community Preservation Plan in 2018,
documenting Beverly’s current community
preservation needs and outlining goals for the
next round of implementation efforts. The plan is
also a guide for residents and applicants looking
to receive funding for projects through the
Community Preservation Act. CPA funds were
used in 2019 to continue work on the citywide
inventory of historic properties. The survey
provides a list of properties recommended for
nomination to the National Register, along with a
map of historic resources.

6. Consider local historic districts in neighborhoods with strong historic character that are at risk
of experiencing redevelopment that negatively impacts that historic character.
7. Complete and approve the Cultural Heritage Properties Ordinance to facilitate the protection
and appropriate redevelopment of large historic buildings and estates. [see Land Use section]
8. Encourage and facilitate greater use of historic tax credits for the rehabilitation and restoration
of historic buildings.
9. Develop a restoration and preservation plan for Beverly’s many historic municipal records.
10.Designate scenic roads and create preservation standards for roads that have a distinctive
character, such as McKay Street or Common Lane.
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Goal E: Communication, Outreach, and Education
1. Partner with the Beverly Arts District or the Creative Collective of the North Shore to create
Increase marketing and
a website and newsletter for citywide arts and culture resources in order to connect artists,
venues, and other partners.
communication efforts towards
residents and the greater community 2. Partner with Historic Beverly to expand and promote public programming.
3. Bolster the tourism industry in Beverly with a focus on arts and historic resources. [see
in order to raise awareness and
Economic Development section]
attract attention to the city’s cultural 4. Expand interpretive signage highlighting cultural and historic places around Beverly.
a. Develop an interactive online map, providing links to historic resource surveys and
and historic assets.
additional historic and cultural information, as a companion to interpretive signage
program.

5. Work with partner institutions to create a mobile application with information on arts, culture,
and historic resources and amenities.

Image source: City of Beverly
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“More collaborations between Beverly organisations and businesses.
These kinds of events raises awareness of current organisations and
businesses and also strengthens the community by bringing different
demographics together.”
—Downtown resident
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